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Abstract
Building trust into light-handed regulations for cognitive radio
by
Kristen Ann Woyach
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Anant Sahai, Chair
This thesis introduces an incentive-based trust model to let wireless spectrum regulation embrace
diverse current and future means of implementing cognitive radio.
Cognitive radio has emerged as a way to combat inefficient spectrum use by allowing
independently designed networks to share the same frequency band. This philosophy has been
embraced by the FCC, which has already allowed cognitive use in the TV bands, and plans to
make spectrum sharing the norm in other bands as well. To enact spectrum sharing, regulatory
decisions, like band assignment, are made at runtime so that they can reflect local context. From
a regulatory perspective, the most important question is how to trust that these decisions will be
made and carried out correctly.
Right now, the FCC guarantees correct decisions by directly testing that any deployed
technologies are incapable of making bad decisions. This process of testing is called certification.
But certification has limitations. For example, a network of nodes could sense for a TV signal and
decide as a group that the TV tower is far enough away that their interference to TV receivers
would be negligible. However, this network will never pass a certification test. There is no way to
prove that the network will stay silent if all the nodes are blocked by the same building so they
cannot sense the tower but can cause interference.
This thesis provides a new model for trust that would allow networked sensing and any
other novel spectrum sharing solution through light-handed regulations. The idea is to build a
system that allows regulators to trust secondaries to follow sharing rules regardless of whether they
are technically capable of finding spectrum holes. This is accomplished by an incentive mechanism,
a spectrum jail, that will punish secondaries caught causing interference by degrading their quality
of service. This thesis shows that for such a mechanism to work, cognitive radio must be thought
of as a band-expander. If the same mechanism must apply to all radios, regardless of technology,
there must be pretty good unlicensed or licensed bands that secondaries can use if they cannot
share spectrum appropriately.
The mechanism explored here is inspired by the ideas in the law and economics literature
as well as the spectrum policy literature. This thesis takes these mostly rhetorical arguments and
develops the first mathematical model for incentive-based trust in spectrum regulation.
This model allows identification of the most difficult to enforce cases: the regulator must
decide whether a primary will be protected even if it hardly ever uses its band. The regulator
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must also decide what constitutes harmful interference. Some interference is unavoidable when
bands are shared; the regulator must decide how much interference the primary must accept in a
shared environment. When these decisions are made, this thesis shows that trust can be guaranteed
with a sanction set at certification time and which is applied to all cognitive devices regardless of
technology.
The model also gives quantitative performance metrics, measuring the ability for secondaries to reclaim spectrum holes, which illustrate the dependence on the regulator’s ability to
catch wrongdoers. In particular, this thesis shows that while trust depends on the ability to catch
those causing interference, runtime performance depends on the wrongful conviction rate. So, even
applying the same sanction, as spectrum sharing technology and catching technology improves,
performance will improve as well.
This model is extended to understand what role the primary can or must play in its own
protection as new primary devices are developed to operate in a shared band. By controlling the
cost of reporting, the regulator can trust a primary to report interference correctly. This also means
that if a secondary is difficult to coexist with, the primary will not use the jail system to try to
get rid of the secondary. It will instead hire a “band-sitter,” which is a preferred secondary system
that coexists more easily with the primary.
This thesis also addresses multiple secondaries and aggregate interference by giving a basic
framework of results to guide research in this direction. The distribution of aggregate interference
from randomly placed nodes is explored to understand placement risk: the threat of too much
interference caused by clusters of secondaries too close to the primary. Then, the thesis develops
strategies to use the secondary location information that TV whitespace databases already have
to address the problem of placement risk. Finally, a basic queuing model is suggested as a future
direction to extend spectrum jails to deal with multiple secondaries.
Finally, this thesis answers the question of why jails? The original motivation is twofold. First, jails lend themselves to simple modeling because the utility and the sanction are both
measured in quality of service terms. Second, jails can actually be reasonably implemented. The
FCC has allowed TV whitespace devices using databases to coordinate spectrum access. In order
to actually secure this operation, databases will need to be able to identify malfunctioning devices
and turn them off. These same identity and kill-switch technologies will also enable spectrum jails.
Jails can even be implemented through the databases themselves as a denial of operating tokens.
At a more philosophical level, in-kind and monetary sanctions are fundamentally different
things. Which one is actually better suited to the spectrum sharing enforcement problem? The
last chapter will apply the same performance-based understanding from the the rest of the thesis to
understand when fines or in-kind punishments should be preferred. It shows that in cases of high
uncertainty, or when primary protection is the most important consideration, in-kind sanctions are
the right approach.
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The Thesis in a Nutshell
Cognitive radio aims to enable efficient spectrum sharing between different wireless systems that are not jointly designed. This new regulation paradigm cannot come about all at once.
So, the initial stages of the transition include protecting the current wireless devices (primaries)
from the potential interference caused by new devices (secondaries). There are therefore two sides
to this problem: creating the technology that allows sharing to occur, and creating the regulations
that guide technology to guarantee peaceful coexistence.
Technology has come a long way to make spectrum sharing possible, but regulations have
not yet caught up to make these technology solutions legal. For example, take TV towers and
receivers as the primary. Secondary devices could individually sense the surrounding spectrum,
determine as a network that TV towers are far away, and begin to transmit. This is not legal.
Perhaps a secondary network could determine that there were no primaries in a particular direction
and beamform its transmission only in that direction. This is also not legal. A secondary network
operator could build their entire network in subterranean Faraday cages, but could want to use TV
frequencies for their superior transmission capabilities. If the network is underneath a TV tower,
the operator would be breaking the law.
If these peaceful coexistence scenarios are technically feasible, why are they illegal? It is
fundamentally a question of trust. Right now, the FCC certifies every deployed wireless device. The
purpose is to guarantee that any deployed device will do exactly what it claims to do. Unfortunately,
certification cannot provide such a guarantee for the examples above: the subterranean network, if
deployed above ground, could cause significant interference. If the beam-forming solution did not
correctly determine the relative position of primaries, it too would interfere. The network nodes
could be deployed too close together within the shadow of a building. They cause interference,
but cannot sense the TV themselves. With certification alone, there is no way to trust devices that
collectively change their operation based on local context.
If enabling trust is the actual problem, are there other ways to do this that would allow
more technical freedom? This thesis presents the first mathematical model for extending trust in
cognitive radio through vulnerability instead of strict control. The effect of this new model is to allow
trust first and performance later, the basis of light-handed regulation. Essentially, the certification
procedure includes guaranteeing only that the secondary network is subject to a punishment-based
enforcement mechanism (spectrum jails). Then, regardless of the secondary’s method of finding
spectrum holes, it will be in the best interest of the secondary to follow sharing rules.
This summary goes through the main results of this thesis. At the end is a table of results,
broken down by chapter.
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The idea of spectrum jails
The incentive mechanism explored in this thesis is spectrum jails. The idea is an inkind punishment that will decrease the quality of service (QOS) that a secondary can achieve if
it insists on causing harmful interference. The punishment must be aligned with the QOS desires
of the secondary – this thesis covers secondaries who try to maximize their throughput (Chapter
2), energy usage (Chapter 4), or a combination of both (Chapter 4). The jail includes a time-out
during which the secondary is not allowed to transmit in any of its available bands, which impacts
the throughput-sensitive users. The jail also includes a requirement to burn energy during the
time-out, which impacts the energy-sensitive users.
Spectrum jails are envisioned to be implemented through the databases that are already
operational in the TV whitespaces. Right now, these databases accept GPS coordinates from
secondaries, and return a list of available channels. The intent of the FCC is to port these databases
into other bands, like the federal spectrum as in the PCAST report (see Chapter 1). It may be
very difficult at first to roll out databases that can coordinate spectrum access for spectrum holes
that only last for minutes or seconds. On the other hand, secondaries may be able to find these
spectrum holes if given the freedom to do so, either through sensing technology or other kinds of
sensing infrastructure.
This thesis proposes that the database instead act as a spectrum manager and issue “operation tokens” which the secondary needs in order to operate in any of its bands. This token
does not tell the secondary where it is free to transmit. The token tells the secondary it is free to
look for a band to transmit in. These tokens could be issued on a slower time scale and revoked if
harmful interference is detected. The lack of an operation token is equivalent to being in spectrum
jail. The database implementation is analyzed in Chapter 3.
General themes
The strength of this mathematical model of spectrum jails is that it makes explicit the
difficult-to-enforce cases and the performance tradeoffs. The model also highlights the different
architectural requirements and regulatory decisions that must be made for such an enforcement
system to work.
The architectural requirements include an identification system with certain performance
specifications on how well it can connect interference to the culprit. To guarantee primary protection, the identification system must be able to catch those causing interference. To reduce the
negative impact of spectrum jails on secondaries following the rules, the identification system must
have a low rate of wrongful conviction. Note that this identification system (as argued in Chapter
1) is already needed to actually trust that secondaries in the TV bands will follow sharing rules.
Spectrum jails do not have an extra requirement, they are leveraging the solution to a problem
that already exists.
It is also required that cognitive radio be treated as a band-expanding technology instead of
the only means of spectrum access. If certification does not depend on the secondary’s technology,
then secondaries with poor technology need somewhere to operate other than the primary bands.
Otherwise, these secondaries’ only choice is to cause harmful interference.
The mathematical model presented here also makes explicit the decisions regulators must
make about harmful interference and when primaries will be protected. There will always be some
interference when different wireless systems share the same frequency band. The model of trust
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here allows regulators to choose exactly how much harm is too much harm and then design the
enforcement system to protect primaries from any interference over this level. These harm decisions
have always been made; the only difference here is that they are made directly instead of implicitly
through no-talk radii or the size of guard bands.
But primaries cannot be protected in all situations – if the primary uses the band only
rarely, only a very high punishment will guarantee deterrence of harmful interference because rational secondaries are choosing between checking for the primary all the time and suffering punishment
only rarely. So, regulators must also adopt a “use-it-or-lose-it” rule for shared bands that requires
the primary to actually use its allocation.
So, primaries that are active enough of the time can be protected from too much interference. What about the secondaries? How much of an impact does spectrum jail make on their
performance? It depends on the quality of the identity system and how well/easily the secondary
can correctly find spectrum holes. As these technologies become better, the impact of spectrum
jail on secondaries will become negligible.
Extending the role of the primary
Current legacy users are designed to operate alone in an exclusive band. So the rules (and
enforcement mechanisms) must be designed to protect these legacy users. In the future, however,
primaries will be designed to operate in a shared band. Chapter 5 explores whether the primary
should be required to be designed to take part in the enforcement system.
In general, the primary is in the best position to report harmful interference, and it does
have incentive to do so. However, it also has incentive to report correctly received packets as
dropped in order to wrongfully send the secondary to jail. The regulator has some amount of
control over these actions by choosing how much it costs to report interference. This could be
done, for example, through a mini jail sentence applied to the primary for every accusation. But
the cost of reporting must be chosen carefully – if the cost of reporting is too high, there is less
incentive to report actual interference. If it is too low, the primary may want to report all (received
or dropped) packets as dropped.
The primary has another option to influence the actions of the secondary. The primary
has some number of packets it needs to transmit, but there is no mechanism forcing it to transmit
only the packets it needs to. The primary can either transmit gibberish to make the band seem
more occupied, or it can hire a band-sitter. This is a preferred secondary whose transmissions the
primary will protect to either make other secondaries more honest or to kick out other secondaries.
Chapter 5 explores when this option will be used, and how the cost of reporting must change to
make hiring a band-sitter preferred over false accusations for protecting the primary band.
Multiple secondaries and aggregate interference: protecting the primary against “placement risk”
Extending spectrum jails to multiple secondaries requires understanding the equilibrium
spectrum jails are trying to achieve. To this end, Chapter 6 explores “placement risk,” or the chance
of too much aggregate interference because of randomly-located secondaries clustering around the
primary receiver.
The distribution of aggregate interference from randomly placed secondaries changes its
form depending on how dense the secondaries are compared to the distance of the closest interferer
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to the primary receiver. We call the distribution coming from sparse interferers (rural environments)
“near field.” The distribution has a heavy tail and is dominated by the interference from the closest
node. We call the distribution of interference coming from dense interferers (urban environment)
“far field;” it has a Gaussian-like form. Understanding the shift from near-field to far-field is
important because the rule for a no-talk radius, for example, may have to change in rural and
urban environments to adequately protect the primary.
With this distribution information, Chapter 6 explores different sharing rules a database
may be able to enact in the TV bands. The database has access to information about the secondary
density, and even the locations of individual secondary devices. This information can be used to
tailor the no-talk radius or the per-node secondary power to the current locations of secondary
interferers. The current rules use no local information, instead choosing a no-talk radius and the
node power that will apply regardless of secondary location realization. The more local information
is used, the better the database can protect the primaries and the more spectrum holes are available
for use by secondaries.
A note on jails and fines
This thesis is built on an in-kind punishment scheme using spectrum jails. But the traditional sanction approach considered in the literature is a fine. Chapter 7 uses an abstract mathematical model to highlight the difference between the two and argue that in-kind sanctions are the
right choice for spectrum.
Two major differences are explored: levels of uncertainty and the ability to treat a fine as
a price.
In spectrum, because all radios are trying to transmit information across a wireless
medium, there are a bounded set of quality of service parameters that can either be estimated
or at least bounded. As is shown through the rest of the thesis, a sanction can then be built that
deters harmful interference for a wide range of QOS cost functions. On the other hand, fines require
understanding the monetary value of a transmission, which may depend on the QOS, the price the
users are willing to pay, the business practices and pricing model of the company, etc. It is much
harder to estimate the correct fine, and any estimate will have a high impact on any secondary
wrongfully convicted.
Further, rational secondaries cause harmful interference when they are better able to
achieve their QOS goals through interference instead of correct operation. An in-kind punishment
removes the QOS benefit of causing harmful interference. A fine just makes that higher QOS more
expensive. If interference is considered a certainly undesirable act that needs to be deterred, an
in-kind punishment is best. Otherwise, the higher cost is just letting those secondaries who value
their transmissions more highly to break the rules.
Table 0.1: Results of this thesis
Chapter
1: A new model of
trust for spectrum access

Results
Presents the background and argument for spectrum jails
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Table 0.1 – continued from previous page
Chapter
Results
2: Basic spectrum jails Shows the basic results of using a spectrum jail:
• Trust can be guaranteed at certification time, regardless of the
with a single secondary
secondary technology. Certification is based on respecting the
jail commands, not on the ability to correctly find spectrum
holes.
• Performance will improve as technology gets better – the regulatory overhead of jails will go down and the protection for
the primary will get better as spectrum holes become easier to
find and the catching system improves its selectivity.
• New architectural requirements: each secondary must have access to a home band or unlicensed band where it does not have
to search for a primary. The ability to deny the secondary access to its home band is vital to extend trust to any secondary
device.
• Regulator decisions: if there must be a fixed jail sentence,
rarely active primaries cannot be guaranteed protection. The
regulator must choose the lowest protected activity level.
3:
Spectrum jails
implemented through
databases

Extends the basic model to cover the database implementation proposed in the introductory chapter. This multiband model also covers
wideband secondaries that encounter multiple primaries.
• The sanction must be adapted to account for the greater temptation of multiple bands.
• Once the adaptation has been done, the same properties of the
original model still hold: trust first and performance later is
still possible!
• If using a database to directly reallocate spectrum holes, the
database cannot effectively recover spectrum holes if it cannot
operate at the same time scale as the spectrum hole. If instead
the database distributes conditional operation tokens and implements spectrum jails, spectrum holes can be recovered by
any secondary technically capable of finding them. Even a
slower time scale database can enable recovery of small spectrum holes.
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Table 0.1 – continued from previous page
Chapter
Results
4: Universal jails
Extends the model to a wider range of secondary cost functions and
refines the model of harm.
• General utility functions:
• The jail sentence must affect the QOS of the secondary
device to be effective. The case shown here is a secondary
that cares only about energy usage. Once an energywasting sanction is added, all of the same results from
the previous two chapters still hold.
• Because all radios are transmitting information in a wireless medium, there are only a limited range of QOS desires. This thesis covers energy and delay constraints, but
does not handle sensitivity to timing of packets. There
is hope of creating a sanction that works for all types of
secondary devices.
• A more refined model of harm:
• If the secondary does not cause much harm when cheating,
it is very difficult to catch. Therefore, a higher sanction
must be in place to deter such cheating.
• The secondary may cause harm when it thinks it is being
honest (think of the secondary’s sensor mis-detecting the
primary). The sanction must also be set such that honest
but harmful secondaries choose to operate in their home
bands instead of in the primary’s band.
• Once the sanctions have been adapted, the trust first and
performance later properties still hold.
• Regulator decision: the regulator must decide the maximum
“acceptable level of harm.” Think of this like an interference
temperature. Once this decision has been made, a primary is
guaranteed to be protected from any harm above this level as
long as it is active often enough.
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Table 0.1 – continued from previous page
Chapter
Results
5: The role of the pri- If the next generation of primary can be designed to work with the
mary
spectrum jail system, what role should it take in its own protection?
• Primaries will report harmful interference to protect themselves
as long as the cost of reporting is low enough.
• Can primaries be trusted to be responsible?
• If the cost of reporting is too low, the primary will report
interference even when its packet was correctly received.
The hope is to use these reports to kick the secondary out
of its band.
• The primary will also transmit more than it needs in order
to keep the secondary honest and then kick the secondary
out of the band.
• The desired primary behavior is to use extra transmissions
because these transmissions can be sub-leased to “bandsitting” secondaries that coexist well with the primary.
• The cost of reporting can be used to control whether the
primary uses false reports or extra transmissions to kick
out the secondary. The exploration of this is begun in this
thesis, but largely left to future work.
• Performance: as secondary technology improves, the primary
has less incentive to lie or proactively find a band-sitter. As
technology becomes perfect, the secondary and primary will
peacefully coexist.
• Regulator decisions: The regulator must choose the cost of reporting to direct primary behavior. It must be low enough
to allow correct reports, but high enough to deter false accusations. This choice also implicitly defines what constitutes
harmful interference.
• Architectural requirements: the cost of reporting could possibly be controlled by having mini-jails for primaries. This is left
to future work.
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Table 0.1 – continued from previous page
Chapter
Results
6:
Sharing risk Analyzes the distribution of aggregate interference from randomlyamongst
multiple placed secondary nodes to understand how to build rules to account
secondaries
for multiple secondaries. Also introduces a way forward in adapting
spectrum jails to handle multiple secondaries.
• Distribution of interference: near vs far field
• As the density of secondary interferers increases (relative
to the distance of the interferer located closest to the primary), the distribution of aggregate interference changes.
• With very sparse interferers, the distribution is dominated
by the interference of the closest, and has a heavy tail.
• With dense interferers, the distribution resembles a Gaussian.
• Designing rules that require the secondaries to be a certain
distance from the primary must take into account the type
of distribution it is facing. Urban and rural environments
behave very differently.
• Designing rules using database information – if the database
can use its information about secondary locations, it can better
protect the primary and better recover spectrum holes.
• If the no-talk radius must be set at certification time with
a fixed maximum per-node power (the current FCC rules),
the rule will be very conservative and push secondaries
much farther away than they need to be, especially for
rural environments. Even then, the protection offered is
probabilistic, promising only a small probability of too
much interference because of poor secondary placement.
• The database has access to secondary density information. It is possible to get better secondary performance,
while offering the same probabilistic primary protection,
by changing the power based on the density of interferers.
• The database also has access to secondary location information. With this information, the database can guarantee too much interference will never result from poor
secondary placement. At the same time, the database
can give the secondary as much access to spectrum holes
as possible. This section explores this through adapting
either the no-talk radius or the power density. Optimizing
over both is left to future work.
• A first toy model for jails with multiple secondaries
• The model from previous chapters could be extended using queuing theory. A simple example is shown here, but
most of this adaptation is left to future work.
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Table 0.1 – continued from previous page
Chapter
Results
7: Jails vs fines
The thesis is built on in-kind punishment, but fines are the traditional
tool for imposing sanctions. This chapter develops simple mathematical models to highlight the operational differences between the two
approaches.
• With wireless, QOS can be bounded. However, the translation
from the QOS value of a cheating transmission to a monetary
value is very uncertain. In such a case, in-kind punishments
will have much smaller overhead.
• Jails and fines are fundamentally different things – one affects
the achievable QOS while the other affects only the price at
which that QOS can be obtained. When the QOS can be directly affected (like with spectrum jails), for most situations,
especially given uncertainty over the QOS or price constraints,
in-kind punishments are the better option.
8: Conclusion and Future Work
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The regulatory “control system.” Engineers tend to think of only the control system
of the wireless device trying to access local spectrum with help from a database
or other entities. Regulators, however, are really trying to use certification and
enforcement to control any temptation the engineers may have to cause interference
for the benefit of their own networks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The command-and-control system. Although the network is running at the network
operation timescale, all regulatory operations happen at much slower human time
scales. In particular, any enforcement events require a network administrator to
complain, which triggers an FCC investigation and perhaps a cease-and-desist letter.
If all networks have their own private frequency band, this slow intervention time
scale is sufficient to control interference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
With the TV Whitespace ruling, cognitive devices are able to opportunistically use
spectrum holes, with help from a database. However, intervention to turn off malfunctioning devices, for example, still goes through the same complaint, investigation,
cease-and-desist cycle as with command-and-control. This cycle is far too slow to
effectively deal with problems. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If the database has access to identity and a kill-switch, the new “spectrum manager”
will actually be able to effectively protect primaries. These same technical primitives
can also be used to enact a run-time enforcement scheme. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
How much spectrum a database can recover depends on its time scale relative to
the primary. Even if the primary is only using the band 25% of the time, the
database cannot recover any spectrum holes if the primary usage is spread out over
the database time slots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Even if the database can predict perfectly which spectrum holes a primary will be
using, it can only recover the time slot if the whole time slot is empty. So, if the
primary uses 30% of the band, and the database token includes several primary
time steps, this mismatch will decrease the recoverable spectrum. A single order of
magnitude difference in time scales will effectively eliminate recoverable spectrum.
The utility a secondary can derive from cheating is a boost to the quality of service is
can provide. Because the service is transmitting data, this utility really only lies along
three dimensions: throughput, energy usage, and “sensitivity to burstiness.” This
last one is capturing the sensitivity to the timing of packets, so voice communication
will have a different utility along this axis than transmitting a large file. This thesis
covers secondaries with throughput and energy-based cost functions. . . . . . . . .
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Flowchart of events governing the operation and punishment of the secondary. . . .
Markov chain illustration for the jail system. The primary follows a Markov chain
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If the primary is iid, then the Markov chain can be simplified to two states: when
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Example costs for the secondary given the level of cheating, with two different values
of the sanction parameter Ppen . The cost is always minimized by Pcheat = 0 or 1.
This is true in general: the secondary will never choose to cheat only part of the time.
The required average sanction (amount of time in jail per offense) to deter cheating
for different values of the cost of sensing. Different lines indicate different probabilities that the primary will be active. As the cost of sensing rises, the necessary
sanction rises without bound, indicating there does not exist a sanction that will
work for all costs of sensing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The required average jail time per offense to deter cheating vs the probability of the
primary being active. Different lines represent different costs of sensing. When the
primary is mostly active, there is little opportunity to transmit, so the secondary
is more tempted to cheat. When the primary is rarely active, the secondary would
rather go to jail every once in a while than sense at every time step. . . . . . . . . .
With a home band, the operation in the primary band is the same as before. In
the home band, the secondary does not have to respect a primary’s priority, and
so its only option is legal transmission. The secondary chooses its operation mode:
operate just in the primary band, just in the home band, or in both. The jail is a
global jail – the secondary loses transmission ability in all bands, including the home
band. It is assumed that if operating only in the home band, the secondary is not
subject to jail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Required sanctions vs the cost of sensing. The bottom black line is the sanction required to deter cheating. The red line is the sanction required to make the secondary
move to the home band. To deter cheating, the sanction must be the minimum of
these two lines (dotted green line). Notice that it is possible to choose a level of
sanction that will work for all values of the cost of sensing, and it does not go to an
infinite sanction as the cost of sensing goes to 1. Even if the secondary is operating
in the primary band, its behavior is modified by being able to transmit in the home
band as well. When the cost of sensing is very high, the secondary still has incentive
to not cheat in order to protect its operation in the home band. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The sanction required vs the probability the primary is active. The bottom black
line is the sanction required to deter cheating. The red line is the sanction to move
the secondary to the home band. The required sanction is the minimum of these
two lines (green dotted line). Notice that there is no universal sanction possible.
Regulators must define a minimum protected Ptx . Then, there exists a sanction that
protects all primaries operational for more than PtxM in of the time. In this plot,
there are two points to compare when choosing the sanction: the sanction needed
at the minimum Ptx , and the sanction needed when the secondary will switch to the
home band at high Ptx . This is a result of the chosen cost of sensing. Taking the
maximum of these points over all costs of sensing leaves only the sanction needed at
PtxM in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The primary transmission probability below which cheating actually occurs, given
PtxM in and cost of sensing. If it is possible to improve sensing technology, the primary
will be better protected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The bounding curve from Fig. 2.10 for different values of Pwrong . Better wrongful
conviction rates will also produce better realized protection for the primary. . . . .
Overhead metric values for different values of the parameters. The different plots use
the indicated PtxM in and Ptx . Overhead is shown as a function of CDS . Black solid
lines are secondary overhead, green dotted lines are primary interference experienced,
red dashed lines are holes due to jail, magenta solid lines are holes due to retreat to
the home band. Notice that the primary is protected for only some values of CDS
when Ptx < PtxM in . Also, the lower the PtxM in , the higher the sanction. So, the
secondary will move to the home band for smaller levels of CDS . . . . . . . . . . .
Overhead metrics vs Ptx . Different plots are for the indicated values of PtxM in , CDS ,
and all plots are against Ptx . Black solid lines are secondary overhead, green dotted
lines are primary interference experienced, red dashed lines are holes due to jail,
magenta solid lines are holes due to retreat to the home band. Again here, the
secondary moves to the home band for lower values of Ptx when PtxM in and therefore
the sanction are higher. The primary is not protected when Ptx < PtxM in , but has
fewer collisions for higher Ptx because the secondary is spending more time in jail.
Secondary overhead gets worse for higher Ptx for the same reason – it is spending
more time wrongfully in jail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Summary overhead metrics against PtxM in . The values are averaged over the possible
realizations of primary and secondary, so over Ptx and CDS . The two plots have
different values of Pwrong , .1, .01. All measures of overhead get better with smaller
Pwrong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If the regulator chooses to change the sanction to balance the needs of the different
parties, it can choose it based on the Pareto-like curve here. This is the value of the
probability of primary collision vs the total spectrum holes. The curve represents
different values of PtxM in . The circles are different choices of balancing – red is the
min sum solution, green fixes the total collisions, and blue fixes the total spectrum
holes. Different lines are different values of Pwrong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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this plot shows the chosen PtxM in , average collisions, and average spectrum holes
against Pwrong . Notice the dependence of the optimal PtxM in on Pwrong . If fixing
the total holes metric, the best PtxM in is highly dependent on Pwrong , and so using
this approach would require the ability to change the sanction as the technology for
catching cheaters changed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
2.17 Band usage for different performance parameters. Blue is used by the primary, green
is honest use by the secondary, black shows cheating use by the secondary, and red
shows collisions between primary and secondary. The black area is curved because
of time spent in jail. The green is hindered by wrongful convictions and sensing
time. When there is no green filling in holes above the blue line, the secondary has
retreated to the home band. As Pwrong and CDS improve (get smaller), there are
fewer collisions, the honest use more effectively fills the band, and the secondary
retreats to the home band only for larger values of Ptx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
2.18 The limit on the wrongful conviction rate in the home band or deterrence to still be
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Assume a database can only issue one operation token every M time steps, and the
primary is modeled as having an iid Bernoulli Ptx = 0.3 probability of transmitting
in any time step. This is the band utilization (the primary uses 30% of the slots,
the secondary recovers as much as possible). If the mismatch is high, even though
spectrum is idle 70% of the time, very few holes can actually be recovered. . . . . .
Flowchart of events governing the operation of the secondary with a database-token
implementation of spectrum jails. The secondary decides whether it will operate
in the primary bands; “In band” is the state variable indicating this choice. The
database issues operation tokens when the secondary has no jail sentences to serve
and jail tokens during jail sentences. The secondary can only transmit when it has
an active operation token, which expires after M time steps. Sanctions are issued to
secondaries caught causing interference during their operation periods. . . . . . . .
A jail system run through a database with operation and jail tokens can be modeled
as the multiband version of the Markov Chain model, as illustrated here. . . . . .
Spectrum holes recovered by spectrum jails vs a database alone. If both sensing cost
and wrongful convictions rates are high, spectrum jails will recover about the same
amount of spectrum holes as a centralized database solution that knows ahead of
time when the primary will transmit. However, as technology improves, spectrum
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primary bands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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This is a guide for reading Figs. 5.4 and 5.9. Above both dashed lines in the pair,
the secondary is transmitting only in its home band. Between the two lines, the
secondary is honestly using the cognitive band. Below the two lines, the secondary
is cheating in the cognitive band. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comparing the regions from Fig. 5.3 for primaries with different action spaces, using
Parameter Set (A) from Table 5.2. The honest secondary (black dashed line) always
raises a red flag, and is honest with the other parameters. The primary that can
choose its probability of raising a red flag will follow the honest primary as long as
the cost of red flag is low enough. The primary that can choose both Prf and Pcw will
use these to make the secondary not cheat and leave the band as soon as possible.
Likewise, a primary that can choose Ptx as well will use this tool to kick out the
secondary early as long as the cost of red flag is low. Notice that if the primary can
choose only Prf , Ptx , it coincides with the full game lines for high Crf . This indicates
that it is possible to choose Crf such that the primary will prefer using Ptx over Pcw
to control the secondary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maximum acceptable Prf the primary is willing to use to get a γ decrease in dropped
packets. If the cost of reporting is very low, the primary is willing to report more
often to get the secondary to stop cheating or to exit the band. . . . . . . . . . . .
Illustration of the choices the primary makes when it can report both dropped and
received packets as interference. In the bottom plot, the primary can use Pcw to kick
out the secondary, but it cannot use this tool to make the secondary stop cheating.
The middle plot shows the choice over Prf with the optimal Pcw . With higher Prf ,
the secondary stops cheating and then in conjunction with higher Pcw , it will leave
the band. The top plot shows the overall cost, and the optimal decision given an
initial required value Petx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The maximum Pcw a primary will use to kick the secondary out of the band given
a cost of reporting, and a fixed probability of reporting interference. As the cost of
reporting falls, the acceptable Pcw rises. However, even if the cost of reporting is
high, a big enough change in dropped packets (γ) will still provoke the primary to
cry wolf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The costs for a primary that can operate in the full action space. Pcw is chosen in the
bottom plot, noting that higher Pcw will cause a secondary to start cheating before it
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Chapter 1

A new model of trust for spectrum
access
This thesis explores the use of spectrum jails to enable light-handed spectrum regulation.
The goal is to build an enforcement mechanism that will allow the FCC1 to trust that new spectrum
access technologies will respect the priority of current users without directly certifying the operation
of these new technologies. The path from conception to deployment of new technologies will
therefore be easier and more transparent than the current path, enabling innovation.
Spectrum sharing has become a reality with TV whitespace regulation. However, this
introductory chapter will argue that the current rules do not fully exploit the potential of cognitive
radio. The problem is that although dynamic allocation has been embraced, the FCC retains the
same trust model that it has used since the beginning of spectrum regulation. Moving forward, a
new trust model will be required.
To understand the nature and requirements of the new trust model, and the enforcement
and certification systems that enable it, this chapter casts the spectrum regulation problem as an
abstract hierarchical control problem. This serves to show trust as the main regulatory problem
and indicates the technical primitives that will be required to enable trust. These include identity
for cognitive radios and a run-time kill switch.
The chapter closes by arguing that spectrum jails are a good way to use these technical
primitives to achieve trust for new technologies.

1.1

The cognitive radio problem

Cognitive radio, or spectrum sharing, is a blanket term for the response to the problem of
apparent spectrum scarcity.2 Obviously, some kind of scarcity exists: the last available spectrum
allocation was in the 700MHz band and was sold at auction in 2008 for about $20 billion [2]. The
1

This thesis is written from the perspective of U.S. spectrum regulation. But the ideas will apply for national
regulators in general.
2
The term itself was coined by Mitola [1], and originally was used to mean a radio that could use its current
context to determine its operation. The term could include everything from sensing the local spectrum for opportunity
to transmit to recognizing a device’s location based on auditory cues. Eventually, the term was limited to include
just spectrum access because this was the part of intelligent action that required significant changes to hardware,
software, law, and policy. All other kinds of intelligent customization could be implemented at will in software.
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demand for wireless data continues to grow exponentially [3]. At the same time, the Government
has issued the National Broadband Plan [4], which calls for 500MHz of spectrum in the next 10
years to supply broadband Internet access to the entire country. If no new spectrum allocations
are available, how can these new demands for data be met?
The key is that the scarcity is in available allocations, not in available spectrum. On
average only 5% of the usable spectrum is actually utilized [5] at any given location and time.
The real problem is a mismatch between the scale of use and the scale of allocation.
Intuitively, TV station allocations should not extend into regions that the signals cannot reach [6].
Cell towers do not need as much bandwidth at night when the usage is sporadic [7].
If the inefficiency is so obvious, why was the scale mismatch created in the first place?
When command-and-control (the original spectrum regulation scheme) was first devised, and spectrum was abundant, inefficiency stemmed from the natural response to deal with the fact that the
wireless medium is messy. In space, signal propagation is affected by bouncing off of buildings [8],
how easily different frequencies pass through different materials [9], and even the current state of
the ionosphere [10]. In frequency, signals naturally spill out of their defined bands and cannot be
sharply contained [11]. Only time can really be completely controlled by turning a switch on and
off. But before the Global Positioning System [12], there was no global reference for time, and
therefore no way to synchronize devices.
In the face of such uncertainty, and few services demanding spectrum, the sensible response
was to define boxes in time, frequency, and space. The boxes were separated in frequency with
enough guard room to account for any spill-over. Space was simple because the problem was to
fit in TV and radio towers with fixed locations and power footprints. The boxes just needed to
allow enough guard space between towers to separate footprints. Time could be split into day and
night operation, but generally allocations were given to a single company for a period of several
years. Different license holders needed to figure out how to deal with uncertainty like fading and
multipath within their own networks, but they could ignore any uncertainty coming from other
license holders.3
Separating different networks like this has a corresponding benefit of being extremely
easy to enforce. The FCC requires certification before any wireless device can be deployed. If a
network’s usage right is contained within its own private block of spectrum, certification means
checking that the device will respect the limits of its block. Inter-network interference events are
rare, consisting mainly of individual infractions and malfunctioning devices. The FCC handles these
by investigating complaints and issuing cease-and-desist letters or fines as appropriate [17, 18].
With command-and-control, inefficiency is unavoidable – companies require stable usage
rights to deploy systems. For the technology at the time, this meant that a company’s allocation
box could not change over the lifetime of the allocation. So, the box was be defined to account for
the peak system usage. Off-peak usage would certainly lead to wasted spectrum. But at the time,
the waste was acceptable.
Now, however, wireless usage and the economic potential of new systems is skyrocketing
[3]. Wasting spectrum through command-and-control-style regulation is no longer acceptable.
The solution to the problem is obvious: make allocation faster and more dynamic in order
to correctly match usage needs with available spectrum opportunities.
3

For information on the history of this separation method, see [13–15]. The resulting FCC allocation chart is
here [16].
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Unfortunately, how to architect that dynamic spectrum allocation system is not obvious
and is hotly debated. Even worse, agreeing on which problems are most important, or most difficult,
changes depending on one’s background.
The next part illustrates the different perspectives and problems, paying close attention
to how the different groups think about the enforcement problem.

1.1.1

Different perspectives on “more dynamic allocation”

In general, there are three groups working to solve the problem of dynamic allocation:
engineers, policy experts, and regulators. There is extensive literature about the future of spectrum
regulation from all three groups. This thesis cannot possibly go through the nuances of all of the
important issues discussed in that literature. So, this section pulls out a few issues that are of
particular importance here.
Technical perspective
4 Wireless

engineers have a complicated relationship with spectrum regulation. They are at
the same time stuck within the world-view defined by current regulation, but are also the disrupting
force causing that regulation to change. Right now, for more dynamic regulation, technical advances
are enabling it to happen, and the engineering world-view desires more light-handed regulation.
But, until this thesis, the technical perspective on spectrum enforcement is dictated by the current
regulatory paradigm.
Cellular technology is a good example of how engineers and regulations have interacted
in the past. Cellular systems evolved out of the regulatory structure of the time: they assumed
they would have a particular spectral mask, tower restrictions, and no outside interference. The
innovation was figuring out how to deal with their own self-interference, and dynamically assign
different handsets different sub-bands for operation [8]. However, cellular technology was disruptive
to regulation: the regulatory regime at the time was not liberal enough to immediately accept a
new kind of architecture. So, new rules were developed, new certification procedures enacted, and
a new allocation for cellular bands was found. From the first cellular design to the first deployment
took about 25 years [19].
Now, again, technical advances are bringing about spectrum sharing. There are two
important enabling technologies: frequency agility and methods of finding spectrum holes.
Frequency agility is key because it allows cognitive users to switch from one empty band
to another [20]. The technology was developed to allow dynamic assignment within networks,
and so was not immediately disruptive to regulation itself. The change to a shared spectrum
regulatory regime comes with the realization that frequency agility can change the meaning of a
stable spectrum usage right. Networks do not need to always use the same set of frequencies; they
can rely on having a band for transmission without requiring the same band for transmission.
But having agile radios cannot allow shared spectrum without also having the means to
find spectrum holes. Currently, spectrum holes can be found using a distributed sensing approach
[21], or a centralized database approach [21]. Sensing includes listening to the local activity to
discover whether a frequency band is already being used. The database solution includes registering
4

The author of this thesis has a technical background, so the perspective of this thesis grows from this base even
as it is trying to address the problems raised by other perspectives on the problem.
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priority users in a database, so that opportunistic users can contact a centralized agent to find out
which local bands are free.
Now that regulation is changing, the engineer’s goal for future regulation is to enable
innovation. Cellular adoption took on the order of a decade [19]. Spectrum sharing was determined
to be a good idea in 2002 with the FCC Spectrum Task Force Report [22], was made legal in
2008 [21], and the first commercial device by Adaptrum Inc. was approved in 2012 [23]. But the
rules are still evolving [24]. Can the new rules be defined to shorten this time from conception to
roll-out?
Simplifying and shortening the process is crucial because innovation is still happening
along two fronts: how to build networks and how to find spectrum holes.
In terms of building networks, no one yet knows the best way to use spectrum. Information
theory gives limits for how much information can be passed through a channel [25]. But only
point-to-point links are well understood. Networks [26], multiple antennas [27], and interference
cancellation techniques [28] are open areas of research that could produce big gains in the future.
Even the limits that are known are not necessarily the right limits when trying to optimize total
energy usage [29].
More importantly for this thesis, the process of finding spectrum holes is also still evolving.
No one has found the best way to organize a network of nodes to sense for spectrum usage, although
significant advances have been made [30]. As this thesis will discuss later, databases are still in their
infancy in terms of exploiting their real potential.5 Combination approaches are also important
possibilities [34]. In fact, this thesis will propose an architecture in which databases ultimately
control access, even while individual devices may be sensing to find spectrum holes.
When building regulation that relies on changing technology, there are two choices. Either
there must be a significant change to regulation every time these technologies change, causing major
inefficiencies (this is the current path). Or, the rules must enable an evolutionary path for these
underlying technologies to improve naturally. This thesis aims to enable the second, light-handed
choice.
The difference between these two choices hinges on the trust model.
Right now, the FCC relies almost entirely on certification to produce trust – they guarantee
that new devices will follow access rules by testing at certification time that devices cannot do
anything but follow access rules. Under this model, any change to technology will require at least a
new certification procedure. Changing the technology to find spectrum holes will require a change
to the rules themselves as well.
When regulators require trust, the technical response has been policy engines.6 These are
essentially easily-certifiable decision trees that guarantee a device will make certain decisions based
on the sensory input. There are many problems with this approach. First, the policy engine cannot
guarantee that all contexts will produce appropriate answers. Perhaps the network of sensing nodes
in the TV bands are all located behind the same building. No policy engine can guarantee these
nodes will be able to realize their predicament and not transmit.
More importantly, what happens when a new sensing technology is introduced? The first
option is to build a policy language rich enough to cover most of the future technical possibilities.
This approach will quickly run into halting [45] or self-reference [46] problems. The other option is
5
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to build a unique policy engine for every new technology. Each new engine will need new regulatory
approval. This can be expected to take a decade or more. There must be a better solution.
For new technology to be easily certified and deployed, a paradigm shift is needed in
the trust model. The certification requirements cannot depend directly on the spectrum access
technology being certified. This thesis is the first technical work providing a trust model with this
property.
Policy perspective
7 The

policy perspective comprises three main subjects: what should usage rights look like
in the future, what is the right way to get to those future rights, and how are the rights enforced
once established.8
There are essentially three competing views of what more dynamic spectrum regulation
should look like in the future: secondary (real time) markets, managed commons, and open access.
With secondary markets run by auctions (eventually in real-time), either the government
[52,53] or private interests [14] hold wide swaths of spectrum and manage the distribution of access
rights to actual users. In an extreme version, micro-transactions occur in which packets transmit
their payment as they are flying through the air [54]. Managed commons are the decentralized
version of secondary markets. Different networks have usage rules but the networks are trusted to
make many local decisions themselves [55,56]. Open access is essentially transferring all of spectrum
into unlicensed bands with power limits [57]. Individual networks must figure out how to coexist,
and those that have better coexistence properties will be more successful, thereby encouraging
innovation [57].
Related to this debate is how property rights (or more generally, usage rights) in spectrum
should actually be defined [50]. Competing views argue that rights should be very specifically
defined [49], perhaps along the nine dimensions of spectral radiation [58], or just through (maybe
stochastic) power limits at the boundaries [10,49]. Alternatively, usage rights could be very loosely
defined, relying on dispute resolution through courts to iron out details later [59, 60].
The goals of the parties in this debate are similar. Each wants to provide the simplest
rights to control interference but allow the most freedom for innovation. At the same time, the
desire is to allocate spectrum to the most valued use. The discussion is about the best way to get
to this goal.
Underlying all of these views and issues are Coasian bargains and transaction costs [13].
The idea is that disputes over interference will be solved through bargains between the affected
parties to come to a mutually-desirable solution. Transaction costs are the cost of finding and
implementing the solution. Obviously, if usage rights are not well defined, there may be more
opportunity to converge to good rights in the future, but the transition period will be more difficult
for the parties involved.
As with the future of spectrum access technology, it is not yet clear which version of the
future of spectrum regulation is actually the best. It is also not clear how usage rights should be
7
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defined, or how extensive the transaction costs will be to change rights under any of these regimes.
What is clear, however, is that none of these futures are possible without being able to trust that
wireless devices will correctly follow their usage rights [61]. Further, actually being able to compare
these futures requires being able to quantify what these transaction costs will be. This cannot be
simply argued in rhetoric. This thesis provides the first quantitative results that can speak to trust
and transaction costs.
Once the future of spectrum usage is chosen, what is the evolutionary path to it? Beyond a “big bang auction” [62], the choices are limited to deciding what will happen to the next
available piece of spectrum. Should it be given to unlicensed or licensed use [63]? Should market
mechanisms be used to make this choice [64–66]? Unlike the visions of the future, which are generally strategies for spectrum as a whole instead of individual pieces9 , the movement toward any
of these futures is generally considered on a band-by-band basis, adopting a generational evolution
of spectrum regulation. This thesis questions this paradigm as well, giving the possibility of a
smoothly-transitioning regulatory regime that does not require large changes between generations.
Finally, who should resolve disputes, and what should enforcement look like? These are
philosophically distinct questions. The first is a path for evolving usage rights to better fit the
needs and values of the involved parties. Enforcement assumes that the current usage rights are
correct and should remain fixed, but need some mechanism to ensure they are followed. Both are
likely required – the first as a mechanism to update rights, the second to keep the peace between
transition periods.
For both, the debate in the policy literature is between traditional courts [55, 59] and
spectrum tribunals [67]. Traditional courts have the benefit of already being in place and already
being well versed in how to handle disputes. But, the current legal system is not filled with experts
in spectrum. It is not even clear how interference disputes should be handled. For example,
should they fall under nuisance law, or trespass law, or something entirely different [70]? Spectrum
tribunals, on the other hand, are thought of like patent courts [67]. They are envisioned as courts
that handle only spectrum disputes and so would be able to expertly address problems. However,
they would also require entirely new infrastructure to create.
Regulator’s perspective
In spirit, regulators care about all of the above problems. They want to enable innovation
and technical freedom. They want to understand the best version of future regulation and find
the right way to get there. But regulators have a hard constraint on anything they choose to
implement: regulators must protect current spectrum users.
Whether because of the strength of the lobby [47, 71] or the importance of the service
(like public safety), regulators cannot allow new sharing technology to be deployed that will harm
legacy services. This has two implications: sharing rules must be designed to limit interference to
networks that were designed to operate alone in their bands. Also, any new device that is deployed
must be completely trusted to follow that sharing rule. The FCC must prioritize trusted, safe
operation over efficiency.
Right now, even as sharing rules are evolving, the trust model is not. The FCC trusts
new devices because it uses certification to rigidly control the device’s operation. Section 1.1.2 will
9
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show how this led to an interesting compromise on the rules in the TV whitespaces.
A unified view of the different perspectives
The views of the three parties can be unified by thinking of what a device should, can,
and will do. The should relates to what usage rights should be now and in the future. Can relates
to what a device is technically capable of doing, and will relates to trusting that a device will act
appropriately once deployed.
Engineers tend to think of can and will being the same thing – the perspective right now
is to design technology that can follow sharing rules, and then use the technical capability to prove
that the devices will follow rules through policy engines. Policy experts tend to focus on the should
and the will. They care about what the future should look like, and try to figure out how to use
the current justice system to ensure the will. Regulators are most focused on the will – they need
to make sure that new devices will not overwhelm the current spectrum users.
This thesis focuses on the can and will, arguing that these can be designed together, but
are fundamentally separate things. Regardless of the future of spectrum regulation, there must
be trust. But, the technical abilities that guarantee trust can be separated from the technical
abilities that are capable of correctly finding spectrum holes. So, trust can be guaranteed, and
then performance can improve later.

1.1.2

The TV whitespace compromise

The television bands are the natural place to start in experimenting with more dynamic
regulations because TV towers are easy to share with, and the service is not safety-critical if something does go wrong. The problem here is relatively simple because the TV towers are at known,
constant locations and are always transmitting. The TV receivers (after the DTV transition) have
strict signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requirements with a sharp decline in quality below the limit [72].
Whitespaces, or blocks of spectrum with no active TV channel, are abundant [73]. So, there is a
huge opportunity, if whitespace devices can correctly figure out their location relative to the TV
tower and receivers.
Technology has offered two solutions to finding these whitespaces: sensing and databases.
Originally, sensing was the preferred option for two reasons: it was tempting to implement rules
that required no new infrastructure. The technology could be integrated in a decentralized way in
the devices, pushing the implementation burden to the private developers. Further, there was hope
that this was sufficient because sensing had already been successful for the 802.11a WiFi standard
to avoid interfering with radar [22].
However, the TV band problem is harder than that faced by 802.11a because the sensing
must be accurate at low SNR to adequately protect TV receivers. Because of the need for robustness
against uncertainty inherent in real noise [74], reliably distinguishing a TV signal from noise at
low SNR requires a network of sensors working together [30]. As mentioned before, no policy
engine can guarantee correct placement of sensors, so certification alone cannot allow trust of
networks of sensing nodes. Sensing, therefore, could only be allowed with a per-node sensitivity of
−114dBm [75]. With this rule, almost none of the whitespaces can be recovered [6].
Databases, which at first seemed too costly because of their required infrastructure, became the solution to finding whitespaces in the TV bands. Whitespace devices are required to
submit GPS coordinates to a database, to receive a list of available channels, and to transmit only
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in the indicated channels [75]. Databases are programmed to consider a channel available if the
secondary device (with antenna height less than 30m above average terrain) is further than 11.1km
from the closest TV tower with an active signal on the same channel10 [24].
The database approach fits nicely into the FCC’s current trust model. The databases
themselves are trusted both because they are certified to give known answers to simple requests
and because there are only a few database providers in a long-term relationship with the FCC.
Although not required yet by the current rules, the database message could be secured through
cryptographic means. The whitespace devices themselves can be trusted because they are certified
to only transmit on channels explicitly provided by the database.
There is a further limit on total power, and a power spectral density limit [24] to complete
the basic access rules for TV whitespaces. Under these rules, the database solution is good, but
not perfect, at recovering TV whitespaces [73].
Note that whitespace use is at this point a kind of experiment. There is not yet a compelling business model that fits into the TV whitespaces [76], although there are now commercial
deployments of whitespace devices [23]. So, the current usage model is essentially an unlicensed
one – the devices follow specific guidelines, but can be used for any purpose.

1.1.3

The near future of spectrum regulation

After the engineering details are worked out, the TV bands can be considered a success
in building a framework to allow recovery of spectrum holes. But the TV bands are only the first
step in transitioning to more efficient spectrum use.
The National Broadband Plan [4], endorsed by the Whitehouse [77], requires 500MHz
of spectrum to be made available in the next 10 years. TV whitespaces alone cannot meet this
demand. So the near future of spectrum regulation includes two projects aimed to free large swaths
of spectrum for new use.
The first, the incentive auctions in the TV bands [78], aims to clear parts of the TV bands
for uses other than whitespace devices. The auction will include three phases. A backwards auction
will buy spectrum from TV broadcasting companies that want to give up their channel allocation.
The remaining channels will then be reorganized to pack them efficiently into a smaller band. The
newly freed spectrum will then be sold at auction. It is unclear at this point how much spectrum
will become available and how much whitespace will be left. But the resulting organization of the
TV bands will certainly use those bands more efficiently than they are used now.
The second project, outlined in the PCAST report [79] and endorsed by the Whitehouse,
aims to extend spectrum sharing to recover unused federal spectrum. The premise is that it is not
an economically viable option to directly transition federal users from their current allocation to
a more efficient allocation. The better solution is to share federal bands, let commercial entities
design new devices, and transition federal users to commercial products in more efficient bands
when the transition is natural.
The PCAST report plans to enable sharing by building infrastructure to bootstrap the
database solution into the federal bands [79]. Given the FCC’s current trust model, this is potentially very hard. If spectrum holes in federal bands are primarily geographical and change slowly
10
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in time, databases will port naturally. These are the same characteristics that make databases
relatively simple to implement in the TV bands. If, however, the spectrum holes in federal bands
change quickly over time, the databases will need to be able to catalog and distribute large amounts
of information very quickly. This issue will be discussed in more detail later.
The PCAST report also opens the door for two important new ideas. First, it proposes
that in the future, new generations of primaries must be designed to enable secondary sharing. It
has been noted [80, 81] that the primary has control over the usability of spectrum holes because
the primary controls its own receiver design. With a poor receiver filter, the primary will be
more easily hurt by interference. Regulators must therefore decide what can be reasonably called
“harmful interference” and what is actually just an overly-sensitive primary.
The PCAST report makes this decision explicit by proposing that standards be created
for primary receiver design [79]. The FCC Technological Advisory Council has followed this advice
with a whitepaper on receiver standard design [82]. This proposal is similar in spirit to the trustthrough-control model embraced by the FCC. If primary receivers need to be able to handle some
interference, then the only available option is to directly specify the expected receiver performance.
The PCAST report also introduces the idea of licensed secondaries – these devices will
have to respect primary priority, but have more guaranteed usage rights than the current unlicensedtype best effort available in the TV whitespaces. This is important because it is the first sign of
really embracing the reality that new licenses can have stable usage rights without long-term band
assignments.
These two ideas come together to indicate a real policy shift. In the future, spectrum
sharing will be the norm instead of the exception. New networks built by current or new license
holders will need to be designed with sharing in mind.11
As a final note, this thesis adopts the stance that a shared spectrum future must come with
a caveat – it is very tempting to think that building networks that share means building networks
running the same underlying protocol. Essentially, this means the future will have every network
running some version of LTE, which already includes many technical provisions for sharing [84].
While this may actually be the best future, it is not necessarily so. If it is important to enable
networks that are not running LTE, it is important to build regulation that does not accidentally
force this future to happen.

1.2

The need for, and properties of, a technical regulatory layer

The core cognitive radio insight is that having more dynamic, flexible regulation requires
moving regulatory decisions closer to runtime, where they can be made based on local context.
To allow decisions at runtime, there must exist a technical entity trusted to ensure those decisions
are made correctly. The required properties of this entity can be seen more easily by thinking of
regulation as an abstract hierarchical control problem, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
Engineers tend to think of cognitive radio as including only the bottom half of this system.
The cognitive device is trying to access spectrum, with input from local context, a database, or
both. The control problem here is trying to control noise and the uncertainty of shifting spectrum
holes as other networks’ usage patterns change. The regulation problem, however, is different. The
regulatory problem is to make sure wireless devices coexist peacefully without causing too much
11
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Figure 1.1: The regulatory “control system.” Engineers tend to think of only the control system
of the wireless device trying to access local spectrum with help from a database or other entities.
Regulators, however, are really trying to use certification and enforcement to control any temptation
the engineers may have to cause interference for the benefit of their own networks.
interference to each other. So, regulation is trying to control the temptation to build devices that
will cause interference in exchange for higher utility.
So, for the regulatory problem, the “plant” can be thought of as the entire system of
spectrum and the wireless devices that access it. There are two regulator inputs to this system.
The FCC certification is done once, before devices are deployed. Then, there is an enforcement
mechanism that acts as the “controller” to provide ongoing input.
This abstract control model clarifies the primary goal of spectrum regulation and the
technical meaning of “trust.” In control theory, the first order purpose of the controller is to keep
the plant stable. In spectrum regulation, a stable plant means that none of the diverse deployed
networks are running amok and causing too much interference to any of the others. Trusting the
deployed systems means that the spectrum plant is guaranteed to remain stable.
This section will argue that moving regulation decisions closer to runtime will place requirements on the certification and enforcement systems that ensure trust. Because runtime decisions naturally introduce instability to the plant, one of these requirements will be that the
enforcement mechanism has an element that also operates close to runtime.
To actually allow dynamic regulation, therefore, there must exist a technical regulatory
layer that actively manages spectrum access. What does this spectrum manager need to do, and
what should it not be allowed to do?
We believe the answer to this question must be guided by the ideas presented by Lessig in
Code [85]. He focuses on copyright, where digital rights/restrictions management (DRM) software
implements the restrictions on usage rights defined in copyright law. The problem is that the
software developers have the ability to redefine the enforced law without any required consultation
with Congress. Once that new “law” has been deployed, it is very difficult to use traditional courts
to change it.
The same kind of problem exists on the Internet to an even more extensive degree: those
who code virtual worlds can define the rights their “citizens” enjoy without any Constitutional
consultation. There are no courts that can enforce real-world laws and rights in digital communities.
There are two lessons to learn: when implementing code that will act as law, the code
must be carefully designed to ensure it upholds the desired values. Further, if the implementation
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cannot uphold the value, either the value must be reconsidered or a new kind of implementation
must be found.
Spectrum regulation must take these lessons to heart. For example, if regulators care
about innovation in the technical means to find spectrum holes, they cannot use a trust model that
precludes such innovation if a better model is available.
This section therefore begins by crystallizing the goals of spectrum regulation and the tasks
of the regulator to achieve those goals. The transition to a sharing paradigm is then understood as
moving regulation activities closer to runtime and into the set of operations done by the technical
regulatory layer. Finally, by using the control analogy, this section shows the primitive technical
capabilities that the technical regulatory layer must possess.

1.2.1

The goals of spectrum regulation

In essence, spectrum regulation is about facilitating spectrum access by different devices,
using different technologies, as part of different networks that are not jointly designed. There are
many views of what regulation should look like in the future – but which one is right? Ideally,
spectrum regulation will fulfill the following goals.12
• Political goals:
• Politically neutral and transparent
• Rationally rations resource when scarce
• Maintain access for services whose value is not monetary (like public safety)
• Low barriers to entry
• Technical goals:
• Encourages technical innovation
• Supports diversity of uses and technology
• Easy to introduce new and better technology
• Regulation does not depend too much on the technology
• Allows high spectral utilization
• Evolves to protect changing primary needs
The political goals are designed to reduce the opportunity for corruption, monopoly, and
loss of valued services. Auctions and markets are the economists’ traditional tools to ensure political
neutrality [52] and rationally rationing in the case of congestion [52]. However, auctions cannot
be the only mechanism, as they do not easily preserve valued but low-revenue services like public
safety networks or other military and government uses.13
Low barriers to entry protect both political and technical values. They help prevent
monopolies [86], and they also help encourage technical innovation. Think of a start-up trying to
get venture capital funding. If their device stands little chance of surviving the certification process,
or if that process could take anywhere from one month to ten years, few VCs would want to invest
regardless of the technology. The success and support for development of a product should depend
on its ability to survive the market, not its luck in traversing the certification process.
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Many of the technical goals are also aimed at encouraging innovation through simpler
certification requirements. The ideal way to make certification easy and transparent would be to
create a process that will work even for as yet undiscovered systems. This is not possible if the
process depends too strongly on the particular technology. TV whitespace rules are the proof that
this ideal is not crazy – certification depends on the mechanism to communicate with the database
and the spectral mask. Beyond that, any network architecture is allowed, even if it looks nothing
like what has been come before.14
Next, the regulatory overhead must be kept low. This is any inefficiency in spectrum
usage caused by the regulations themselves. For example, the collapse of whitespaces using a pernode sensing requirement is one type of regulatory overhead. Even with databases, the spectral
mask for the current TV whitespace devices is extremely difficult to achieve [24, 88]. The extra
processing power and any resulting communication inefficiency incurred because of the spectral
mask is another kind of regulatory overhead.
Regulatory overhead is not currently well understood, partly because the overhead appears
in so many different forms. Sources of inefficiency are often qualitatively argued [13, 89], but there
are few metrics for quantitative comparison. The first metrics for regulatory overhead are in [90,91]
which measure recovered transmission area recovered in the TV bands. One of the goals of this
thesis is to identify the different types of regulatory overhead associated with enforcement so that
different kinds of mechanisms can be quantitatively compared in the future.
Finally, regulation must evolve to protect changing primary needs. Legacy systems are
not static – they evolve as new devices are built and come online. Although the current legacy
systems assume they are isolated from other networks, new primary systems could be designed with
different assumptions. The PCAST recommendation for primary receiver standards even suggests
that new primary systems should be required to be sharing-friendly [79]. One such provision may
be requiring primaries to transmit a beacon signal so they are easier to sense [74].
Sharing rules must change along with newly deployed primary systems so that secondaries
are not forever constrained to avoid helpless primaries. The path to future regulation requires all
of these systems to evolve together.

1.2.2

Moving regulation activities closer to runtime

This part takes a closer look at the different regulatory tasks under three different regimes:
command and control, TV whitespaces, and a proposed scheme with a full technical regulatory
layer. The purpose is to understand how the requirements of different tasks change as regulation
decisions are moved closer to runtime. The timescales at which regulation tasks take place can be
compared for the three schemes in Table 1.2.2
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Table 1.1: Timescales of regulation activities under different regulatory schemes. C&C is commandand-control.
Timescale
C&C
TV whitespaces
Proposed
Long-term regulatory

Device lifetime
Human intervention
Network operation

Define rule paradigm
Allocation
Assignment
Certification
Enforcement
Data Transfer

Define rule paradigm
Allocation

Define rule paradigm

Certification
Enforcement
Assignment
Data Transfer

Certification
Allocation
Assignment
Data Transfer
Enforcement

Figure 1.2: The command-and-control system. Although the network is running at the network
operation timescale, all regulatory operations happen at much slower human time scales. In particular, any enforcement events require a network administrator to complain, which triggers an FCC
investigation and perhaps a cease-and-desist letter. If all networks have their own private frequency
band, this slow intervention time scale is sufficient to control interference.
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Command-and-control
The evolution of command-and-control established the set of tasks that regulators use to
manage spectrum. In its most technically-neutral form15 these tasks are the following:16
1. Define rule paradigm type – Command and control regulation separates different spectrum
licenses by spectral masks, power limits, tower heights, geographic areas, and time spans.
2. Allocation – define the type of use for any particular frequency band – TV, cell, unlicensed
use, etc. – and set the parameters of the rules accordingly.
3. Assignment – choose the particular companies that can access subdivisions of the allocated
frequency band. Verizon and AT&T operate in different parts of the cellular band.
4. Certification – check that assigned companies’ proposed devices follow their respective rules.
5. Data Transfer – This is a placeholder for the actual operation of the deployed network.
Regulators have no defined tasks here.
6. Complaints, check-in, and enforcement – If a company notices someone else causing interference, they can complain to the FCC, who will investigate the claim and issue cease-and-desist
orders.
Under command-and-control, all regulatory actions occur in this order and at a human
time-scale.17 People must work to define the spectrum rule type and choose appropriate parameters
for them when allocations are defined.
Allocations (or setting the specific parameters of the rules) last for decades. TV band
allocations have changed only twice in their history: when UHF frequencies were added [92] and
when the digital TV switch happened [93]. They are changing again now with the incentive auction
[78]. Allocation changes only happen when prompted by changing technology. When cellular
architectures were created, the FCC then had to find a new spectrum allocation that would fit the
new technology [19]. These decisions were naturally made at the scale of the architecture design
lifetime.
Assignments, which determine the specific company that will use a band, also last for
years. Again, this is natural. In order for a company to invest the high startup cost for wireless
infrastructure, it needs a stable guarantee that its access rules will not change [49]. So, if a device
is frequency-locked (vs the agile devices that exist now), assignments must last for a cycle that
appropriately ensures stability, on the order of ten years.
Certification processes are created for every new device and are applied before any device
is deployed. So, it naturally happens on the time scale of device lifetime, usually years.
Enforcement, even today, relies on a complaint by a human, so it too operates at a human
time scale. When a compliant is made [17], the FCC sends a van with a directional antenna to
investigate, and then issues cease-and-desist orders or fines when necessary [18]. This process can
take days to years to complete.
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Figure 1.3: With the TV Whitespace ruling, cognitive devices are able to opportunistically use
spectrum holes, with help from a database. However, intervention to turn off malfunctioning
devices, for example, still goes through the same complaint, investigation, cease-and-desist cycle as
with command-and-control. This cycle is far too slow to effectively deal with problems.
Fig. 1.2 shows these tasks in terms of the control metaphor with the time scale included.
This model helps to understand why the FCC has the trust model it does. If enforcement occurs at
the human time scale and the data transfer occurs at the network operation time scale, enforcement
cannot stabilize the spectrum access plant. It is too slow [94]. So, the plant must be designed to
always be stable. This means only certifying devices that can prove they will not cause interference.
This implies giving all networks their own, fixed spectrum assignment that is sufficiently isolated
from all other spectrum assignments.
When spectrum is abundant, command-and-control does well in meeting the goals for
spectrum regulation. It can meet neutrality goals through auctions on assignments and even allocations [52]. It can protect public safety and other services with exceptions to auctions for these
services. It can even provide the stability of rules required to encourage innovation. When spectrum
is abundant, inefficiency does not even restrict new entrants.
The only real regulatory overhead is time and uncertainty. New allocation and certification
procedures must be developed for every new technology. This process can take decades and is
completely opaque [95], creating significant risk for new ventures.
Of course, the ability of command-and-control to meet regulation goals breaks down in
the face of high demand and spectrum scarcity. The solution is to move some regulation tasks
closer to runtime.
TV whitespace regulation
With the introduction of frequency-agile radios, a stable rule set does not require a fixed
assignment for the lifetime of the device. Already in current cellular systems, individual handsets
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are dynamically assigned sub-bands according to the local situation [8]. WiFi systems similarly
can change their operation channel at runtime [96].
TV whitespaces are the first attempt to have network-level frequency assignment happen
at runtime as well. This changes the operation of regulation to look like this:
1. Define rule paradigm (human time scale)
2. Allocation (human time scale)
3. Certification (human time scale)
4. Assignment (network operation time scale)
5. Data transfer (network operation time scale)
6. Complaints, check-in, and enforcement (human time scale)
Notice that certification and assignment have switched places, and assignment is now done
at the network administration time scale. Essentially, the FCC has created a new rule paradigm
that includes spectral masks, power limits, no-talk radii, and database consultation. The allocation
is for a type of service called “TV whitespace device” that specifies the parameters of the rule
paradigm. Certification involves proving that a device will consult a database for the runtime
frequency assignment based on GPS location. Enforcement is assumed to work the same way it
always has: complaints will prompt an investigation. In extreme situations, complaints may prompt
a change to the assignment rules, which will then be propagated through the databases.
This version of the regulatory process patches some problems of the command-and-control
model. It improves efficiency in the TV bands by allowing whitespace reuse. It also simplifies the
certification process by streamlining many different services through the same process of checking
the spectral mask, power limit, and database access protocol. It, finally, lowers barriers to entry
by opening new, effectively unlicensed spectrum for new entrants.
The current rules are a good first step, but they are not sufficient to actually protect
TV receivers. Consider the control view of TV whitespace regulation shown in Fig. 1.3. As
with command-and-control, the enforcement controller is acting at a human timescale. This time,
however, regulatory decisions are being made at runtime. The controller is too slow to actually
control runtime behavior, so the question becomes whether certification alone is sufficient to ensure
a naturally stable plant.
Unfortunately, the answer is no. What happens when a device malfunctions? Removing
that device requires the full path of complaint, investigation, cease-and-desist, and removal. Other
problems can arise as well. In urban areas, if there is enough market penetration by cognitive devices, the aggregate interference will overwhelm TV receivers under the current rules [31]. Further,
the system is vulnerable to attack. The database transmissions are not currently required to be
secured [24], so the database message to change the no-talk radius could be spoofed. Even a type
of denial of service attack is possible in which all cognitive devices are instructed to turn on. This
would certainly overwhelm TV receivers [31].
These examples suggest that the TV whitespace rules are missing some key technical
primitives required to trust the deployed systems.
There must exist a way to correct instances of too much interference. This includes both
the ability to recognize that interference is happening, and the ability to turn off cognitive devices.
The controller needs feedback and a kill switch that operate close to runtime. If regulators want to
be able to direct this kill switch at individual malfunctioning devices, individual identity will also
be required.
These extra technical abilities will allow trust. Further enhancements can help improve
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Figure 1.4: If the database has access to identity and a kill-switch, the new “spectrum manager”
will actually be able to effectively protect primaries. These same technical primitives can also be
used to enact a run-time enforcement scheme.
performance.
Right now, the databases give channel assignment information based on individual node
locations. But they have much more information available. They can easily record node locations
to make assignment decisions based on aggregate statistics. This would allow databases to restrict
assignments when the node density is too high so they do not have to rely as much on the kill-switch.
But if the databases are making decisions based on aggregate node information, why are
they only allowed to change channel assignments? From a technical point of view, no-talk radii
and power limits are no different from channel assignments. They only require a slightly more
complicated decision algorithm.
Fully dynamic regulation with a technical regulatory layer
If the extra technical primitives are included, and allocation parameter decisions can be
made at runtime, the regulatory process changes to the following:
1. Define rule paradigm (human time)
2. Certification (human time)
3. Allocation (network operation time scale)
4. Assignment (network operation time scale)
5. Data transfer (network operation time scale)
6. Complaints, check-in, and enforcement (Potentially mixed time scale)
In the TV whitespaces, databases could let sparse secondaries transmit closer to the primary or
let them use higher powers. The database could even change the no-talk radius or power limits to
deal with congestion. These efficiency gains require no extra technical abilities to achieve.
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Figure 1.5: How much spectrum a database can recover depends on its time scale relative to the
primary. Even if the primary is only using the band 25% of the time, the database cannot recover
any spectrum holes if the primary usage is spread out over the database time slots.
The resulting proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 1.4, and includes the technical requirement of enforcement action close to runtime.
The “spectrum manager and enforcer,” which replaces the database, is the technical regulatory layer proposed at the beginning of this section. The technical regulatory layer is responsible
for determining operating parameters, distributing them to all managed devices, and ensuring that
the parameters will be followed correctly.
The form of the regulatory layer is determined by how it is supported by certification and
the enforcement mechanism. These two must work together to ensure the spectrum “plant” remains
stable. For example, if the regulation layer includes a centralized database entity, secondaries must
be certified to interact with the database or it cannot possibly control interference.
On the other hand, a network could generate its own access parameters through sensing,
implementing part of the regulatory layer in a decentralized way. It is not possible to use certification alone to bound all the uncertainty inherent in networked sensing. So, a different kind of
certification/enforcement system is required.
The next section explores different ways to leverage certification and enforcement to produce systems that are trusted to be stable. It concludes that spectrum jails are a good way to use
the technical primitives that are already necessary to extend trust to even decentralized decisions.

1.3
1.3.1

The case for spectrum jails
In the future, trust through certification alone will not be good enough

Even enhanced with the extra technical primitives identified in the last section, trust
through certification alone will not be sufficient to realize spectrum sharing in the future.
Assume, like in the PCAST report, that future spectrum sharing will use a databasecentered mechanism to coordinate access to spectrum holes. There are two major sources of inefficiency. First, there may be mismatch between the allocation the database can provide and the
technical capability of the device using that allocation. Ultra wide band systems [97] cannot use
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Figure 1.6: Even if the database can predict perfectly which spectrum holes a primary will be using,
it can only recover the time slot if the whole time slot is empty. So, if the primary uses 30% of the
band, and the database token includes several primary time steps, this mismatch will decrease the
recoverable spectrum. A single order of magnitude difference in time scales will effectively eliminate
recoverable spectrum.
the same allocation boxes as a narrow-band signal. The database must be complex enough and
must be updated with every new type of secondary in order to fill requests correctly.
But there exists an even simpler source of inefficiency: a mismatch between the time scale
at which the database can produce and deliver allocation information and the time scale of the
spectrum hole it is trying to recover. In the TV bands, this is not a problem – secondaries must
consult with the database only every 24 hours [97], and spectrum holes are indefinite from the point
of view of the secondary device. The database can easily keep up with demand at this time scale.
What happens when the primary is not always on or always off? If the spectrum holes
exist on the order of minutes or seconds, will the database be able to keep up? The problem is
illustrated in Fig. 1.5. Although the primary is only active 25% of the time for both cases, the
database can only recover the spectrum holes when its tokens are distributed at the same time
scale as the holes. In the bottom example, the database cannot recover any spectrum.
Fig. 1.6 shows a back-of-the envelope calculation of the inefficiency resulting from a
timescale mismatch. Assume the spectrum holes exists at some time scale, and the database
can only send information at the rate of 1 per M primary time steps. Even if spectrum is idle 70%
of the time, a time mismatch of only one order of magnitude collapses all of the spectrum holes.
There must be a way to do better.
Using the control analogy from earlier, trust through certification with the extra technical
primitives is like building a generally stable plant and using the controller only for infrequent
problems. It is far more efficient to build an unstable plant and actively use the controller to
stabilize it. For example, fighter planes are naturally unstable systems, and must have a computer
actively work to keep them in the air. However, their efficiency is far higher than that possible
with a commercial, stable airplane [98].
Applying this idea to spectrum regulation, regulators should let secondaries make spectrum access decisions. There is great potential for interference (a.k.a. instability), but that can be
controlled by relying more heavily on a runtime enforcement system.
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The control analogy is only an analogy. The problem of enforcing spectrum sharing rules
does not fit naturally into traditional control theory. So, the next few parts will flesh out the
enforcement problem, from goals to available tools. Section 1.3.5 will argue that spectrum jails are
a good starting point for addressing runtime enforcement.

1.3.2

Goals and design philosophy of the certification/enforcement system

What should the certification/enforcement systems look like? What is the right model for
trust? It must at least satisfy the following goals:
1. Works – if the certification/enforcement system does not adequately limit interference, it has
obviously failed.
2. Fulfills as many of the regulatory goals as possible.
3. Keeps regulatory overhead low
In this thesis, these goals are distilled into a single goal:
• Guarantee trust regardless of secondary technology, and then ensure performance will improve
as technology improves.
The purpose is to allow the same enforcement mechanism to work for any secondary
device presented for certification. This is what this thesis means by “light-handed regulation.”
But, performance will be tied to the technology, so that better secondary devices will work better.
Likewise, as regulator technology improves, all secondary devices will perform better.
This thesis fulfills this goal by espousing the design philosophy of applying certification/enforcement activity at the bottleneck – that point in the operation of wireless networks
where it can have the most effect for the least amount of pressure.
This concept is not new. Compliance theory is a field of research that investigates how to
apply different kinds of enforcement action to guarantee compliance with laws by corporations or
individuals [99]. The idea is to use the action (whether education, personal contact, sanctions, etc)
that is most effective at inducing proper behavior instead of jumping straight to a punishment for
illegal activity.
A similar philosophy was used by security researchers trying to understand how to combat
email spam [100]. The usual approach is to build better spam detectors, but this simply leads to
an arms race between the spam creators and the email filters. The actual bottleneck in fighting
spam is the small handful of banks that process the payments for transactions initiated through
spam emails.
In spectrum regulation, the problem is more complicated. We are trying to target the
enforcement bottlenecks in a system that does not yet exist! There is lots of discussion on what
future enforcement should look like, but rhetoric is not enough. Technical studies are needed to
explore the enforcement possibilities, understand what the tradeoffs even are, and then choose the
right bottleneck.
This thesis begins that process by exploring one reasonable direction. In spectrum, secondary misbehavior manifests itself as interference to primaries. So, this thesis takes harmful
interference itself as the right bottleneck and tries to control that directly instead of specifying particular allowed secondary technologies. How should the control be implemented? The possibilities
are discussed in the next section.
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1.3.3

Assumed traits of secondary devices

What kind of enforcement mechanism is used naturally depends on what the regulator is
willing to assume about the companies and secondary devices that they are trying to regulate. So,
this section discusses different assumptions, their weaknesses, and how certification and enforcement
can be designed to reflect those assumptions. This section will argue that sanctions are a good first
approach for a technical study of enforcement.
Completely known technical capabilities
This is the assumption that the FCC is currently using. In order for certification to prove
that a device will follow rules, its operation with respect to those rules must be completely known.
Because the rules take the form of technical boundaries like spectral masks, power limits, etc, the
technical capability of the device must be completely known.
As has already been argued, this is a very strong assumption when devices share spectrum
dynamically, because all operating conditions cannot possibly be tested.
Reputation and long-term relationships
This is the assumption that allows databases to be trusted. Essentially, if the FCC is
in a long-term relationship with a company that values the relationship and its own reputation,
that company can be trusted to act correctly. There may be some certification requirements, and
complaint investigation. The basis of trust, however, is derived from the relationship itself instead
of these processes. By necessity, this would imply a vetting process for new relationships, and a
small number of trusted companies.
This is a good assumption for those entities serving as databases and spectrum managers in
the future. The FCC has to be able to deputize these companies to make regulatory decisions. With
the needed kill-switch, this includes both allocation/assignment type decisions and enforcement
decisions. A small number of long-term deputies seems like a good solution.
However, for secondary device manufacturers, relying on reputation and long-term relationships is less desirable particularly from the perspective of innovation. It would be very difficult
for new entrants to establish their trusted relationship, so new technologies would come mainly
from already established companies.
Network effects
Network effects allow trust through the need to inter-operate in order to succeed. For
example, there is no law or regulation requiring Internet components to use TCP/IP. However, all
Internet components do use TCP/IP because they cannot otherwise communicate with any other
device on the Internet.
For spectrum regulation, trust based on network effects would be difficult to achieve.
Although standards bodies like IEEE create protocols for spectrum sharing, like 802.22 [101], there
is not a strong natural incentive to adopt the protocol. Paradoxically, TCP/IP may actually
contribute to the weak network effects in spectrum. Because TCP/IP provides a common protocol
to build upon, there is less need for the physical layer to adopt a common platform.
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Ultimately, different networks and companies want to avoid direct coordination requiring
joint design. Until the perfect sharing standard emerges, which attracts use because of its superior
performance, trust cannot rely on network effects.
Rationality
Although generally a poor assumption for humans [102], rationality is a good starting
point for radios. The purpose of a radio is to transmit information with some quality of service.
Presumably, radios will be designed to optimize that quality of service.
A way forward for enforcement can be inferred from work by Etkin et al who use game
theory to analyze what happens if networks must coexist without external influence [103]. The
result shows that spectrum will only be shared equally with equal amounts of vulnerability. If two
networks can cause similar amounts of interference to each other, they will share fairly because
of the credible threat of too much interference. If, however, one network can cause interference
while the other cannot, then the powerful network will transmit, while the weaker network will stay
silent.
This idea will be taken further in this thesis to use certification to engineer the vulnerability
required to make secondaries follow sharing rules. Essentially, some outside force must be applied
so that a radio will have better utility when it is operating honestly and not causing interference.
This outside force will be a sanction, or an in-kind punishment that is applied when interference is
detected.
Human traits like altruism
Radios are not necessarily selfish agents, because they are designed by humans that will almost certainly design good, honest radios. Indeed, human traits like altruism have been engineered
into systems in other contexts to bring large gains in performance [104, 105].
However, unless altruism can be certified, it cannot be assumed to be present in all deployed devices. Therefore, rationality is a worst case assumption that gives a good baseline for
performance, even though reality may be able to do much better.

1.3.4

Sanctions for radios

The key to making a sanction-based enforcement system work is choosing the right sanction. But how would one effectively punish a radio? The answer follows the rationale of the law
and economics literature for humans.18
Humans have natural vulnerability to punishment because humans have basic needs for
a high quality of life. Humans suffer without appropriate leisure time and money. Therefore, they
are vulnerable to jail and monetary sanctions [109]. Whether a sanction is effective then depends
on whether jail or monetary sanction is applied correctly to the person [112].
What are radios vulnerable to? A radio wants to transmit information with the highest
possible quality of service. A radio that will try to optimize its quality of service will therefore
respect any threat to that quality of service. Etkin et al shows a good example of this: radios will
share fairly to avoid harmful interference [103]. But, like people, not all radios are vulnerable to
the same punishment.
18

This literature grew from the seminal papers [106–108]. See [109–111] for a general introduction to this area.
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Figure 1.7: The utility a secondary can derive from cheating is a boost to the quality of service is can
provide. Because the service is transmitting data, this utility really only lies along three dimensions:
throughput, energy usage, and “sensitivity to burstiness.” This last one is capturing the sensitivity
to the timing of packets, so voice communication will have a different utility along this axis than
transmitting a large file. This thesis covers secondaries with throughput and energy-based cost
functions.
A radio’s utility is dependent on its quality of service matching the type of service it
is trying to provide. If a laptop is trying to download a large file, it may require high average
throughput, but bursty transmission may not matter. However, for any voice communication, even
lags on the order of ten milliseconds are highly disruptive for the user [113].
In general, the quality of service a radio requires can be measured along the three axes in
Fig. 1.7: throughput, energy used, and burstiness. Burstiness is the timing of packets and whether
there are long delays in the middle of the transmission.
An effective sanction, then, reduces utility along these dimensions. Forcing a radio to turn
off for a certain amount of time will be an effective sanction for those radios that want to maximize
throughput. Forcing a radio to burn energy will work to deter an energy-sensitive user from causing
harmful interference. Because the goal is to establish trust first, and then improve performance,
this thesis tries to build a sanction that is effective for all secondary devices regardless of their
individual sensitivities. Chapters 2 and 4 will cover secondary devices sensitive to throughput and
energy-based sanctions. Radios that are sensitive to changes in packet timing are left for future
work.
As presented in terms of vulnerability, focusing on in-kind sanctions makes intuitive sense.
However, from a traditional economics perspective, this is not the natural choice. Traditionally,
sanctions are assumed to be fines [109].19 But for cognitive radio enforcement, in-kind punishment is the right choice for three reasons: implementation, estimation uncertainty, and operational
differences. The argument will be presented briefly here and explored quantitatively in Chapter 7.
19

It is traditionally argued that fines are more efficient than in-kind punishments because they redistribute wealth
instead of destroying a resource [109]. However, some have argued that in-kind sanctions can be more efficient in
some cases [114, 115]
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Implementation
Section 1.3.5 will explain how in-kind punishments can be implemented through the technical primitives from Section 1.2.2 that are already required for trust in cognitive radio. Fines
cannot be implemented so simply because they require a billing system. This means that identities
for cognitive devices must be individual, instead of groups, even in the first roll-out. They also
must be persistent and secure enough to tie a radio to a financial account.
This is not true for in-kind punishments. Section 1.3.5 will show that they can be implemented in the device itself, so all punishment can be local. The identity can also change periodically,
because it only needs to locally and temporarily tie an offense to a device.
Estimation Uncertainty
For rational agents, the decision to cause interference is based on maximizing a utility
function. So, the punishment must affect the utility function such that it is less advantageous to
act honestly than to cheat. This thesis takes the stance that the punishment must effectively deter
cheating regardless of the characteristics of the secondary.
With an in-kind punishment, quality of service can be degraded along a limited set of
dimensions. Also, because there are limits on the possible quality of service in any dimension, it is
possible to bound the size of the sanction needed to deter secondaries from cheating.
With fines, it is less clear that it is even possible to set an appropriate fine. How much is
a cheating transmission worth? It depends on the user, the quality of the cheating transmission,
the business practices of the company, and many other factors. Where would one even begin in
developing a monetary utility function for a secondary device?
Does finding the correct utility function even matter? Presumably a fine could be set
very high, and then it would certainly cover all but the most highly valued secondary cheating
transmissions. As the rest of this thesis will show, the sanction needs to be set to the lowest
available effective sanction. This is because no identity system can be perfect. What happens when
a devices is wrongfully convicted? It will end up paying that very high fine, causing significant
overhead. If the right fine cannot be estimated appropriately, in-kind punishments will be a much
more efficient solution.
Operational Differences
The law and economics literature recognizes in-kind and fine based punishments to be
qualitatively different things. The main difference comes from being able to treat a fine as a
price [115, 116]. [116] has an illustrative example: if parents must pay a fine if they pick their kids
up from school late, some parents will try to avoid the fine and arrive on time. Other parents,
however, think of the fine as the price of a few hours of after school child-care. The fine would have
to be higher than these parents are willing to pay in order to have any deterrent effect.
The problem is that fines and in-kind punishment operate very differently. Fines can be
thought of as a payment for a higher level of service, or as a way to transition resources to highervalued uses. In-kind punishments, however, serve only as a deterrent. So, regulators must decide
the kind of protection offered to primaries: is it protection regardless of the secondary service? Or
are primaries protected only from lower-valued secondaries?
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1.3.5

Putting it all together: spectrum jails implemented through databases

This thesis proposes that implementing sanctions as a “spectrum jail,” using databases
and the technical primitives already required in TV whitespaces, is a good way to extend trust to
secondary devices, even with light-handed regulations.
As already established, to truly trust the database implementation in TV whitespaces,
some kind of identity system and a kill-switch will be required. These can be leveraged to implement
spectrum jails as well. The system would be as follows:
The extended database, operating as a spectrum manager, issues “operation tokens,” with
a specific time to live, to secondary devices. The operation token gives secondaries permission to
transmit in the primary band, but it does not guarantee that the primary is not also transmitting.
The secondary is responsible for finding its own spectrum holes. This could be done through
sensing as a service [117], networked sensing [118], some kind of database service, etc. However, if
the secondary fails to correctly find spectrum holes and causes harmful interference to the primary,
the next token request will result in the database issuing a “jail token.” While the jail token is
active, the secondary will not be allowed to transmit. It must also perform any other sanction
activity required, like burning energy.
Can this implementation be trusted? The spectrum managers can be trusted because of
long-term relationships with the FCC. The secondaries can be certified to include the necessary
hardware and software to implement the jail sanction and token compliance. The tokens could be
secured with cryptographic protocols. As long as the sanctions are effective in deterring harmful
interference, trust can be achieved. Most of the rest of this thesis is devoted to designing effective
sanctions.
Does the jail system fulfill the enforcement goals from Section 1.3.2 and the regulatory
goals from Section 1.2.1? This is the question that will be explored throughout the thesis and
revisited in the Conclusion.
For now, notice two points that spectrum jails have in their favor: trust of secondary
devices is based on certifying compliance with the jail system, and proving that the sanction will
be sufficient to deter rational secondaries from cheating. This thesis will show that determining
a sufficient sanction does not depend on secondary technology. So, one, transparent certification
process can be applied to any secondary device, thereby lowering barriers to entry.
Second, spectrum jails offer an interesting solution to the policy debate between spectrum
tribunals and traditional courts from Section 1.1.1. Spectrum tribunals would require significant
new infrastructure, but would have the expertise to adequately handle spectrum disputes. Traditional courts are already in place, but might not be able to address spectrum concerns. Spectrum
jails are the best of both worlds: they can be implemented through infrastructure that is already
in place or already required. They are also able to effectively control harmful interference.

1.3.6

A note on evolvability

Evolvability is one of the regulatory goals from Section 1.2.1 that has not yet been addressed in detail. Thus far in the history of spectrum regulation, evolution from one regulatory
scheme to another has been generational. Each new spectrum allocation and each new technology
has tweaked the rules. The result is that every band has a slightly different set of rules.
Generational evolution of regulation cannot continue in a shared spectrum paradigm. No
longer will networks be separated enough to allow different networks to follow different generations
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of the rules. So, rules in shared bands can change in two ways. Either all of the affected networks
will have to deploy new devices conforming to the new rules at the same time, or shared spectrum
regulation can build in an evolutionary path.
Spectrum managers controlling operation and jail tokens present a very nice evolutionary
path. What information is contained in the operation token? These can change depending on
primary capability and requirements. Perhaps the primary is willing to locally register its activity in
the local database. The operation token can include a basic version with just operation and a more
advanced version with the extra primary information. Any secondary from an older generation, or
different local area, will use the basic version of the token. But secondaries with a software update
to take advantage of the new information will be able to better recover available spectrum holes.
As another example, perhaps secondary devices would like to deploy in an area with no
primaries. There is no reason for implementing spectrum jails here. So, operation tokens could
be broadcast by satellite to any secondaries in the area. If in the future primaries do come that
location, the tokens can be moved to local broadcast and the spectrum jail capabilities can be
added.
Because the trust is coming from the spectrum managers holding a leash on the operation
of secondary devices, the actual implementation can be customized to the local situation. The jail
capabilities can also be rolled out in stages as they are needed. Evolution of regulation can happen
on a more natural cycle instead of along hard generational boundaries.
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Chapter 2

Basic spectrum jails with a single
secondary
This chapter quantitatively investigates whether spectrum jails can provide trust first and
better performance as technology improves by considering the simplest possible case.1 This basic
model will be expanded in the next three chapters.
The problem includes three “players:” the single primary which must be protected, the
single secondary which is capable of causing interference, and the regulator who designs the jail
mechanism. The primary is assumed to be a legacy device that cannot react to its current situation.
It is defined only by whether it is transmitting and whether its packets are being dropped. The
secondary is assumed to have a utility function that measures total average throughput, which
changes depending on how it responds to the primary and to the jail mechanism. The regulator
chooses the jail parameters to regulate the interaction between the other two players.
This chapter assumes a worst-case interference relationship, chosen based on the insights
from Etkin et al [103]. If the primary can cause interference harm to the secondary, the secondary
will have incentive to respect its priority. Therefore, the worst case is when the primary causes no
interference harm to the secondary, but the secondary can cause interference harm to the primary.
The secondary is vulnerable only to punishment through jail.
The regulator designs the parameters of the spectrum jail to produce trust and performance. Trust means that the primary is protected from secondary interference; performance is
measured by how well spectrum holes can be recovered. These goals are in direct conflict: the
primary can be fully protected with an infinite jail sentence that essentially removes the secondary
from the band. On the other hand, spectrum usage could be maximized by letting the secondary
always cheat. Because this model assumes the secondary would not experience harm from interference, the band would be fully, productively utilized.
This chapter shows that trust can be guaranteed even while allowing spectrum holes to
be recovered. Further, more spectrum holes can be recovered as technology improves.
The key to guaranteeing trust is understanding what are the most difficult situations and
what needs to be done to address them.
This thesis assumes that jail parameters are set at a time scale slower than runtime. This
can either be at certification time, or during firmware updates. The possibility of runtime-adaptive
1

Many of the ideas in this chapter are published in [15, 119–121].
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jail sentences is left to future work because trust should not depend on jails being adaptive; this
performance improvement can be added later. If jail sentences are set on a slow time scale, they
must protect all runtime realizations of primaries (parameterized by probability of transmission)
from all possible secondaries (parameterized by the cost of looking for the primary).2
With this assumption, this chapter shows that there are two worst cases: when there are
very few spectrum holes available (because the primary is almost always transmitting), and when
there are too many spectrum holes available (rare primary transmissions). If the primary is almost
always transmitting, a frequency agile radio should and will naturally choose to operate elsewhere,
like in an unlicensed band. This chapter models this choice as a home band, where the secondary
does not have to respect primary priority.
When the primary is rarely around, the secondary is choosing between checking for the
primary all the time, and going to jail only rarely. In this situation, the regulator must make
a choice. It can either embrace a “use it or lose it” approach to primary protection, or it can
implement a different mechanism for protecting rarely active primaries.
With a home band and a chosen limit on primary protection, this chapter will show that
trust is not only possible, but it is prior to performance! Secondaries can be trusted to not cause
interference even if it is not possible for them to recover any spectrum holes without cheating.
The chapter then quantitatively explores how spectrum hole recovery will improve in the
future with improved technology, using the same jail parameters. As technology becomes perfect, all
spectrum holes can be recovered. Furthermore, primaries experience better protection: secondaries
will not cheat even if the primary does not meet the minimum usage requirement.

2.1

The model

The implementation of spectrum jails will follow the flowchart in Fig. 2.1. At each step,
nature determines whether the primary is transmitting, and the secondary chooses whether to cheat
or look for the primary. If the primary is transmitting, the secondary has a possibility of going to
jail whether or not it cheats. The operations continue in a loop indefinitely, and all cost functions
will involve average long term behavior.
The flowchart of events from Fig. 2.1 is modeled as the Markov chain illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
There exists a primary that transitions between transmitting and not transmitting based on some
two-state chain. In response to this, the secondary chooses between different actions. When the
primary is not transmitting, the secondary can legally transmit.3 The primary and secondary are
assumed to be co-located. So, when the primary is transmitting, the sharing rule dictates that
the secondary stay silent. It can, however, choose to cheat and transmit anyway with probability
Pcheat .
If the secondary cheats, it will be sent to jail with probability Pcatch . If it waits, it may
still be sent to jail wrongfully with probability Pwrong . Once in jail, it must wait there for an
2

Another way to think about the need for universality over primary transmission probability is to look at the
problem from the point of view of different runtime time scales. The secondary has some time scale at which it looks
for the primary and transmits. This time scale may be different than the one used by the primary for transmission.
The primary probability of transmitting will seem different depending on the time scale at which it is observed. The
jail sentence must work for any time scale natural to the secondary.
3
Fig. 2.2, shows the option of the sensing producing a false alarm. For simplicity, this chapter will assume that
the probability of false alarm is zero. This assumption will be revisited in Chapter 4.
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Secondary turns oﬀ
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of events governing the operation and punishment of the secondary.
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Figure 2.2: Markov chain illustration for the jail system. The primary follows a Markov chain to
turn on and off. When the primary is not transmitting, the secondary legally transmits. When the
primary is transmitting, the secondary chooses whether to wait, or cheat by transmitting anyway.
The secondary is sent to jail with probability Pcatch if cheating and Pwrong if not cheating. Once
in jail, the secondary stays there for an amount of time determined by Ppen .
amount of time determined by Ppen . Once out, the secondary goes back to choosing how to operate
in response to the primary.4
Pcatch and Pwrong are determined by different things, but both are ultimately determined
by the identity system.5 Pcatch is how well the identity system connects an instance of interference
to the offending secondary. Wrongful conviction happens when a primary dropped packet due to
other sources is attributed to the secondary by the identity system. These dropped packets could
be due to noise, or other secondaries causing harm. These parameters will be reconsidered in
Chapters 4 and 5. This chapter assumes that because the identity system is known at certification
time, these parameters can be known at certification time. They can also improve as technology
gets better in the future.
This model can, without much loss in generality, be made even simpler. The primary
two-state Markov chain can be thought of as having three parameters: the average probability of
transmission and mixing parameters that determine how likely the primary is to stick in either state.
4

This model treats the jail sentence as a random quantity for simplicity. In reality, the average length of the
jail sentence, 1/(1 − Ppen ) would be fixed at certification time. Because the cost functions defined here include only
average, long term costs, there is no difference between a fixed and probabilistic jail sentence.
5
The particular form of the identity system is abstracted away in this thesis to performance specifications on
catching and wrongful conviction. This is because although identity is known to be important [75], there is no
consensus on the form this identity should take. It could be like that in [119, 120, 122], and stamp the identity as a
code into the on-off characteristic of the secondary transmission. Identity could also be gleaned from unique features
of the transmitting radio [123], or otherwise be introduced as a watermark into the signal [124]. An informationtheoretic approach combining identity codes [125, 126] and transmission over unknown channels (see [127] and the
references therein) could also be applied. This thesis assumes that such a system exists, and then shows what this
system must achieve to be effective for the jail mechanism. With this performance guidance, a good identity system
can be developed in future work.
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1-PtoJail

Not in Jail
1-Ppen

PtoJail

In Jail
Ppen

Figure 2.3: If the primary is iid, then the Markov chain can be simplified to two states: when the
secondary is out of jail and when it is in jail. The movement to jail is determined by whether the
primary is on and the secondary is cheating. Moving out of jail still depends only on Ppen .
From the perspective of the secondary, a “sticky” primary has times when it is often transmitting,
times when it is rarely transmitting, and transitions. The secondary can presumably learn the
current state of the primary, so it can track the transitions. As long as the jail sentence works for
a wide range of transmission probabilities, then, it is sufficient to assume the primary is iid with a
transmission probability Ptx .
With the iid primary assumption, the model can be simplified to that in Fig. 2.3. The
secondary now has two states: In Jail, and Not in Jail. It stays in jail according to Ppen , and goes
to jail with probability PtoJail depending on the primary and the secondary’s cheating behavior as
given later in Eq. (2.3).
This chapter assumes a secondary that cares only about maximizing overall throughput.
So, define its cost function as the average number of steps required to send one message, assuming
that the secondary can send one message if it transmits for the entire time step.6 The cost function
is then:
1
CD =
(2.1)
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
where the denominator is the number of messages the secondary is able to send per time step on
average. Let πN J be the probability that the secondary is not in jail. CDS is the amount of time per
step that the secondary must spend looking for the primary, and can be interpreted as either the
time spent sensing or the time spent in consultation with a database. Note that if the secondary
chooses to cheat all the time (Pcheat = 1), then it does not have to spend any time sensing. Given
the Markov model with iid assumption on Ptx :
πN J =

1 − Ppen
PtoJail + 1 − Ppen

(2.2)

where the probability of going to jail is
PtoJail = Pcheat (Ptx Pcatch ) + (1 − Pcheat )(Ptx Pwrong )
6

(2.3)

The secondary message is assumed to be arbitrarily split into sections without the penalty of extra headers on
subsequent pieces.
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Table 2.1: Parameters definitions for the basic spectrum jails problem. The jail sentence is defined
based only on those parameters known at certification time, and performance depends on those
parameters determined at runtime.
Parameter
Definition
Timescale when used
Ptx
Probability the primary is transmitting
Runtime
Ppen
Probability of staying in jail
Certification
Pcatch
Probability cheating secondary is caught
Certification
β
Size of the home band
Certification
PtxM in
Minimum protected probability of primary transmission
Certification
CDS
Delay cost of checking for primary
Runtime
Pwrong
Probability honest secondary is sent to jail
Runtime
The objective of the secondary is
min CD

Pcheat

(2.4)

All of the parameters and definitions are included in Table 2.1.

2.2

Basic operation

Fig. 2.4 shows the secondary cost function for different values of the other parameters. In
these examples, the best choice for the secondary is either to never cheat, or to always cheat. With
this cost function, these are the only two rational choices, regardless of the parameters:
Theorem 1. The rational strategy for the secondary with the cost function in Eq. (2.1) is to choose
Pcheat ∈ {0, 1}
Proof. Lemma 1 can be applied because with x = Pcheat , it has the correct form and the denominator is always positive. Therefore, CD is monotonic in Pcheat . The result follows.
Lemma 1. Any function f (x) of the form
f (x) =

Ax + B
Cx + D

(2.5)

for any A, B, C, D, is monotonic in x over the range x ∈ [x1 , x2 ] if −D/C ∈
/ [x1 , x2 ].
Proof. The condition −D/C ∈
/ [x1 , x2 ] guarantees that there are no discontinuities in the range of
interest. Then, taking the derivative of f (x):
ACx + DA − ACx − BC
df
=
dx
(Cx + D)2
DA − BC
=
(Cx + D)2

(2.6)
(2.7)

The sign of the derivative depends on DA − BC and cannot change due to changes in x. Therefore,
f (x) is monotonic in x over the range x ∈ [x1 , x2 ].
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Figure 2.4: Example costs for the secondary given the level of cheating, with two different values
of the sanction parameter Ppen . The cost is always minimized by Pcheat = 0 or 1. This is true in
general: the secondary will never choose to cheat only part of the time.
Because the secondary will either always cheat or never cheat, Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 show the
sanction required to guarantee that argminPcheat CD = 0 for different values of CDS and Ptx . As
more time is spent sensing, the necessary sanction rises as well. For a fixed jail sentence, sensing
is getting expensive while the cost of cheating and going to jail is remaining the same. So, the jail
sentence must rise accordingly.
Fig. 2.6 is likewise intuitive. When the primary is transmitting most of the time, there is
little opportunity for honest use. If the jail sentence remains fixed as Ptx rises, the cost of jail is
going down relative to the cost of waiting for the primary to turn off. When the primary is very
rarely transmitting, the secondary is choosing between paying a sensing cost all the time and going
to jail only very rarely when it actually causes harm.7 . As the chance of getting sent to jail goes
down, the sanction must go up for the overall cost of jail to remain higher than the cost of sensing.
These figures show that with the current model, trust is strongly tied to secondary technology. The next theorem makes the dependence explicit.
Theorem 2. With CD as written in Eq. (2.1), there does not exist a value of Ppen such that
secondaries will be honest for all CDS and Ptx .
Proof. Using Thm. 1, Pcheat ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, the cost function in (2.1) can be split into two

7

The model in this chapter makes no distinction between when the primary is transmitting messages and when
the band is being defended against secondary transmission. The secondary can therefore only be sent to jail when it
causes a primary packet to be dropped. However, these are not necessarily the same thing. Chapter 5 will allow the
primary to police the band even when it is not the one transmitting the protected message.
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Figure 2.5: The required average sanction (amount of time in jail per offense) to deter cheating
for different values of the cost of sensing. Different lines indicate different probabilities that the
primary will be active. As the cost of sensing rises, the necessary sanction rises without bound,
indicating there does not exist a sanction that will work for all costs of sensing.
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Figure 2.6: The required average jail time per offense to deter cheating vs the probability of the
primary being active. Different lines represent different costs of sensing. When the primary is
mostly active, there is little opportunity to transmit, so the secondary is more tempted to cheat.
When the primary is rarely active, the secondary would rather go to jail every once in a while than
sense at every time step.
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cases. When cheating:
CD,cheat = CD (Pcheat = 1) =
=

1
πN J

Ptx Pcatch + 1 − Ppen
.
(1 − Ppen )

(2.8)
(2.9)

substituting in πN J from Eq. (2.2). When not cheating:
1
πN J (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
Ptx Pwrong + 1 − Ppen
.
=
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

CD,honest = CD (Pcheat = 0) =

(2.10)
(2.11)

Comparing the two, the required sanction Ppen to guarantee the secondary will not cheat is
CD,cheat ≤ CD,honest
Ptx (Pcatch (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) − Pwrong )
⇒ Ppen ≥ 1 −
1 − (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

(2.12)
(2.13)

Ppen cannot be greater than 1. So, there exist situations when no sanction is sufficient to deter
cheating:
1>1−
⇒

Ptx (Pcatch (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) − Pwrong )
1 − (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

Pwrong
< (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
Pcatch

(2.14)
(2.15)

For every combination of Pwrong > 0, Pcatch > 0, there exists a (Ptx , CDS ) such that it is not
possible to find an appropriate sanction.
At first glance, this seems like a negative result – the goal of building spectrum jails was
to remove any dependence between the jail sanction and the secondary technology. But what is
the real problem here?
Jails are being used as a rationing mechanism. When the primary is almost always around,
there are very few spectrum holes. These primaries should not have to share at all, and certainly
should not have to deal with cheating secondaries. Likewise, secondaries that cannot effectively
sense for a primary should not be trying to fill spectrum holes.
If jails are the only mechanism to distribute the scarce resource of easily recoverable
spectrum holes, they will of course need to depend on the current availability of the resource.
However, jails do not actually need to be a rationing mechanism. Secondaries are already frequencyagile devices with the capability to learn. They will be able to switch to a different band, like an
unlicensed band, if it is too hard to share with a primary.
In the next part, this is modeled as a home band – a band where the secondary can
transmit without having to check for a primary. The home band could be an unlicensed band. It
could also be a band where that device has primary rights. The key is that the secondary is using
the spectrum holes as a band expander to get more utility beyond its already-available band.
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Figure 2.7: With a home band, the operation in the primary band is the same as before. In the
home band, the secondary does not have to respect a primary’s priority, and so its only option is
legal transmission. The secondary chooses its operation mode: operate just in the primary band,
just in the home band, or in both. The jail is a global jail – the secondary loses transmission ability
in all bands, including the home band. It is assumed that if operating only in the home band, the
secondary is not subject to jail.
The regulator, then, must either force all cognitive devices to have a paid allocation, or it
must guarantee there are available unlicensed bands. These bands can then be rationed, if needed,
through more traditional means, like pricing.8

2.2.1

Guaranteeing trust with a home band

The new model is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The secondary can choose where to operate: just
the primary band, just the home band, or both simultaneously. If the secondary is operating in the
primary band or both, it can be sent to jail. While in jail, it must cease transmission in all bands
it occupies.9
If the secondary commits to operating just in the home band, it is not subject to jail.
Therefore, if jail is too expensive, because of high sanctions or high wrongful conviction rates, the
secondary will have incentive to operate in the home band alone.10
The new secondary objective includes choosing the minimum over three cost functions
and operating modes:
8
Note that for a pricing mechanism to work, the secondaries must first be trusted to actually follow the results
of the pricing mechanism. Adapting spectrum jails to work for rationing unlicensed bands is left for future work.
9
If the secondary is a database provider or other secondary market facilitator, the home band could be a geographical region with the same frequency as the primary bands. So, the secondary has its base operation with a
dedicated band in Berkeley, for example, but can expand its reach to other parts of the country on an opportunistic
basis. Global jail would then require the database provider to shut off access to its bands in all geographical areas.
10
Being able to trust a decision at runtime to operation just in the home band may be a hard problem. Section
2.4.2 will discuss this problem. It shows that even if the home band is subject to jail, keeping Pwrong low enough
during just home band operation will still allow trust.
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1. Use just the primary band:
CD,1 =

1
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

(2.16)

2. Use both home band and primary band:
CD,2 =

1
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β)

(2.17)

1
β

(2.18)

CD = min CD,i

(2.19)

3. Use just the home band:
CD,3 =
Then, the overall cost for the secondary is:
i

and the objective remains minPcheat CD .
With this new model, the secondary will still choose to either always cheat or never cheat.
Theorem 3. With a home band, Pcheat ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. CD,2 ≤ CD,1 for all values of all parameters, given β ≥ 0, so it is enough to consider just
CD,2 and CD,3 . CD,2 has the form required by Lemma 1, so it is monotonic in Pcheat . Therefore,
the secondary will never cheat, always cheat, or always sit in the home band.
With the home band, the required sanction to keep a secondary from cheating is the
minimum of two values: the sanction required to keep the secondary honest, and the sanction
required to make the secondary choose to operate in the home band alone.
Fig. 2.8 shows the sanction required to deter cheating over the cost of sensing. With a
home band and a high enough sanction, all secondaries can be deterred from cheating. Furthermore,
the sanction for universal deterrence is determined by the value of Ppen required for the secondary
to choose home band operation over cheating.
Also notice that the sanction required to not cheat is different than it was without the
home band: the secondary will always choose to use the home band along with the primary band.
When it is losing too much home band utility due to jail, it will stop cheating to preserve its home
band. Therefore, even if the secondary cannot choose to move to the home band entirely, cheating
can be controlled with a reasonable sanction.
Theorem 4. The necessary sanction to guarantee that no secondary will cheat given a particular
Ptx is:
Ppen > 1 − Ptx Pcatch β
(2.20)
Proof. It is sufficient to guarantee that it is always less expensive to go to the home band than to
always cheat. Therefore, the condition is:
CD,3 ≤ CD,2 (Pcheat = 1)
The result follows from solving this equation for Ppen .

(2.21)
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Figure 2.8: Required sanctions vs the cost of sensing. The bottom black line is the sanction required
to deter cheating. The red line is the sanction required to make the secondary move to the home
band. To deter cheating, the sanction must be the minimum of these two lines (dotted green line).
Notice that it is possible to choose a level of sanction that will work for all values of the cost of
sensing, and it does not go to an infinite sanction as the cost of sensing goes to 1. Even if the
secondary is operating in the primary band, its behavior is modified by being able to transmit in
the home band as well. When the cost of sensing is very high, the secondary still has incentive to
not cheat in order to protect its operation in the home band.
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Fig. 2.9 shows the sanction required vs Ptx for a particular value of the cost of sensing.
Notice that at high Ptx , the sanction is no longer unbounded: the secondary will choose to go to
the home band if there is not enough transmit opportunity in the primary band. However, at low
values of Ptx , the required jail time still goes to infinity. This happens for the same reason it did
before – the secondary is choosing between sensing all the time and getting sent to jail only very
rarely when the primary is present. This is a problem of the temptation to cheat being too great,
not a problem of the legal options being too scarce. The home band is not the right patch to
compensate.
At this point, regulators must question what uses of spectrum are most valued. Perhaps
there should be a “use it or lose it” rule which states that a primary will be protected from cheating
secondaries only if it uses the band a sufficient percentage of the time.
However, “use it or lose it” is certainly not the right rule for all situations. For example,
public safety users do not utilize the band most of the time. However, in an emergency, their
transmissions must be protected.
There are a few options. If the primary can wait a few seconds to minutes before the
packets must get through, the problem could take care of itself: presumably, the secondaries are
learning Ptx to make their cheating decisions because this value will not be declared beforehand.
Public safety users would be absent for large blocks of time but would have very high Ptx for the
periods when they are active. If they can tolerate learning time, the secondaries will likely vacate
the band as soon as they realize the primary is now transmitting constantly.
If the low Ptx use requires immediate uninterrupted access, the primary could be given
a go-to-jail beacon that would ban all secondary devices to their home bands for the duration of
the emergency. If beaconing is not an option, and the use is important enough, these primaries
must have their own band. Regulators must pay to protect these important users with wasted
spectrum.11
Given such a minimum protected Ptx , or PtxM in , there is a sanction that works for all
cases of interest:
Theorem 5. Given a minimum protected Ptx , PtxM in , the required sanction to protect all other
Ptx from any secondary realization is:
Ppen > 1 − PtxM in Pcatch β

(2.22)

Proof. Take Thm. 4 and maximize over Ptx ∈ [PtxM in , 1].
At this point, trust that the secondary will not cheat has been achieved. Notice Thm. 5;
the jail sanction depends on three values: Pcatch , PtxM in , β. The regulator knows the capability of
its identity system, and it can choose a protection level for the primary. It also knows what kind
of home band a secondary has access to, and can determine its size.12 This sanction can therefore
11

This point will be revisited in Chapter 5. If it is possible for the primary to subcontract its band to a secondary
it trusts, then the primary’s band can have higher utilization without sacrificing protection.
12
If an unlicensed band is being used as the home band, knowing the size of the home band requires the regulator
to either guarantee a fixed congestion level on the unlicensed band, or it requires the regulator to monitor the
congestion. If it is simply monitoring the congestion, the jail sanction will need to change to reflect times of high
unlicensed band congestion (translating to low home band size). This can presumably be done on a slower time
scale. The change could be propagated through the database, as the suggested implementation for jails will include
an enhanced database/spectrum manager.
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Figure 2.9: The sanction required vs the probability the primary is active. The bottom black line
is the sanction required to deter cheating. The red line is the sanction to move the secondary
to the home band. The required sanction is the minimum of these two lines (green dotted line).
Notice that there is no universal sanction possible. Regulators must define a minimum protected
Ptx . Then, there exists a sanction that protects all primaries operational for more than PtxM in of
the time. In this plot, there are two points to compare when choosing the sanction: the sanction
needed at the minimum Ptx , and the sanction needed when the secondary will switch to the home
band at high Ptx . This is a result of the chosen cost of sensing. Taking the maximum of these
points over all costs of sensing leaves only the sanction needed at PtxM in .
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Figure 2.10: The primary transmission probability below which cheating actually occurs, given
PtxM in and cost of sensing. If it is possible to improve sensing technology, the primary will be
better protected.
be set at certification time and does not depend on the secondary spectrum access technology or the
primary usage characteristic. The only thing that needs to be certified is that the secondary will
receive go-to-jail commands and follow its sanction appropriately.
Now, the question is performance. The next section will give metrics for performance and
show how these improve as technology improves, even with the same sanction set at certification
time.

2.3
2.3.1

Performance improvement with better technology
Performance metric definitions

Performance is measured for both primary and secondary: the primary is not guaranteed
protection below PtxM in , so its performance metric is interference. The secondary will spend time
in jail wrongfully, and will retreat to the home band if the primary band is inhospitable. So, it has
metrics of overhead (or inefficiency) due to jail and spectrum holes not recovered due to moving to
the home band.
For the primary, the appropriate metric is its probability of a dropped packet. This will
be referred to as a collision:
collision = πN J Pcheat 1in primary band

(2.23)

and will only happen when the secondary is in the primary band, not in jail, and cheating.
When will the secondary cheat? The sanction is set such that primaries will be protected
as long as Ptx > PtxM in . However, secondaries are not guaranteed to cheat below PtxM in . They
will start cheating depending on the sanction and their cost of sensing:
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Figure 2.11: The bounding curve from Fig. 2.10 for different values of Pwrong . Better wrongful
conviction rates will also produce better realized protection for the primary.
Theorem 6. The Ptx below which the secondary will start cheating is

where Petx is the solution to:
1 − Ppen =

Ptxcutof f = min(PtxM in , Petx )

Petx Pcatch ((1 − Petx )(1 − CDS ) + β) − Petx Pwrong (1 + β)
1 − (1 − Petx )(1 − CDS )

(2.24)

(2.25)

Proof. By construction, the secondary would rather operate only in the home band than cheat if
and only if Ptx > PtxM in . Also, as established earlier, the secondary will always use the home band,
with or without operating in the primary band as well. Therefore, only Ptx < PtxM in is of concern.
Compare operating honestly to cheating when operating in both cognitive and home band. Solving
for 1 − Ppen in the following equation gives the result:
CD,2 (Pcheat = 1) > CD,2 (Pcheat = 0)

(2.26)

The actual cutoff is shown in Fig. 2.10 for different levels of PtxM in and sensing cost.
Fig. 2.11 shows the bounding curve from Fig. 2.10 for different levels of Pwrong . This bounding
curve is when Petx = PtxM in in Thm. 6. Improving the sensing cost or wrongful conviction will both
improve the realized primary protection level, for any PtxM in .
This actual cutoff Ptx is a penalty of universality. To keep the overhead of the honest
secondaries low, there must be a limit on the primary usage the sanction will defend. If the sanction
could be tailored to the particular situation (and further to the particular secondary device), then
even primaries at Ptx < PtxM in could be protected. This issue will discussed in more detail in
Section 2.4.
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For the secondary, the first metric is overhead due to jail, which is measured relative to a
secondary that will always follow sharing rules but is not subject to jail sentences.
Without jail, an honest secondary has cost function:
CD,noJail = min CD,noJail,i = CC,noJail,2
i

(2.27)

where
1
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
1
=
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β
1
=
β

CD,noJail,1 =

(2.28)

CD,noJail,2

(2.29)

CD,noJail,3

(2.30)

When not facing jail, the honest secondary will always use both bands because it wants as much
transmit time as possible.
Defining the overhead due to jail is complicated by the choice between different operating
modes. So to simplify, define the secondary overhead only within the primary band:
UD,noJail − UD
UD,noJail
CD,noJail,1
=1−
CD,1

OS =

(2.31)
(2.32)

where UD = 1/CD,1 is the utility of a secondary with the jail system and UD,noJail = 1/CD,noJail,1
is the utility of the secondary without jail.
Theorem 7. The honest secondary’s overhead relative to an honest user not subject to jail is
O S = 1 − πN J

(2.33)

or the time the secondary spends wrongfully in jail.
Proof. Plug in definitions of CD,1 and CD,noJail,1 into the definition of OS .
An honest secondary spends time in jail only with wrongful conviction, so this overhead
will be controlled by Pwrong .
From the regulator’s perspective, the inefficiency due to jail is really the spectrum holes left
unrecovered because of the jail system. This is captured in two metrics: spectrum holes remaining
due to wrongful conviction, and spectrum holes remaining due to retreating to the home band.
holesjail = (1 − πN J )(1 − Ptx )1in primary band
holeshomeband = (1 − Ptx )1in home band

(2.34)
(2.35)

There will be a spectrum hole due to jail whenever the secondary is in the primary band, the
primary is not transmitting, and the secondary is in jail. There will be a spectrum hole due to
retreat to the home band whenever the secondary is in the home band and the primary is not
transmitting.
These can be put together into a total remaining spectrum holes metric:
holestotal = holesjail + holeshomeband

(2.36)
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Figure 2.12: Overhead metric values for different values of the parameters. The different plots
use the indicated PtxM in and Ptx . Overhead is shown as a function of CDS . Black solid lines are
secondary overhead, green dotted lines are primary interference experienced, red dashed lines are
holes due to jail, magenta solid lines are holes due to retreat to the home band. Notice that the
primary is protected for only some values of CDS when Ptx < PtxM in . Also, the lower the PtxM in ,
the higher the sanction. So, the secondary will move to the home band for smaller levels of CDS .

2.3.2

Exploring the metrics

Fig. 2.12 shows the overhead metrics. Each plot is a different value of Ptx and PtxM in :
PtxM in grows in the horizontal positive direction and the realization of Ptx grows downward vertically. The individual plots show how the metrics change with CDS . All of the metrics exhibit a
threshold behavior against CDS because the sensing cost determines only the operating mode of
the secondary. It does not affect the amount of time in jail.
The threshold trends in different plots are as one would expect: for high PtxM in and low
Ptx , the secondary will cheat for a larger range of sensing cost because the cost of jail is lower and
the temptation is higher. On the other extreme, for low PtxM in and high Ptx , the secondary will
retreat to the home band much sooner because the sanction, and therefore the cost of wrongful
conviction, is high. At the same time, the opportunity in the primary band is small, so the cost of
wrongful conviction is outweighing the benefit of extra transmit time.
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Figure 2.13: Overhead metrics vs Ptx . Different plots are for the indicated values of PtxM in , CDS ,
and all plots are against Ptx . Black solid lines are secondary overhead, green dotted lines are
primary interference experienced, red dashed lines are holes due to jail, magenta solid lines are
holes due to retreat to the home band. Again here, the secondary moves to the home band for
lower values of Ptx when PtxM in and therefore the sanction are higher. The primary is not protected
when Ptx < PtxM in , but has fewer collisions for higher Ptx because the secondary is spending more
time in jail. Secondary overhead gets worse for higher Ptx for the same reason – it is spending more
time wrongfully in jail.
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Fig. 2.13 shows the same metrics against Ptx for different values of PtxM in and CDS .
PtxM in grows horizontally to the right, and CDS grows vertically downward. These plots are also
intuitive: for high PtxM in and high CDS , the secondary cheats for a larger range of Ptx because the
sanction is very low compared to the cost of sensing. For very low PtxM in , the secondary is driven
out of the band even with very small Ptx since the cost of wrongful convictions is too high.
The holes metric follows 1 − Ptx because those are the holes that would have been filled
by a secondary but are not because the secondary is in the home band. The best case here is high
PtxM in and very low CDS . When the cost of sensing is very small, even a small sanction is enough
to deter cheating, but the secondary will not retreat to the home band unless Ptx is very high.
The lines for holes due to jail and secondary overhead follow each other closely when the
secondary is not cheating – their only difference is the 1 − Ptx term in the holes metric. When the
rational secondary is cheating, the holes due to jail metric goes up because a cheating secondary
will spend much more time in jail than an honest one.
These figures give a good intuition for how these metrics behave, but cannot easily show
dependence on different parameters. Fig. 2.14 gives a summary view given a choice of PtxM in .
Each figure is a different value of Pwrong , and the lines are calculated by averaging each
metric over Ptx and CDS . The holes metrics are active only for part of this range, so they are
calculated as having a uniform distribution over the active range.
With the option of a home band, the sensing cost splits users into two camps: those that
are sufficiently technically mature to take advantage of the spectrum holes in the primary band, and
those that are not. The regulator may want to focus on the performance for a particular targeted
set of secondaries. Therefore the holes due to transition to the home band includes several lines.
Each is calculated only on a specified range CDS ∈ [0, CSD,max ].
The tradeoff between the metrics can be seen even more directly in Fig. 2.15, which shows
the total holes metric vs the collisions metric for different levels of sanction and different Pwrong .
The regulator can use this plot to inform its decision of what primaries to protect based on how
easily the spectrum holes may be recovered.
The dots show different possible choices for a fair trade between primary collisions and
filled spectrum holes. Red dots show the min sum solution. Blue dots fix the total holes at .01 and
do the best possible in terms of primary collisions. Green dots are like the previous definition of
PtxM in : the primary collisions are fixed and then the regulator does the best possible in terms of
filling spectrum holes.
Finally, Fig. 2.16, shows the same solution points as a function of Pwrong . This figure also
shows the PtxM in required to achieve these points. If the regulator can produce a better Pwrong ,
its choice becomes much simpler.
The tradeoff between different metrics is now very clear – smaller PtxM in means that the
primary is more protected, but the secondary will have higher overhead and the regulator will
see a worse usage efficiency. But throughout, the metrics depend very strongly on the wrongful
conviction rate.
When spectrum jail systems are first rolled out, perhaps the best identity system will
include sending all cognitive radios in the area to jail whenever any interference is detected. This
will catch interferers well, but wrongful conviction rate will be very high. However, as technology
improves, it may be possible to identify guilty individuals, and the wrongful conviction rate will
fall. The plots so far have indicated that performance will improve as wrongful conviction rate
improves. The next part makes this notion precise.
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2.3.3

Improving performance in the future

Trust has already been guaranteed, and the last part hinted that improving technology
would improve performance. This could happen in two ways: as the catching and identity systems
get better, cheaters will be found with greater fidelity, and innocents will be less likely to be
wrongfully convicted. Because it has a greater effect, this section will ignore the change in Pcatch
and focus on the wrongful convictions.
Technology will also improve how spectrum holes are discovered. Either with better
databases or networked sensing solutions, the effect will be to reduce the sensing cost CDS .
Fig. 2.17 shows the effect of reducing these two parameters. Pwrong gets smaller horizontally, while CDS gets smaller vertically. The different colors show who is using the band what
fraction of the time. Blue is primary use; green is honest secondary use; black is cheating secondary
use; and red is collisions where the secondary is cheating and wiping out the primary transmission.
The cheating use does not fill all spectrum holes because the secondary spends time in jail. Likewise,
the honest use does not fill the band because of time spent on sensing and wrongful convictions.
When there is no secondary use, the secondary has moved to the home band.
The dotted black line shows the guaranteed protection level for the primary, which is
setting the sanction. As Pwrong , CDS get smaller, performance improves! The secondary cheats
only for smaller values of Ptx , and can honestly fill spectrum holes more efficiently. When both
are zero, all spectrum holes are filled by honest secondary use. The following theorem makes this
precise.
Theorem 8. Performance improves with technology in the following ways:
1. limPwrong ,CDS →0 collision = 0 ∀ Ptx where collisions are defined in Eq. (2.23).
2. limPwrong ,CDS →0 holesjail = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (2.34)
3. limPwrong ,CDS →0 holeshomeband = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (2.35)
Proof. This proof treats each metric separately:
1. The collisions metric is defined as collision = πN J Pcheat 1in primary band , and the sanction
is defined to guarantee no cheating for Ptx > PtxM in . So it is sufficient to show that the
secondary will choose Pcheat = 1 for smaller values of Ptx as Pwrong , CDS improve. As in
Thm. 6, the secondary will choose to cheat for any Ptx < PtxM in such that
1 − Ppen >

Ptx Pcatch ((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β) − Ptx Pwrong (1 + β)
1 − (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

(2.37)

Rearranging, and plugging in the fixed sanction Ppen = 1 − PtxM in Pcatch β gives the following:
Ptx Pcatch ((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β) − Ptx Pwrong (1 + β)
1 − (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
0 > Ptx Pcatch ((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β) − Ptx Pwrong (1 + β)

1 − Ppen >

− (1 − Ppen )(1 − (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
= −Pwrong (1 + β)Ptx + −CDS (1 − Ptx )(Ptx Pcatch + 1 − Ppen )
+ Ptx Pcatch (1 − Ptx + β) + −Ptx (1 − Ppen )
= −Pwrong (1 + β)Ptx + −CDS (1 − Ptx )Pcatch (Ptx + PtxM in β)
+ Ptx Pcatch (β(1 − PtxM in ) + 1 − Ptx )

(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
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Figure 2.17: Band usage for different performance parameters. Blue is used by the primary, green
is honest use by the secondary, black shows cheating use by the secondary, and red shows collisions
between primary and secondary. The black area is curved because of time spent in jail. The green
is hindered by wrongful convictions and sensing time. When there is no green filling in holes above
the blue line, the secondary has retreated to the home band. As Pwrong and CDS improve (get
smaller), there are fewer collisions, the honest use more effectively fills the band, and the secondary
retreats to the home band only for larger values of Ptx .
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Notice that as Pwrong and CDS get smaller, the right side negative terms get smaller, so
the condition will not be satisfied even with smaller values of Ptx . This means that the
secondary will choose not to cheat even for smaller values of Ptx . As Pwrong , CDS → 0, the
right side becomes positive unless Ptx = 0, at which point there cannot be collisions. So,
limPwrong ,CDS →0 collision = 0 ∀ Ptx .
2. The holes due to jail metric is defined as holesjail = (1 − πN J )(1 − Ptx )1in primary band ,
so it is sufficient to show that πN J → 1 as Pwrong , CDS → 0 when the secondary is being
honest. Plugging in the definition of πN J from Eq. (2.2), and setting the sanction as Ppen =
1 − PtxM in Pcatch β:
1 − Ppen
PtoJail + 1 − Ppen
PtxM in Pcatch β
=
Ptx Pwrong + PtxM in Pcatch β

πN J =

(2.45)
(2.46)

Clearly, πN J gets bigger as Pwrong gets smaller, and limPwrong →0 πN J = 1. There is no
dependence on CDS .
3. The holes due to retreat to the home band metric is defined as
holeshomeband = (1 − Ptx )1in home band . It is sufficient to show that the secondary will not
retreat to the home band for any Ptx . The secondary will operate only in the home band if
the cost of the home band is less than the cost of honest use in both bands, where costs are
defined in Eq. (2.19):
CD,3
1
β
1
β
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )
Ptx

< CD,2 (Pcheat = 0)
1
<
πN J ((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β)
Ptx Pwrong + 1 − Ppen
<
(1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β)
Pwrong
<
1 − CDS

(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)

As Pwrong and CDS get smaller, this condition will be violated even by larger values of Ptx .
And in the limit as Pwrong , CDS → 0, this condition becomes
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )
<0
Ptx

(2.51)

which is violated only when Ptx = 1 at which point there are no holes left in the primary
band to fill.
So, even with the sanction set conservatively at certification time, the improvement in
runtime parameters for wrongful conviction and sensing cost will reduce and possibly eliminate
regulatory overhead.
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2.4
2.4.1

Concluding remarks
What we have learned so far

This chapter has used a simple model for spectrum jails to show that trust and performance
can be addressed independently!
For trust to be established, the regulator must pick a lowest protected primary usage,
PtxM in . It must also guarantee that all secondaries have a home band, either licensed or unlicensed.
Finally, the regulator must know its catching ability, which it controls through the identity system.
These parameters are known before certification time, and therefore the sanction to provide trust
can be set before certification time. Moreover, these parameters do not depend on the technical
capability of the secondary, so certification must check only those parts of the secondary system
that affect catching and punishment.
Then, as technology improves, they system will work better. Technology improves with
better identity producing lower wrongful conviction rates, and with better methods to find spectrum
holes reducing the cost of sensing. In the limit of perfect technology, regardless of sanction, spectrum
hole recovery and primary protection will be perfect.
Because this analysis has been quantitative, it has also allowed identification of the
hardest-to-protect primaries. Although intuition says that a rarely active primary operates in
a band ripe for cognitive colonization, this primary is actually very hard to protect because there
is a relatively smaller punishment for interference. So, public safety users will need other means of
protection.
The analysis also gave quantitative metrics for performance that can be applied to any
enforcement system for cognitive radio. For spectrum jails, these metrics can be evaluated to
quantitatively understand the tradeoff between the primary protection and the band utilization to
really understand the effect of the regulator’s choices.

2.4.2

Future work

Chapters 3 and 4 extend the basic model from this chapter to include the database implementation described in Chapter 1, and to include different kinds of secondaries. So, future work
along these directions will be deferred.
For the ideas in this chapter, the future work should be focused in two directions: understanding what it means to commit to operating just in the home band, and what an adaptive jail
would require.
Dedicated home band
Allowing the choice of just home band operation may be difficult. The secondary would
have to be certified that once this decision is made at runtime it will actually only operate in the
home band. It may be possible to implement a policy engine that secures this choice if the home
band is a separate band. However, this thesis envisions the home band to potentially be a safe slot
within a set of frequencies and time slots specified by a database. How could the FCC certify a
home band waveform that is defined entirely in software? This requires future work.
This part will show that the situation may not be dire. What would happen if the
secondary was subject to wrongful convictions even when operating just in the home band?
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As will be discussed in Chapter 4, there is a possibility of harm from even an honest
secondary. For example, there may be a mismatch between when the primary turns on and when
the secondary notices its presence. This honest harm will be a source of wrongful conviction.
Presumably, if the secondary is actually in the home band, it is not even causing any honest harm.
So, the wrongful conviction rate when operating just in the home band should be lower than when
operating in the primary band. Call this new wrongful conviction rate PwrongHB , and let the
probability of going to jail while in the home band alone depend only on this and not on the
primary transmission probability.
Can cheating still be deterred with wrongful conviction in the home band? Because the
cost functions are based on long term behavior, wrongful conviction while operating only in the
home band will essentially just reduce the quality (in this case, the size) of the home band.
Lemma 2. With a wrongful conviction rate of PwrongHB while operating just in the home band,
the effective size of the home band is
βef f =

1 − Ppen
β
PwrongHB + 1 − Ppen

(2.52)

where β is the original size of the home band.
Proof. β represents the number of messages that can be transmitted in the home band per unit
time. With wrongful conviction, this number of messages can be sent only when the secondary is
not in jail. So,
βef f = πN J β
(2.53)
The secondary in the home band is sent to jail with probability PwrongHB at every time step, so
the probability of not being in jail is (1 − Ppen )/(PwrongHB + 1 − Ppen ). The result follows.
The necessary sanction will also change because the home band is effectively smaller.
Lemma 3. When there is wrongful conviction in the home band at a rate of PwrongHB , the new
required sanction is
Ppen > 1 − PtxM in Pcatch β + PwrongHB (1 + β)
(2.54)
Proof. The cost of the reduced home band must be compared to operation in both bands, with the
actual β because the overall wrongful conviction with operation in both bands already includes the
conviction rate in the home band alone:
1
1
<
βef f
πN J (1 + β)
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ppen + PwrongHB (1 + β) − Ptx Pcatch β) < 0

(2.55)
(2.56)

Ppen > 1 − Ptx Pcatch β + PwrongHB (1 + β) (2.57)
where the second equation uses Lemma 2. Maximizing over Ptx > PtxM in gives the result.
This is not always possible to achieve, because Ppen = 1 implies an infinite jail sentence.
Deterrence is only possible with the following condition:

Maximum wrongful conviction in homeband
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Figure 2.18: The limit on the wrongful conviction rate in the home band or deterrence to still be
possible, as a function of the size of the home band and Ptx .
Theorem 9. With a PwrongHB wrongful conviction rate in the home band, deterring cheating is
only possible if
β
PwrongHB < Ptx Pcatch
(2.58)
1+β
Proof. Take the sanction from Lemma 3. The result comes from solving Ppen < 1.
So, this patch will only work if the wrongful conviction rate in the home band is low
enough. Luckily, looking at Fig. 2.18, even a surprisingly high wrongful conviction rate will be
sufficient to allow trust.
Performance, on the other hand, will suffer. So, solving the problem of trusting the
decision to operate only in the home band is an important problem.
Adaptive jail sentences
This chapter, and the rest of this thesis, assume that the sanction must be chosen at
certification time and cannot be adapted at runtime. Part of the motivation is that the requirements
for trust should be as simple as possible. Adaptation would certainly allow for better performance;
it would even allow low Ptx primaries to be protected. But it cannot be required for trust to be
established, because productive adaptation may be a very hard engineering problem.
If the jail sentence is fixed, but calculated depending on device-specific parameters, those
parameters must be trusted to be communicated correctly. This would at least require a trusted
certification process for each device.
If the jail sentence changes with feedback on interference, it can be done in two ways
depending on the identity system employed. If the identity system cannot pick out individuals, the
sentence must rise for all secondaries. So, the sentence would be determined by the highest cost of
sensing, effectively reproducing the non-adaptive solution.
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Even if the jail sentence is effectively universal over secondary devices, it would still adapt
to Ptx , right? Not necessarily. If Ptx changes faster than the adaptation can track, the sentence will
follow the worst Ptx . Further, this is not the worst actual Ptx , it is the worst observed Ptx . Because
the primary and secondary are not synchronized and may not have the same transmit cycle time
scale, different secondaries may observe different Ptx . The adaptive jail may learn a sanction that
is much higher than the fixed approach would advise, because the fixed approach sets a particular
PtxM in .
To be truly adaptive to individuals instead of the worst case over the group, the identity
system must be able to distinguish interference from different individuals. The jail manager, which
issues go-to-jail commands, would also have to keep track of the individual sentence for each
individual. This would at least require significant coordination.
Adaptive jails are an important problem, and they may be the right solution to minimize
the regulatory overhead of spectrum jails. So, they certainly should be studied. But adaptation is
not a core problem in developing spectrum jails, and they should not be required to establish trust.
They can be developed and implemented later to maximize performance.
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Chapter 3

Spectrum jails implemented through
databases
For modeling simplicity, it was assumed up to this point that spectrum jails were implemented through a stand-alone monitoring and jail-managing system. This system would watch
for interference, would identify culprits, and would send go-to-jail messages. However, the major
benefit of using spectrum jails, as argued in the Introduction Chapter, is that they can be implemented through technical solutions that are already required. These include databases, some kind
of identity, and kill switches.
The Introduction Chapter also identified a major shortcoming of the database solution
as spectrum sharing extends into federal spectrum bands. The databases for the TV whitespaces
are designed to receive a GPS coordinate and return a list of available channels [24]. If this
coordination service is extended to other bands, as the PCAST report suggests [79], what happens
if the databases cannot coordinate access on the same time scale as the spectrum holes the database
is trying to recover?
Even if the database could know ahead of time when the primary was going to transmit,
it still cannot recover many spectrum holes if there is a large time scale mismatch. Assume that the
primary has an iid 30% probability of transmitting at any time step, on the primary’s time scale.
If the database can only send coordination messages every M primary time steps, it can recover
a spectrum hole as long as the primary is not active in any of the M steps. Therefore, there is a
(.7)M probability of recovering a spectrum hole. This recovery probability is shown in Fig. 3.1.
But the database does not have to tell the secondaries exactly when to transmit. If the
database instead acts as a spectrum manager, and issues operation tokens that will be revoked if
the secondary causes interference, this chapter will show that the time scale mismatch is much less
of an issue. Any spectrum hole that can be found can be accessed. The secondary can itself sense,
a company may implement sensing as a service as a different kind of infrastructure, or the database
can step in if it is fast enough.1 Any spectrum hole that can be found, through any available means,
can be used.
The chapter will first extend the model from the previous chapter to capture the database
1

The capability of the database is relative to the primary in the area and is dependent on the local infrastructure.
It is possible that the database in a high-use area like New York could be built fast enough to handle secondary
requests. But a very rural area may not have the economic incentive to build a highly capable database. Spectrum
jails allow the database to step in with full control only when it is capable of doing so appropriately.
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Figure 3.1: Assume a database can only issue one operation token every M time steps, and the
primary is modeled as having an iid Bernoulli Ptx = 0.3 probability of transmitting in any time
step. This is the band utilization (the primary uses 30% of the slots, the secondary recovers as
much as possible). If the mismatch is high, even though spectrum is idle 70% of the time, very few
holes can actually be recovered.
implementation. This implementation will be a multiband, multi-time-step version of the model
from Chapter 2, so it actually also applies to any situation with wide-band secondaries and multiple
primaries. This chapter will then discuss the necessary sanction to achieve trust. Finally, it
will explore performance to understand how well spectrum holes can be recovered as technology
improves.

3.1

The model and necessary sanction

Taking into account the need for a home band, the database implementation of spectrum
jails is shown in flowchart form in Fig. 3.2. The database issues operation tokens every M time
steps, and is good for operation in N primary bands. This token includes one “safe” slot, which is
one time and frequency slot that is guaranteed to not have primary activity. This slot, which can
be left open all the time or which can be a slot designated as empty by the primary, will operate
as the home band.2
The secondary must do whatever it needs to in order to not transmit at the same time as
the primary. If it causes interference and is caught, the next token it receives from the database
will be a “jail” token. For the duration of this token, the secondary must turn off its radio.
To model this, notice that from the secondary’s perspective the only real difference between
the token system and the dedicated monitoring/jail system is that the tokens last for more than one
time step and frequency band. So, the extended model is the multiple band and multiple time-step
version of the Markov jail model, shown in Fig. 3.3.
2

Building a safe slot into the database implementation is not necessary. Unlicensed bands can again be used for
the home band. This chapter models the home band as a safe slot to demonstrate the idea.
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of events governing the operation of the secondary with a database-token
implementation of spectrum jails. The secondary decides whether it will operate in the primary
bands; “In band” is the state variable indicating this choice. The database issues operation tokens
when the secondary has no jail sentences to serve and jail tokens during jail sentences. The secondary can only transmit when it has an active operation token, which expires after M time steps.
Sanctions are issued to secondaries caught causing interference during their operation periods.
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Figure 3.3: A jail system run through a database with operation and jail tokens can be modeled
as the multiband version of the Markov Chain model, as illustrated here.
The one safe time/frequency slot (which functions as the home band) will still have size
β because it is shared between only secondaries and therefore may have different transmission
characteristics. All secondaries may use this slot, and so it may be congested. The rules may also
allow for higher power in the safe slot. Alternatively, β could account for the existence of another
unlicensed band that operates as a second home band.
This model assumes that sensing can only tell the primary’s current state, so it needs to
be performed at every time slot. Because the secondary cannot do anything else when it is sensing,
it loses CD time out of every available frequency band.
With multiple bands and time steps, the probability of going to jail will also scale. An
analog of Thm. 1 holds for the multiband model: the secondary will either be honest in all available
slots or cheat in all available slots:
Lemma 4. With N available slots, the secondary will either cheat in all N , or be honest in all N
slots.
Proof. This is a proof by induction. Assume that for n = N − 2 of the slots, with some cheating
and some honest, the probability of going to jail at any time step is Ptj,n . Then, look at the last
two bands. In one of the bands, the secondary is honest. In the other, assume that it is in the
secondary’s best interest to cheat. This means that the cost is lower when cheating than when
honest in the last band.
When cheating in the last band, the probability of going to jail is:
PtoJail,1,cheat = Ptx Pcatch + (1 − Ptx Pcatch )(1 − (1 − Ptj,n )(1 − Ptx Pwrong ))

(3.1)

Notice that the second term, which is coming from all of the other N − 1 bands, does not depend
on whether the primary in the last band is active. If the secondary is honest in the last band, the
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probability of going to jail is
PtoJail,1,honest = Ptx Pwrong + (1 − Ptx Pwrong )(1 − (1 − Ptj,n )(1 − Ptx Pwrong ))

(3.2)

If it is in the best interest of the secondary to cheat, this means that (with the cost function
modified to include the new probability of going to jail and number of bands):
CSec (Pcheat = 1) < CSec (Pcheat = 0)
1
1
<
πN J,cheat (1 + β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
πN J,honest (β + n + 2(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
1 − Ppen + Ptojail,1,cheat
1 − Ppen + Ptojail,1,honest
<
(1 − Ppen )(1 + β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
(1 − Ppen )(β + n + 2(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
(1 − Ppen )(1 − (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )) > (PtoJail,1,cheat − PtoJail,1,honest )(β + n

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

+ (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )) − PtoJail,1,honest

(3.7)

+ PtoJail,1,cheat (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

(3.8)

This is assumed to be true.
Now, consider the second to last band. In this band, the secondary is choosing whether
to cheat or be honest, assuming that in the last band, the secondary is cheating. For this band,
the probability of going to jail, while cheating or honest, respectively, is:
PtoJail,2,cheat = Ptx Pcatch + (1 − Ptx Pcatch )(1 − (1 − Ptj,n )(1 − Ptx Pcatch )

(3.9)

PtoJail,2,honest = Ptx Pwrong + (1 − Ptx Pwrong )(1 − (1 − Ptj,n )(1 − Ptx Pcatch )

(3.10)

If it is in the best interest of the secondary to cheat in this band too, the following will be true:
CSec (Pcheat = 1) < CSec (Pcheat = 0)
1
1
<
πN J,cheat (2 + β + n)
πN J,honest (1 + β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
1 − Ppen + PtoJail,2,honest
1 − Ppen + PtoJail,2,cheat
<
(1 − Ppen )(2 + β + n)
(1 − Ppen )(1 + β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
(1 − Ppen )(1 − (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )) > (PtoJail,2,cheat − PtoJail,2,honest )(β + n + 1)
+ PtoJail,2,cheat (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) − PtoJail,2,honest

(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)

Notice that the left hand side is the same as what was assumed to be true above. So, it is sufficient
to show that the right hand side of Eq. (3.8) is bigger than Eq. (3.15). To do that, just show that
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the following is true:
0 < (PtoJail,1,cheat − PtoJail,1,honest )(β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

(3.16)

+ PtoJail,1,cheat (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) − PtoJail,1,honest

(3.17)

− (PtoJail,2,cheat − PtoJail,2,honest )(β + n + 1)

(3.18)

− PtoJail,2,cheat (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + PtoJail,2,honest

(3.19)

0 < (PtoJail,1,cheat − PtoJail,2,cheat )(β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

(3.20)

+ (PtoJail,2,honest − PtoJail,1,honest )(β + n + 1)

(3.21)

− (PtoJail,2,cheat − PtoJail,2,honest )

(3.22)

+ (PtoJail,1,cheat − PtoJail,1,honest )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

(3.23)

0 < (∗)(β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )) + (∗∗)(β + n + 1) − (∗ ∗ ∗) + (∗ ∗ ∗∗)(1 − tx)(1 − CDS )
(3.24)
where the substitutions in the last line are made to split the problem up for simpler calculation.
Plugging in the terms from Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.9) gives:
(∗) = −Ptx (1 − Ptx Pcatch )(1 − Ptj,n )(Pcatch − Pwrong )
(∗∗) = Ptx (1 − Ptx Pwrong )(1 − Ptj,n )(Pcatch − Pwrong )

(3.25)
(3.26)

(∗ ∗ ∗) = Ptx (1 − Ptx Pcatch )(1 − Ptj,n )(Pcatch − Pwrong )

(3.27)

(∗ ∗ ∗∗) = Ptx (1 − Ptx Pwrong )(1 − Ptj,n )(Pcatch − Pwrong )

(3.28)

Continuing the above, with these substitutions gives:
0 < (∗)(β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )) + (∗∗)(β + n + 1) − (∗ ∗ ∗) + (∗ ∗ ∗∗)(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
(3.29)
0 < Ptx (Pcatch − Pwrong )(1 − Ptj,n )(−(1 − Ptx Pcatch )(β + n + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

0<

(3.30)

+ (1 − Ptx Pwrong )(β + n + 1) − (1 − Ptx Pcatch )

(3.31)

+ (1 − Ptx Pwrong )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

(3.32)

2
Ptx
(Pcatch

(3.33)

2

− Pwrong ) (1 − Ptj,n )(β + n + 1 + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

which is always true, as long as Pcatch > Pwrong .
With this lemma, the probability of going to jail scales depending on whether the secondary is cheating:
Ptojail,cheat = 1 − (1 − Ptx Pcatch )N M −1
Ptojail,honest = 1 − (1 − Ptx Pwrong )

N M −1

(3.34)
(3.35)

This is the real difference between this multiband model and the basic model of the last chapter.
Each primary, each slot, and the probability of going to jail in each slot is independent of the others.
The total probability of going to jail changes accordingly.
Then, using the same format of cost function from the last chapter (the numerator is
the number of time steps per token; the denominator is the average number of messages sent per
token), the cost function for the secondary is
CD = min CD,i
i

(3.36)
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given the following states:
1. Use just the primary slots:
CD,1 =

M
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1)

(3.37)

2. Use both safe slot and primary slots:
CD,2 =

M
πN J ((Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1) + β)

(3.38)

3. Use just the safe slot:
CD,3 =

M
β

(3.39)

Theorem 10. With the multiband model above, the necessary sanction that guarantees that no
secondary will cheat when the primary is operational more than PtxM in of the time is:
Ppen > 1 −

(1 − (1 − PtxM in Pcatch )N M −1 )β
NM − 1

(3.40)
(3.41)

Proof. The sanction is found by making cheating less preferable than operation only in the safe
slot for a given Ptx :
CD,3 < CD,2 (Pcheat = 1)
(Ptojail,cheat + 1 − Ppen )M
M
<
β
(1 − Ppen )(β + N M − 1)
Ptojail,cheat β
Ppen > 1 −
NM − 1
(1 − (1 − Ptx Pcatch )N M −1 )β
Ppen > 1 −
NM − 1

(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)

Notice that as Ptx decreases, the necessary Ppen goes to 1. Therefore, the regulator must again define
a minimum protected Ptx , PtxM in . Plugging in the minimum protected Ptx gives the result.
Notice that as in the simpler jail model, the sanction depends only on parameters that
can be known at certification time. This includes Pcatch , PtxM in , β as before, as well as N, M which
are the expansion parameters. The secondary has one home time/frequency slot of size β. N, M
are extra bands that the secondary may expand into, and they must be known at certification time.
What does certification time mean in the context of a database? The jail sentence is going
to the secondary through the database, so presumably it could be changed to suit a more local
context. This allows the possibility of some adaptation, if only to the current size (congestion level)
of the home band or safe slot. But this adaptation may be on a slower than runtime time scale.
The parameters that make up the sanction are certainly known at the slower time scale. For the
rest of this thesis, any parameters that are changed on this “database regulatory” time scale will
be referred to as certification time.
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To connect this sanction to the last chapter, interpret it in terms of the expansion. 1 −
(1 − PtxM in Pcatch )N M −1 is the probability of going to jail with the minimum protected Ptx . This
value increases with N, M , so it can be bounded as the minimum probability of being caught and
sent to jail. Call this PtoJail,min . Then, the sanction becomes:
Ppen > 1 −

β
PtoJail,min
NM − 1

(3.46)

where β/(N M − 1) is the expansion factor. In general, then, the sanction is based on how much
the secondary is expanding beyond its home band. The more it expands its band use, the more
tempting it is to cheat and therefore the higher the sanction must be.
This form of sanction is in fact exactly the same as in the last chapter: before, there was
only one primary band, so the expansion was just β. Then, the probability of going to jail in the
last chapter was PtoJail,min = PtxM in Pcatch . So, the sanction in this chapter is just a generalized
version of the sanction from the last chapter.

3.2

Performance with improving technology

How are N, M chosen? M , the number of primary time slots per database token, is
necessarily constrained by the capability of the database. But the regulator may choose to operate
the database slower than its capability. In any case, M can be known at certification time. N , the
number of frequency bands the secondary uses, can be chosen in several ways: the regulator can
choose a maximum Nmax at certification time, certify the secondary can only expand this much,
and set the sanction accordingly. Alternatively, the secondary could choose N at certification time
and have a personalized jail time that it follows when it receives a jail token. If the regulatory
body allows the sanction to change at runtime (there is no technical reason why this is not possible
if jails are operated through the databases), the sanction could even be adapted to the amount of
expansion the secondary chooses at runtime.
This section explores performance given these different choices. The first part assumes
that N, M are fixed at certification time, and explores how the performance improves as technology
gets better. The result is that spectrum jails run through databases can recover significantly more
spectrum holes than even a database with primary look-ahead could alone.
The second part of this section explores expansion. It shows two effects: given a fixed
Nmax set by the regulators, secondaries will choose to fill all available bands as technology improves.
Second, if N can be chosen at runtime, how far will secondaries choose to expand as technology
gets better and what is the resulting performance?

3.2.1

Recovering spectrum holes with fixed N, M

This part focuses on performance given a database with a fixed capability of sending tokens
every M primary time steps. As an example for comparison, remember the back-of-the-envelope
computation that resulted in Fig. 3.1. The database knows ahead of time when the primary will
transmit, but can coordinate spectrum access only every M time steps. The primary uses each of
its time steps with probability 0.3. Only (0.7)M spectrum holes are recoverable at any time.
How well can spectrum jails recover spectrum holes? This is shown in Fig. 3.4 for different
values of CDS , Pwrong , assuming N = 1. As these two performance parameters go to zero, spectrum
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jails can recover all of the spectrum holes, regardless of M . So, as technology improves, the speed
of the database matters less.
Quantitatively, how does performance improve with better technology given a fixed N, M ?
First, define the appropriate versions of the performance metrics in Chapter 2.
The primary’s interests are represented by the probability of collisions:
collision = πN J Pcheat 1in primary band

(3.47)

The secondary’s interests are captured by the secondary’s overhead relative to a secondary
user that will never cheat and is not subject to jail. This user has cost function:
CD,noJail = min CD,noJail,i
i

(3.48)

given the following states:
1. Use just the primary slots:
M
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(N M − 1)

CD,noJail,1 =

(3.49)

2. Use both safe slot and primary slots:
CD,noJail,2 =

M
((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(N M − 1) + β)

(3.50)

3. Use just the safe slot:
CD,noJail,3 =

M
β

(3.51)

The overhead for the secondary is then defined as
UD,noJail − UD
UD,noJail
CD,noJail,1
=1−
CD,1

OS =

(3.52)
(3.53)

where UD = 1/CD,1 is the utility of a secondary with the jail system and UD,noJail = 1/CD,noJail,1
is the utility of the secondary without jail. As in Chapter 2, the overhead is measured as lost
opportunity in the primary bands, not the home slot.
Lemma 5. The overhead of a secondary subject to jail who does not cheat relative to a user not
subject to jail is
O S = 1 − πN J
or the time the secondary spends wrongfully in jail.
Proof. Plug in definitions of CD,1 (Pcheat = 0) and CD,noJail,1 into the definition of OS .

(3.54)
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Figure 3.4: Spectrum holes recovered by spectrum jails vs a database alone. If both sensing cost and
wrongful convictions rates are high, spectrum jails will recover about the same amount of spectrum
holes as a centralized database solution that knows ahead of time when the primary will transmit.
However, as technology improves, spectrum jails can recover all spectrum holes, regardless of the
speed of the database.
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Because the secondary overhead is simply the percentage of time it spends in jail, this
overhead can again be captured in an overall metric of spectrum holes due to time in jail:
holesjail = (1 − πN J )(1 − Ptx )(N M − 1)1in primary band

(3.55)

Finally, spectrum holes due to operation only in the safe slot are captured by:
holeshomeband = (1 − Ptx )(N M − 1)1in home band

(3.56)

The next theorem shows how these metrics improve as technology improves.
Theorem 11. Performance improves with technology in the following ways:
1. limPwrong ,CDS →0 collision = 0 ∀ Ptx where collisions are defined in Eq. (3.47).
2. limPwrong ,CDS →0 holesjail = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (3.55)
3. limPwrong ,CDS →0 holeshomeband = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (3.56)
Proof. This proof treats each metric separately:
1. The collisions metric is defined as collision = πN J Pcheat 1in primary band , and the sanction
is defined to guarantee no cheating for Ptx > PtxM in . So it is sufficient to show that the
secondary will choose Pcheat = 1 for smaller values of Ptx as Pwrong , CDS improve. The
secondary will choose to cheat if the cost is lower than being honest, while operating in both
bands:
CD,2 (Pcheat = 1) < CD,2 (Pcheat = 0)
M (1 − Ppen + PtoJail,cheat )
M (1 − Ppen + PtoJail,honest )
<
(1 − Ppen )(N M − 1 + β)
(1 − pen)((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(N M − 1) + β)
0 > −CDS (1 − Ptx )(N M − 1)(1 − Ppen + PtoJail,cheat )

Plugging in Ppen = 1 −

(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)

− PtoJail,honest (N M − 1 + β)

(3.60)

+ PtoJail,cheat ((1 − Ptx )(N M − 1) + β)

(3.61)

− Ptx (N M − 1)(1 − Ppen )

(3.62)

βPtoJail,cheat
N M −1

gives the condition

0 > −CDS (1 − Ptx )(N M − 1)(1 − Ppen + PtoJail,cheat ) − PtoJail,honest (N M − 1 + β) (3.63)
+ PtoJail,cheat (1 − Ptx )(β + N M − 1)

(3.64)

Given that Ptojail,honest = 1 − (1 − Ptx Pwrong )N M −1 , as Pwrong and CDS get smaller, the right
side negative terms get smaller, so the condition will not be satisfied even with smaller values
of Ptx . This means that the secondary will choose not to cheat even for smaller values of Ptx .
As Pwrong , CDS → 0, the right side becomes positive unless Ptx = 0, at which point there
cannot be collisions. So, limPwrong ,CDS →0 collision = 0 ∀ Ptx .
2. The holes due to jail metric is defined as
holesjail = (1 − πN J )(1 − Ptx )(N M − 1)1in primary band , so it is sufficient to show that
πN J → 1 as Pwrong , CDS → 0 when the secondary is being honest. Plugging in the definition
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of πN J from Eq. (2.2), and substituting the new honest probability of going to jail:
1 − Ppen
PtoJail,honest + 1 − Ppen
1 − Ppen
=
1 − (1 − Ptx Pwrong )N M −1 + 1 − Ppen

πN J =

(3.65)
(3.66)

Clearly, πN J gets bigger as Pwrong gets smaller, and limPwrong →0 πN J = 1. There is no
dependence on CDS .
3. The holes due to retreat to the home band metric is defined as holeshomeband = (1−Ptx )(N M −
1)1in home band . It is sufficient to show that, for any Ptx as technology improves, the
secondary will eventually not retreat to the home band. The secondary will operate only in
the home band if the cost of the home band is less than the cost of honest use in both bands:
CD,3 < CD,2 (Pcheat = 0)
M (1 − Ppen + PtoJail,honest
M
<
β
(1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(N M − 1) + β)

(3.67)
(3.68)

0 > −CDS (1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(N M − 1) − PtoJail,honest β + (1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(N M − 1)
(3.69)
As Pwrong and CDS get smaller, this condition will be violated only by larger values of Ptx .
And in the limit as Pwrong , CDS → 0, this condition becomes
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(N M − 1) < 0

(3.70)

which is violated only when Ptx = 1 at which point there are no holes left in the primary
band to fill.

3.2.2

Optimal expansion

Regardless of the sanction chosen at certification time, the secondary chooses its own
expansion at run time. This part explores how many bands the secondary will expand into. This is
done in two cases: if the regulator chooses Nmax at certification time to set the sanction, and the
secondary chooses N < Nmax at runtime. The second case assumes that both N and the sanction
can be set at runtime and explores how far the secondary will choose to expand.
If Nmax is chosen at certification time, this sets a fixed sanction Ppen for run time. As
technology improves, the secondary will expand to fill all the available bands.
Theorem 12. With a fixed sanction Ppen , a fixed M , and a maximum number of bands Nmax ,
argmin

lim

N ≤Nmax Pwrong →0

CD,2 (Pcheat = 0) = Nmax

(3.71)
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Figure 3.5: The necessary sanction goes up as the expansion rises because there is more opportunity
and therefore more temptation to cheat as the secondary operates in more primary bands.
Proof.
argmin

lim

N ≤Nmax Pwrong →0

M (1 − Ppen + PtoJail,honest )
N ≤Nmax Pwrong (1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(N M − 1) + β)
(3.72)
M (1 − Ppen )
(3.73)
= argmin
N ≤Nmax (1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(N M − 1) + β)

CD,2 (Pcheat = 0) = argmin lim

= Nmax

(3.74)

If, however, the sanction can be set based on the N chosen at runtime, the secondary has
full control over how many bands it can expand into.
As the secondary expands into more primary bands, the sanction rises. This is shown in
Fig. 3.5. At the same time, the probability of getting wrongfully convicted also rises. Intuitively,
then, as the expansion rises, so does the secondary overhead and total unrecovered spectrum holes.
This is shown in Fig. 3.6 for different Pwrong . The metric values are averaged over CDS and the
probability of primary transmission Ptx , as in the last chapter, Fig. 2.14.
But the secondary makes the expansion decision of the basis of cost, not overhead. Fig. 3.7
gives an example of a particular secondary. M is fixed at 3, and N is varied. The secondary will
choose to expand to different numbers of bands depending on Pwrong . Notice that if Pwrong is high
enough, the cost is always 3. This indicates that, regardless of N , this secondary will stay in its
home band all the time.
Fig. 3.8 shows the optimal value of N , given M = 3 over different values of CDS and Ptx .
From the regulator’s perspective, the sanctions should be designed for the worst case, but performance should be measured for the targeted cases. Sharing is really only desirable for secondaries
with reasonable costs of sensing and primaries that have available spectrum. So, this plot only
shows a limited section of the total range of CDS and Ptx .
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Figure 3.6: Overhead metrics as a function of different levels of expansion. As the expansion grows,
so do the total spectrum holes because the wrongful conviction rate and the length of sanctions are
scaling with the expansion. The collisions are decreasing because the secondary is spending more
time in jail.
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Figure 3.7: Although the overhead rises with expansion, the secondary cost tells a different story.
The secondary will expand depending on the wrongful conviction rate, expanding more when the
wrongful conviction is lowered.
Notice that if there is plenty of opportunity, the secondary will choose to expand more.
This is because when the primary is rarely around, there are few wrongful convictions, and the
secondary has a smaller threat of jail.
Averaging over the secondary sensing cost and primary transmission probability from
Fig. 3.8 produces summary overhead and expansion statistics. These are shown in Fig. 3.9. Different
points along the line have different levels of Pwrong , some of which are indicated. The average
behavior of the secondary is to expand based on the value of Pwrong such that the average percentage
of wasted spectrum is around 25%. This seems high, but is a function of allowing the secondary to
expand very far — with a wrongful conviction rate of 10−4 , the secondary would choose to operate
in about 130 primary bands. This suggests that if the regulator wants high utilization, it should
set a fixed Nmax even if the sanction can be changed at runtime.

3.3
3.3.1

Concluding remarks
What we have learned so far

This chapter showed that the database implementation of spectrum jails, advocated in
Chapter 1, can be modeled as a multi-band, multi-time version of the basic spectrum jails investigated in Chapter 2. Further, the main ideas from the last chapter hold with this model as well:
trust can be guaranteed at certification time, and performance will improve as technology gets
better.
The difference in this model is being able to choose the expansion. The sanction is
effectively determined by the expansion factor – how much the secondary is expanding into primary
bands, relative to the size of its home band. As the sanction grows, for fixed technology, the overhead
metrics will get worse as well.
How should the expansion factor be chosen? The capability of the databases themselves
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Figure 3.8: This is the optimal expansion for a delay-constrained user over different values of the
cost of sensing and the probability of primary transmission. If there is a lot of opportunity (Ptx
small), the realized number of wrongful convictions will be small, so the desired expansion is very
high.
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Figure 3.9: Averaging over the range of sensing cost and primary transmission probabilities, this is
the average expansion vs average spectrum holes per slot as a function of the Pwrong . Notice that
the optimal average amount of spectrum holes, from the secondary perspective, is around 25%.
The regulator can decrease this by restricting the potential secondary expansion.
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determine the length of time a token must last. But the number of primary frequency bands the
secondary can access can be chosen more freely. If the regulator chooses the maximum number of
bands at certification time, the secondary will expand to fill them all if the wrongful conviction
rate is low enough. Likewise, if the secondary is able to choose its own expansion, it will continue
to use more bands as the wrongful conviction rate is lowered.
The key observation of this chapter is the comparison between the performance of spectrum jails vs the database alone. If the database is responsible for coordinating all spectrum access,
it is limited in its recovery capability by the speed at which it can coordinate actions. If, however,
the database is only coordinating spectrum jail tokens, the performance depends on how well secondaries can find spectrum holes and how small the regulator can make the probability of wrongful
conviction.
Spectrum jail performance is limited by the best spectrum hole recovery technology, not
the speed of the current generation of databases.

3.3.2

Future work – adapting jails to expansion

In Chapter 2, the idea of adaptive jails was discussed in the Future Work. The difficulty encountered there is inherently different than the difficulty in making sanctions adaptive to
expansion.
In the last chapter, adaptive jails meant being adaptive to the cost of sensing or primary
transmissions. Neither of these can be easily measured or proven at certification time. Adapting
at runtime would require either detailed tracking of which sanction applies to which secondary, or
it would likely adapt to the worst present primary or secondary characteristic.
Adapting to a different expansion factor is likely an easier problem. While it may be
hard to measure CDS or Ptx , the secondary will have to choose the number of primary bands it is
operating in. The length of the sanction could be programmed into the secondary as a function of
the number of bands used. The difficulty in certifying lies not in measuring, but guaranteeing that
the secondary cannot fake its band usage. Work should be done to figure out how difficult this is,
and whether this kind of adaptation is easily implementable.
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Chapter 4

Universal jails
The last two chapters assumed a very simple secondary and harm model: the secondary’s
goal was to maximize average throughput, and whenever it cheated, it caused the primary to drop
a packet. This chapter questions both of these assumptions.
The wireless ecosystem does not include only devices that try to maximize throughput.
There are streaming services, file sharing, voice, and even sensor networks that have wildly different
service requirements. Will a jail that delays messages deter cheating for all of these disparate
services? The first section of this chapter addresses the different kinds of secondaries, and uses
energy-sensitive users as a case study for how to extend spectrum jails. The goal will be the
same as in the previous chapters: guarantee trust at certification time and then understand how
performance improves as technology improves.
The effect of secondary interference was also simplified in the last two chapters so that
every instance of interference resulted in a dropped packet. This is not necessarily the case. If the
secondary is very far away from the primary, it may cause a small amount of interference that only
causes a dropped packet when the fading is particularly band. The previous chapters also assumed
that an honest secondary would cause no interference, but this is not necessarily true either. If
the secondary’s sensor does not detect the primary, it will cause harm even though the secondary
thinks it is being honest. The second part of this chapter explores the implications of variable harm
on trust and performance.
Throughout, this chapter will show that only minor modifications are required to extend
the “trust first and performance later” property from the last two chapters to the more realistic
situations explored here. It will also indicate any new difficult to enforce cases and what new
choices need to be made by regulators at certification time.

4.1

The need for different sanctions

In a real wireless ecosystem, there are many different kinds of devices and traffic that
have different QOS requirements. For example, there are laptops downloading very large files
that care about the overall length of time it takes to download the file. There are also sensor
networks, perhaps measuring the stress of joints in bridges [128] or measuring environmental data
in inhospitable environments [129]. The nodes of these networks may have very little data to send.
If the network is monitoring, say, an active volcano [129], it may not care whether its message is
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Operate in primary band?
no

yes

Operate only
in homeband

+1 time step

yes/no

Is primary on?
yes
Secondary cheats?
yes
no
Regulator observes
noise?
yes
no
no

no
Secondary transmits?

Regulator observes
interference?
yes
ID connects
harm to secondary?
yes

no

Regulator sends
"go to jail" token

Secondary receives token

Secondary turns oﬀ
for time speciﬁed in token

Figure 4.1: This is the flowchart of spectrum jails without the infrastructure of the databases. This
is identical to Fig. 2.1 in Chapter 2 in all but the inclusion of the home band — the secondary
decides at the beginning whether it will operate only in its home band or in the primary bands as
well.
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Figure 4.2: The sanction and resulting percentage of time spent in jail for honest users when only
delay-constrained secondaries are present.
delayed by a few minutes, or even a day. But, the batteries would be almost impossible to change.
If the sensor nodes were smart dust [130], they would have a limit on the speed of recouping energy
losses.
What happens if the jail system from Chapter 2 (reviewed in the flowchart in Fig. 4.1) is
used to try to deter cheating with a purely energy-sensitive user?1
At first glance, the jail system should not work at all. No amount of waiting will cause
any pain whatsoever to the purely energy-constrained secondary. More precisely, remember the
problem of a rarely active primary from Chapter 2 – the energy-constrained user spends energy
looking for the primary, but spends no energy sitting in jail. It will never choose to sense when jail
cannot harm its operation.
But is jail actually free from an energy perspective? Receiving and decoding the “go-tojail” command requires some energy, as does waking up at the end of the jail sentence. Assume
that this natural energy cost of jail can be measured relative to the energy cost of sensing.
Fig. 4.2 shows the Ppen required to keep just the delay user honest by Ptx , the amount of
time the primary is transmitting. Compare this to Fig. 4.3, which shows the jail sentence needed
for different energy costs of jail relative to the energy cost of sensing. If jail is more expensive,
the required sanction to keep the energy-constrained user honest is similar to that required by the
delay-sensitive user.
Fig. 4.4 shows the same required sanction as a function of the energy cost of jail relative
to sensing. Notice that for any Ptx , there is a corresponding energy cost of jail and length of
sentence that will deter cheating. Naturally, this implies that to deter energy-constrained users
from cheating, the regulator must be able to control the energy cost of jail.
There are many ways to do this. The “go-to-jail” command could be designed to be
difficult to decode, therefore requiring high processing energy. If the device is a smart phone,
1

For most of this chapter, the model from Chapter 2 will be used because it is simpler. Section 4.2.4 will show
how the sanction changes with the database implementation.
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Figure 4.3: If energy-constrained users are operational as well, using just a delay-oriented jail to
deter cheating requires a potentially much higher sanction depending on the natural energy cost of
sitting in jail. This causes much more wrongful jail time for honest users.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the Markov model used in this section. The secondary has the option to
transmit in a home band along with or instead of the primary band. The transition probabilities
and costs for different states are shown.
jail could include a command to turn on the screen and keep it on for the duration. Finally, the
device could be required to transmit gibberish on a dedicated gibberish band. Although impractical
because of the wasted resources, this last example inspires the terminology for the rest of the chapter
– while devices are in jail, they must be forced to “sing” to burn energy, and the energy cost of jail
will be called Csing , measured relative to the cost of one unit of transmission.2
Purely delay-constrained, and purely energy-constrained utility functions do not cover
all possible service desires for secondary devices. The next parts will cover sanctions for energyconstrained and mixed delay and energy users. Section 4.3 will cover secondary devices with utility
functions that are only a small perturbation away from those already covered. Future work, in
Section 4.5, will discuss what must be done to extend jails to other kinds of secondary devices.

4.2
4.2.1

Energy and mixed users
The Model

The model for this part is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The delay-constrained user is the same
as in Chapter 2, defined in Eq. (2.19). The energy-constrained user has the same choice to operate
in just the primary band, just the home band, or both. The cost function is structured in the same
way as the delay user. The denominator is always the average number of messages sent per time
step (or database token). The numerator is the average energy spent per time step. This includes
the energy sensing cost, and any transmit costs when the secondary is not in jail. It also includes
the energy sanction when the secondary is in jail.
2

In the future, it may also be possible to use a community service sanction that will require a secondary to sense
and report primary activity when it is in jail. For the discussion here, it is assumed that the sanction must be set at
certification time and it must work for all realizations of secondary technology. Because it may be difficult to certify
the energy cost of community service, it may also be difficult to certify that such a sanction will be effective.
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1. Use just the primary band:
CE,1 =

πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES )) + (1 − πN J )Csing
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

(4.1)

2. Use both home band and primary band:
πN J (CU L β + Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES )) + (1 − πN J )Csing
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β)
(4.2)
3. Use just the home band:
CU L β
CE,3 =
(4.3)
β
CE,2 =

Then, the cost for an energy user is:
CE = min CE,i
i

(4.4)

Where CES is the energy cost of sensing, Csing is the energy cost of each unit of jail, and CU L is
the energy cost of transmitting in the home band, all measured relative to the energy cost of transmission in the primary band. CU L is allowed to be different than the energy cost of transmitting
in the primary band because the home band may be an unlicensed band with congestion. Higher
transmit power, better codes, etc, may be required, resulting in a different energy cost of operation.
Note that if CU L < 1, the energy user would always transmit in the home band. So CU L > 1 is the
only case that needs to be considered.
Mixed users that care about both energy and delay constraints will have the following
cost function:
Cmixed = min kCD,i + (1 − k)CE,i
(4.5)
i

Parameters are listed and defined in Table 4.2.1.

4.2.2

Extending trust to energy and mixed users

This part extends the trust results from Chapter 2 to the energy and mixed user cases.
Just as in the last chapter, the secondary will choose to always cheat or never cheat:
Lemma 6. For the energy user with cost function in Eq. (4.4) and the mixed user with cost function
in Eq. (4.5), the optimal Pcheat ∈ {0, 1}
Proof. All of the operating modes for both the energy and mixed users have cost functions that
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. An argument like that in Theorem 3 extends the result to allow
the choice between operating modes.
Using this lemma, the required sanction to guarantee no secondary will cheat given Ptx >
PtxM in is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 13. The required sanction to guarantee no secondaries cheat when Ptx > PtxM in is:
Ppen > 1 − PtxM in Pcatch β
(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
Csing >
PtxM in Pcatch

(4.6)
(4.7)
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Table 4.1: Parameters definitions for the extended spectrum jails problem. The jail sentence is
defined based on those parameters used at certification time, and the performance is determined
by those parameters used at runtime.
Parameter
Definition
Timescale when used
Ptx
Probability the primary is transmitting
Runtime
Ppen
Probability of staying in jail
Certification
Csing
Energy cost of jail per time step
Certification
Pcatch
Probability cheating secondary is caught
Certification
β
Size of the home band
Certification
CU L
Energy cost home band
Certification
N
Number of primary frequency bands
Certification
M
Primary time steps per database token
Certification
PtxM in
Minimum protected probability of primary transmission
Certification
θcheatM ax
Maximum allowed amount of cheating harm
Certification
θhonestM ax
Maximum allowed amount of honest harm
Certification
−∆
Unmodeled secondary benefit for cheating
Certification
θcheat
Probability of harm caused by cheating secondary
Runtime
θhonest
Probability of harm caused by honest secondary
Runtime
CDS
Delay cost of checking for primary
Runtime
CES
Energy cost of checking for primary
Runtime
Pwrong
Probability honest secondary is sent to jail
Runtime
Proof. First, take the energy-constrained user. Assume there is some set Ppen > 0. The Csing
constraint is found by the same argument as in Thm. 5: first make sure that operating in the home
band alone is more attractive than cheating for the energy-only user. Note that the energy-only
user will use either the home band or the primary band, but never both. It chooses the one with
the better energy use profile.
CE,1 > CE,3
⇒ Csing >

(4.8)
(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
Ptx Pcatch

(4.9)

For completeness, if the same calculation is done with CE,2 instead of CE,1 , the same result is
achieved. For a fixed Ppen , Csing → ∞ as Ptx → 0, so for any fixed Csing , there exists some Ptx at
which the sanction will not be sufficient. Therefore, define a PtxM in below which protection for the
primary will not be guaranteed. This fixes Csing for any defined value of Ppen .
To cover the mixed user, Ppen must be set to a specific value. The mixed cost function
relies on Pcheat only through a non-decreasing function of CD and CE . So, set Ppen to deter pure
delay users, and set Csing to deter energy users. Operating in the home band alone is better than
cheating for both energy and delay components, and therefore operating in the home band alone
is better than cheating for the mixed user.
As in Chapter 2, notice the expression for the required sanction. It depends on the
characteristics of the home band, β, CU L , the catching ability Pcatch , and the minimum protected
Ptx . It does not depend on the secondary technology or the operation of the primary. So, again,
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trust can be guaranteed for any secondary, certifying only its compliance with the jail system and
not its technical capability.

4.2.3

Better performance with better technology

As in Chapter 2, the performance of energy and mixed users will improve as technology
improves. To investigate this claim, the overhead definitions are generalized to include the energy
and mixed users.
First, define an energy-constrained and mixed user that will always act honestly, but that
is not subject to wrongful convictions:
CE,noJail = min CE,noJail,i
i

Cmixed,noJail = min kCD,noJail,i + (1 − k)CE,noJail,i
i

(4.10)
(4.11)

where
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES + CU L β
=
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β
CU L β
=
β

CE,noJail,1 =

(4.12)

CE,noJail,2

(4.13)

CE,noJail,3

(4.14)

for operation in the primary band alone, both bands, and the home band alone, respectively.
CD,noJail,i are defined in Eq. (2.27).
The secondary overhead is generalized to reflect these new cost functions. It will still be
measured as the extra cost in just the primary band, relative to the honest user with no jail.
Theorem 14. The generalized overhead for the mixed secondary user is:
OS =

(1 − πN J )(k + (1 − k)Csing )
(1 − πN J )(k + (1 − k)Csing ) + πN J (k + (1 − k)(CES + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )))

(4.15)

Proof. Plug in equations into the definition:
OS = 1 −

Cmixed,honest
Cmixed

(4.16)

This is nicely interpreted as the cost of jail over the total cost when in jail and when not
in jail.
The primary collision metric, and the holes due to jail metric will remain the same as in
Chapter 2:
collision = πN J Pcheat 1in primary band
holesjail = (1 − πN J )(1 − Ptx )1in primary band

(4.17)
(4.18)
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The holes due to operation just in the home band must be changed slightly with the new
cost functions. The delay-only user was choosing between operating in both bands or just the home
band because those were the lowest cost options. The energy user is choosing between operating
in either the primary or the home band. The mixed user will use all three options.
To capture the effect of jail, the holes due to retreat to the home band metric will include
only those cases when the user with jail is in the home band alone and the without jail user chooses
to operate in the primary band (either alone or along with the home band).
holeshomeband = (1 − Ptx )1with-jail user in home band 1without-jail user in primary band (4.19)
Because the overhead is qualitatively so similar to the last chapter, only the summary
plots are included here in Fig. 4.6. These average the metrics over a range of values for Ptx , and
either CDS or CES . The secondary overhead into energy and delay cases. Any user with a mixed
cost function will have the appropriate mix of these two lines. The other lines average the energy
and delay users.
Just like in the last two chapters, once a protection level is chosen, improving technology
will improve performance with all metrics. Two theorems will be presented – first performance
improvement with just energy-constrained users, then performance improvement for mixed users.
Theorem 15. For the energy-constrained users, performance improves with technology in the following ways:
1. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 collision = 0 ∀ Ptx where collisions are defined in Eq. (4.17).
2. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 OS = 0 ∀ Ptx where the secondary overhead is defined in Thm. 14 with
k = 0.
3. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 holesjail = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (4.18)
4. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 holeshomeband = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (4.19)
Proof. This proof treats each metric separately:
1. The collisions metric is defined as collision = πN J Pcheat 1in primary band , and the sanction
is defined to guarantee no cheating for Ptx > PtxM in . So it is sufficient to show that the
secondary will choose Pcheat = 1 for smaller values of Ptx as Pwrong , CES , CDS improve. The
energy-constrained secondary’s cost is minimized by either operating just in the primary band
or just in the home band. Focusing on operation in the primary band alone, the secondary
will choose to cheat for any Ptx < PtxM in such that
CE,1 (Pcheat = 1) < CE,1 (Pcheat = 0)
(4.20)
1 − Ppen + Ptx Pcatch Csing
(1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES ) + Ptx Pwrong Csing
<
1 − Ppen
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CSD)
(4.21)
0 > Ptx Pcatch Csing (1 − Ptx ) − CDS Ptx Pcatch Csing − CES (1 − Ppen )
(4.22)
− Pwrong Ptx Csing

(4.23)

As Pwrong , CES , and CDS get smaller, the right side negative terms get smaller, so the
condition will not be satisfied even for smaller values of Ptx . This means that the secondary
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Figure 4.6: Summary metrics for different levels of wrongful conviction. Energy and delayconstrained secondaries have different lines for their overheads; mixed users will have the appropriate mix of the two overheads. The primary and spectrum hole lines are all averaged between
energy and delay-constrained users. All metrics get better as wrongful conviction rates go down.
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will choose not to cheat even for smaller values of Ptx . As Pwrong , CES , CDS → 0, the
right side becomes positive unless Ptx = 0, at which point there cannot be collisions. So,
limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 collision = 0 ∀ Ptx .
2. The secondary overhead metric with k = 0, for energy-constrained users, is:
(1 − πN J )Csing
(1 − πN J )Csing + πN J (CES + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))
Ptx Pwrong Csing
=
Ptx Pwrong Csing + (1 − Ppen )(CES + (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))

OS =

(4.24)
(4.25)

Clearly, this goes to zero as Pwrong → 0.
3. The holes due to jail metric is defined as holesjail = (1 − πN J )(1 − Ptx )1in primary band ,
so it is sufficient to show that πN J → 1 as Pwrong , CDS → 0 when the secondary is being
honest. Plugging in the definition of πN J from Eq. (2.2), and setting the sanction as Ppen =
1 − PtxM in Pcatch β:
1 − Ppen
PtoJail + 1 − Ppen
PtxM in Pcatch β
=
Ptx Pwrong + PtxM in Pcatch β

πN J =

(4.26)
(4.27)

Clearly, πN J gets bigger as Pwrong gets smaller, and limPwrong →0 πN J = 1. There is no
dependence on CDS .
4. The holes due to retreat to the home band metric is defined as
holeshomeband = (1 − Ptx )1with-jail user in home band 1without-jail user in primary band . It
is sufficient to show that the secondary will not retreat to the home band for any Ptx . The
secondary will operate only in the home band if the cost of the home band is less than the
cost of honest use the the primary band:
CE,3 < CE,1 (Pcheat = 0)
πN J ((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES ) + πJ Csing
CU L <
πN J (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
(1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES ) + Ptx Pwrong Csing
CU L <
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
0 > (1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(CU L − 1) − CDS (1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(CU L − 1)
− CES (1 − Ppen ) − Pwrong Ptx Csing

(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)

As Pwrong , CES , and CDS get smaller, this condition will be violated only by larger values of
Ptx . In the limit as Pwrong , CES , CDS → 0, this condition becomes
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(CU L − 1) < 0

(4.33)

which is violated only when Ptx = 1 at which point there are no holes left in the primary
band to fill.
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With mixed users, the same limiting performance can be proved. It is not sufficient to
just use the energy and delay user theorems because the energy and delay parts of the mixed cost
function may want to operate in different ways: the energy part may want to use just the primary
band, while the delay part wants to use both bands. This affects the proof of the primary protection
becoming perfect and the secondary choosing not to retreat to the home band.
Theorem 16. For the mixed users:
1. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 collision = 0 ∀ Ptx where collisions are defined in Eq. (4.17).
2. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 OS = 0 ∀ Ptx where the secondary overhead is defined in Thm. 14.
3. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 holesjail = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (4.18)
4. limPwrong ,CES ,CDS →0 holeshomeband = 0 ∀ Ptx where the metric is defined in Eq. (4.19)
Proof. This proof treats each metric separately:
1. The collisions metric is defined as collision = πN J Pcheat 1in primary band , and the sanction
is defined to guarantee no cheating for Ptx > PtxM in . The mixed user case is different from
the individual cases because the energy user will only ever use one band, the delay user will
always use both bands, but the mixed user may end up in any combination. So, it must stay
honest even if the delay component pulls it to use both bands or even if the energy component
pulls the user to use only one band. This proof will first show that if the mixed user uses both
bands, it will never cheat in the limit of good technology. The second part will address the
single band case by showing that if it is worthwhile to use only one band, then it is worthwhile
to be honest in that one band.
It is sufficient to consider the limiting case when Pwrong = 0, CDS = 0, CES = 0.
When using both bands, the mixed user will not cheat if (with the substitutions Pwrong =
0, CES = 0, CDS = 0):
Cmixed,2 (Pcheat = 0) < Cmixed,2 (Pcheat = 1)
(4.34)
k(1 − Ppen + Ptx Pcatch ) + (1 − k)((CU L β + 1)(1 − Ppen ))
k + (1 − k)(CU L β + 1 − Ptx )
<
β + 1 − Ptx
(1 − Ppen )(β + 1)
(4.35)
(1 − k)Ptx Pcatch Csing )
(4.36)
+
(1 − Ppen )(β + 1)
0 < kPtx (Ptx Pcatch (β + 1 − Ptx ) − Ptx (1 − Ppen ))

(4.37)

+ (1 − k)(Ptx (1 − Ppen )β(1 − CU L ))

(4.38)

+ (1 − k)Ptx Pcatch Csing (β + 1 − Ptx ))

(4.39)

Plugging in Ppen = 1 − PtxM in Pcatch β and Csing = (CU L − 1)β gives:
0 < kPtx ((β + 1 − Ptx )Pcatch − Pcatch PtxM in β)
+ (1 − k)βPtx Pcatch (β(CU L − 1)(1 − PtxM in ) + Pcatch (CU L − 1)(1 − Ptx ))

(4.40)
(4.41)

which is always true for all Ptx > 0. At this point, there is no primary to interfere with, so
the collisions metric does indeed go to zero.
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When using just the primary band, the condition for not cheating is:
Cmixed,1 (Pcheat = 0) < Cmixed,1 (Pcheat = 1)
(4.42)
k(1 − Ppen + Ptx Pcatch ) + (1 − k)((1 − Ppen ) + Ptx Pcatch Csing )
k + (1 − k)(1 − Ptx )
<
(1 − Ptx )
1 − Ppen
(4.43)
0 < kPtx (Pcatch (1 − Ptx ) − (1 − Ppen )) + (1 − k)Ptx (Pcatch Csing (1 − Ptx ))
(4.44)
0 < kPtx (Pcatch (1 − Ptx ) − PtxM in Pcatch β)
+ (1 − k)Ptx Pcatch (CU L − 1)β(1 − Ptx )

(4.45)
(4.46)

where the last line comes from plugging in Ppen = 1 − PtxM in Pcatch β and Csing = (CU L − 1)β.
This is the condition for not cheating. Now, it must be shown to be true when it is in the
secondary’s best interest to use only one band. The secondary will use just the primary band
if the energy cost of the home band is prohibitively high. So, the next part will find the
necessary CU L to make using just one band the right choice. This value will then be plugged
into the condition here to show the secondary will never cheat.
We already know that the secondary will be honest if using both bands. If the secondary
would rather be honest in just the primary band than be honest in both bands, this means:
Cmixed,1 (Pcheat = 0) < Cmixed,2 (Pcheat = 0)
k + (1 − k)(1 − Ptx )
k + (1 − k)(CU L β + 1 − Ptx
<
1 − Ptx
β + 1 − Ptx
k
CU L > 1 +
(1 − Ptx )(1 − k)

(4.47)
(4.48)
(4.49)

Now, plug this into Eq. (4.46):
0 < kPtx (Pcatch (1 − Ptx ) − PtxM in Pcatch β) + (1 − k)Ptx Pcatch (CU L − 1)β(1 − Ptx )


k
0 < kPcatch (1 − Ptx − PtxM in β) + (1 − k)Pcatch Ptx β(1 − Ptx )
(1 − Ptx )(1 − k)
0 < kPcatch (1 − Ptx − PtxM in β − Ptx β)

(4.50)

0 < kPcatch (1 − Ptx + β(1 − PtxM in ))

(4.53)

(4.51)
(4.52)

which is always true.
For completeness, check that even if it is better to cheat in the primary band alone than
operate honestly in both bands, the secondary will still not cheat in the single band:
Cmixed,1 (Pcheat = 1) < Cmixed,2 (Pcheat = 0)
k + (1 − k)(πN J + πJ Csing )
k + (1 − k)(CU L β + 1 − Ptx )
<
πN J
β + 1 − Ptx

(4.54)
(4.55)

Plugging in Ppen = PtxM in Pcatch β, Csing = (CU L − 1)β and solving for CU L − 1 gives:
CU L − 1 >

k(PtxM in β(β − Ptx ) + Ptx (β + 1 − Ptx )
(1 − k)(PtxM in − Ptx (β + 1 − Ptx ))β

(4.56)
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Plugging this into Eq. (4.46):
0 < kPtx (Pcatch (1 − Ptx ) − PtxM in Pcatch β) + (1 − k)Ptx Pcatch (CU L − 1)β(1 − Ptx )

(4.57)

0 < kPtx (Pcatch (1 − Ptx ) − PtxM in Pcatch β)


k(PtxM in β(β − Ptx ) + Ptx (β + 1 − Ptx )
+ (1 − k)Ptx Pcatch β(1 − Ptx )
(1 − k)(PtxM in − Ptx (β + 1 − Ptx ))β
0 < kPtxM in β(β + 1/β − PtxM in )

(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.60)

This is always true, so the secondary will never cheat in this case.
2. From Thms. 8 and 15, it can be inferred that the secondary overhead goes to zero in the limit
of good technology for both energy and delay constrained users. As the mixed user overhead
is the appropriate mix of the two, the mixed secondary overhead will also go to zero in the
limit of perfect technology.
3. From Thms. 8 and 15, the holes due to jail metric goes to zero in the limit of improved
technology. As this metric is no different with the mixed users, the same holds true for this
case.
4. The holes due to retreat to the home band metric is defined as
holeshomeband = (1 − Ptx )1with-jail user in home band 1without-jail user in primary band . In
the limit of good technology, the with-jail user will never cheat (based on part 1 of this
theorem), and so will never be sent to jail. The resulting cost function is the same as the
without-jail user. Therefore, they will operate the same way, and the holes due to retreat to
the home band metric goes to zero.

4.2.4

Database implementation for energy and mixed users

Like in Chapter 3, the database implementation can be captured by a multi-band, multitime version of the spectrum jail model.
As with the time cost of sensing, the energy cost of sensing will scale with the number of
slots used. Sensing must be done at every time step. [131] shows that multiband sensing is more
processing-intensive than narrowband sensing, so the energy spent sensing should increase with the
number of frequency bands. For simplicity, this model assumes that the energy cost of sensing will
scale linearly with the number of bands used. So, if the secondary chooses to sense, it will spend
CES (N M − 1) units of energy for every operation token.
The mixed and energy users have the following cost function:
Cmixed = kCD + (1 − k)CE

(4.61)

CD = min CD,i

(4.62)

CE = min CE,i

(4.63)

where
i

i

given the following states:
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1. Use just the primary slots:
M
(4.64)
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1)
πN J ((Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1) + CES (N M − 1)))
=
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1)
(4.65)
(1 − πN J )Csing
+
(4.66)
πN J (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1)

CD,1 =
CE,1

2. Use both safe slot and primary slots:
M
(4.67)
πN J ((Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1) + β)
πN J (CU L β + (Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(N M − 1) + CES (N M − 1)))
=
πN J ((Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1) + β
(4.68)
(1 − πN J )Csing
+
(4.69)
πN J ((Pcheat + (1 − Pcheat )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ))(N M − 1) + β

CD,2 =
CE,2

3. Use just the safe slot:
M
β
CU L β
=
β

CD,3 =

(4.70)

CE,3

(4.71)

where the delay user cost functions are included for reference. Also for reference, remember that:
πN J =

1 − Ppen
1 − Ppen + PtoJail

(4.72)

where
Ptojail = Pcheat Ptojail,cheat + (1 − Pcheat )Ptojail,honest

(4.73)

Ptojail,cheat = 1 − (1 − Ptx Pcatch )N M −1

(4.74)

Ptojail,honest = 1 − (1 − Ptx Pwrong )N M −1

(4.75)

where

It can be inferred from the last section and Chapter 3 that with the appropriate sanction,
trust and performance with the database implementation will be like the single band model. So,
this section only finds the necessary sanction for trust with energy and mixed users.
Theorem 17. With the multiband model above, the necessary sanction that guarantees that no
secondary will cheat when the primary is operational more than PtxM in of the time is:
(1 − (1 − PtxM in Pcatch )N M −1 )β
NM − 1
(1 − Ppen )(N M − 1)(CU L − 1)
= (CU L − 1)β
>
1 − (1 − PtxM in Pcatch )N M −1

Ppen > 1 −

(4.76)

Csing

(4.77)
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Proof. The sanctions are found by making cheating less preferable than operation only in the safe
slot for a given Ptx . The sanction for delay-only users is found in Thm. 10. For energy-only users:
CE,3 < CE,2 (Pcheat = 1)
(1 − Ppen )(CU L β + (N M − 1)) + Ptojail,cheat Csing
CU L <
(1 − Ppen )(β + N M − 1)
(1 − Ppen )(N M − 1)(CU L − 1)
Csing >
Ptojail,cheat

(4.78)
(4.79)
(4.80)

Because mixed users are defined by a linear combination of delay and energy costs, if the sanctions
guarantee that the delay and energy users would both rather operate in the home band than cheat,
the mixed user will also choose operation in the home band over cheating. So, plugging in for
Ptojail,cheat and again defining a minimum Ptx gives the result.

4.3

General delay, energy, and mixed cost functions

The last section showed that the energy-constrained user, with the appropriate sanction,
will have the same qualitative properties as the delay-constrained user. The sanction can be set to
guarantee trust at certification time, and as technology improves, performance will also improve.
The mixed user considered in the last part was the simplest possible cost function combining the desires of the energy and delay-constrained users. This section considers more general
mixed users. It also shows how a margin on the sanctions may be used to guarantee trust even for
cost functions that are small perturbations away from the cost functions considered here. Any cost
function that includes elements not well covered by delay and energy costs (such as QOS constraints
based on packet timing) will be left to future work.
The focus of this part is extending trust, so it will show only the required changes to the
sanctions.

4.3.1

Different kinds of mixed users

Mixed users do not necessarily have a cost function limited to a linear combination of the
delay and energy costs. If a new mixed cost function is any nondecreasing function of the energy
and delay cost functions, then the sanctions already found are sufficient to deter cheating.
Theorem 18. For cost functions of the form
C = f (CD , CE )

(4.81)

where f (·) is a continuous, non-decreasing function of CD , CE , with CD , CE as defined in Eqs. (2.19)
and (4.4) with no other dependence on Pcheat . Then, the sanctions in Thm. 13 are sufficient to
guarantee no cheating when Ptx > PtxM in
Proof. If the user with this cost function wants to cheat, based on Thm. 13, both its energy and
delay components would be smaller by moving to the home band. Because of the properties of f (·),
this user too would have a smaller cost in the home band.
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4.3.2

Margins for other unmodeled phenomena

The cost function may depend mostly on the energy and delay terms, but may have some
light dependence on other things. For example, it may depend slightly on the timing of packets.
There may even be some benefit for cheating based on competition between primary and secondary.
This part addresses unmodeled dependence on Pcheat to see how different a cost function must be
from those already considered in order for a new type of sanction to be required.
The dependence on Pcheat will have the same form as all of the previous cost functions.
The secondary will get a −∆Pcheat reduction per time step (or database token). This is then
normalized by the number of messages sent per time step.
Let the new cost function be
Cunknown = Cmixed −

∆Pcheat
messages per step

(4.82)

The necessary sanction to deter cheating can then be found as follows:
Theorem 19. With the cost function in (4.82), the needed sanction to guarantee no secondaries
cheat when Ptx > PtxM in is:
PtxM in Pcatch β(1 − ∆)
1 + β∆
(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1 + ∆)
>
+∆
PtxM in Pcatch

Ppen > 1 −
Csing

(4.83)
(4.84)

Proof. (4.82) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 1, so Pcheat ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, the same procedure can be used as in previous theorems. Set the sanction to guarantee that the cost of the home
band is less than the cost of cheating for all Ptx > PtxM in . The result follows.
Notice that it is not always possible to use Ppen and Csing to deter cheating. In fact, it is
only possible when ∆ < 1. This is exactly the same effect that motivated the singing sanction. The
∆ in that case was the energy benefit of not having to sense. Because jail was inexpensive in terms
of energy, there was nothing that could temper this extra ∆. An extra sanction was required.
The same thing will happen with other kinds of cost functions that are too different from
what the sanction is targeting. Extremely time-sensitive QOS users will need some change to the
jail model. Strong competition likely will need to be handled in a different way through extra
regulation, etc, instead of trying to fix the problem through the jail system. We believe the QOS
dimensions are limited to throughput, energy, and timing, so adding one more dimension to the
jail sanction will deter cheating for all kinds of secondaries. This is left to future work.
If ∆ is small enough – so the unmodeled phenomena is small or still sensitive to delay or
energy-type sanctions – using jail to deter cheating results in the growth in overhead for honest
users shown in Fig. 4.7. The overhead gets worse for all users except the primary because higher
∆ results in higher sanctions. If the regulator wants to be able to deter cheating but keep the
overhead small for honest users, the regulator can raise sanctions and invest in technology to lower
Pwrong .
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Figure 4.7: Overhead metrics as a function of the size of the margin for unmodeled phenomena ∆.
The secondary overhead and spectrum hole metrics only rise sharply for high ∆, suggesting some
robustness to additional margin. The primary collision metric gets better because higher ∆ implies
a higher sanction and therefore a larger range of protection Ptx .
Theorem 20. With the cost function in (4.82), to keep the overhead the same as would be possible
with Cmixed , we need to lower the observed Pewrong by the following:




e
Pwrong
k + (1 − k)(β(CU L − 1))
1−∆ 


(4.85)
=
β(1−∆)(CU L −1+∆)
Pwrong
1 + β∆
+∆
k + (1 − k)
1+β∆

Proof. Set the overhead (4.16) equal using the required sanctions for the mixed (4.5) and unknown
(4.82) case. Solve for the required Pwrong .
The required change in Pwrong is shown in Fig. 4.8 for energy and delay users.

4.4

A more refined model of harm

Up to this point, the interaction between the secondary and primary was very simple: the
primary and secondary are co-located, any secondary transmission will cause all primary packets
to drop, the secondary’s sensing is perfect, and the two players are perfectly synchronized. Reality
is not quite so simple, so this section considers a more refined model for the harm caused by the
secondary.
The amount of harm caused by interference changes depending on several different effects.
If the primary and secondary are not co-located, the secondary may be far enough away that
transmitting at the same time as the primary causes dropped packets only during a particularly
bad fade. The secondary may also have variable power, or it may beamform in a changing set of
directions. These effects are captured in θcheat , the probability that a cheating transmission will
actually cause harm.
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Figure 4.8: The change in Pwrong required to keep the secondary overhead equivalent as ∆ gets
larger. If the regulator wants to increase protection against different kinds of utility functions while
maintaining the same performance for the honest secondaries, it can pour money and effort into
reducing the wrongful conviction rate.
Even when the secondary is trying to be honest, the primary will experience some degradation in its service. One major source of “honest harm” is when the secondary’s sensing mis-detects
the primary. The secondary is doing everything it should, but it still causes harm. There are other
sources too. For example, assume time is slotted, but the primary and secondary are not perfectly
synchronized. Or, assume that time is not slotted, and the secondary is responsible for detecting
when the primary turns on. In either case, there will be a delay between when the primary turns
on, and when the secondary turns off. In [90], the authors refer to this effect as a required time
margin that will be lost to interference when primary and secondary devices share spectrum. If the
margin is too large, the primary will drop packets, even though the secondary is doing everything
that the law requires.
To capture this harm the secondary causes when it is trying to be honest, define θhonest
as the probability that a primary will drop a packet due to honest operation by the secondary.3
To complete the model of harm to the primary, define θN as the probability of a dropped
primary packet due to background noise.
This new model of harm changes the conception of trust. This thesis takes a “no harm no
foul” stance on punishing secondaries. If cheating causes less harm, the secondary will be punished
less often for the crime. This will be captured in an altered effective Pcatch probability.
The real conceptual change comes in dealing with honest harm – if the primary is being
harmed, should it matter whether the secondary thinks it is being honest? High honest harm should
be treated no differently than cheating. However, it may be harder to catch. Before this point,
Pwrong was a product of the identity system. It represented whether noise or other secondary
cheating would be linked to an honest secondary. With honest harm, there is another effect:
whether honest harm will be linked to the offending secondary. So, split the original Pwrong into
3

This parameter is meant to capture only direct, physical harm in terms of dropped packets. The secondary may
cause other kinds of harm, perhaps because of competition. This is discussed more in the next chapter.
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two categories. Pwrong,other will be the probability of being caught when the harm is caused by
noise or other secondaries. Let Pcatch,honest be the probability of honest harm resulting in a jail
sentence.
Pwrong,other is the direct analog of the original Pwrong , and one of the goals of the identity
system should be to make this as small as possible. Pcatch,honest , on the other hand, should be
thought of like Pcatch . The goal is to have the identity system correctly match any harm caused
by the secondary to the offending party. Pcatch,honest and Pcatch are kept as separate quantities
because honest harm may be more or less difficult to catch than cheating harm.
With these new pieces, define Pcatch,ef f as the probability of being caught when cheating,
and define Pwrong,ef f as the probability of being caught when being honest. These have the following
equations:
Pcatch,ef f = θcheat Pcatch + (1 − θcheat )θN Pwrong,other
Pwrong,ef f = θhonest Pcatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Pwrong,other

(4.86)
(4.87)

Trusting the secondary to not cause too much harm now involves two parts: the secondary
must not cause too much cheating harm and must not cause too much honest harm. Effectively,
this means that the secondary must act honestly when its honest harm is low enough, and it must
operate only in the home band when its honest harm is too high.
To guarantee this behavior, the sanctions must change to the following
Theorem 21. To guarantee no delay or energy-sensitive secondary will cheat with the extended
harm model, the sanctions must be:
Ppen > max {1 − PtxM in θcheat,max Pcatch β, 1 − PtxM in θhonest,max Pcatch,honest β}


(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
Csing > max
,
PtxM in θcheat,max Pcatch PtxM in θhonest,max Pcatch,honest

(4.88)
(4.89)

where θcheat,max is the maximum allowed cheating harm and θhonest,max is the maximum allowed
honest harm.
Proof. For the delay-sensitive users, first extend the sanction from Thm 5 to include the new
catching probability:
Ppen > 1 − PtxM in βPcatch,ef f

(4.90)

= 1 − PtxM in β(θcheat Pcatch + (1 − θcheat )θN Pwrong,other )

(4.91)

>

(4.92)

max

θN ,Pwrong,other

1 − PtxM in β(θcheat Pcatch + (1 − θcheat )θN Pwrong,other )

= 1 − PtxM in βθcheat Pcatch

(4.93)

The third inequality is because the sanction must be high enough to account for any noise or value
of Pwrong,other so that it is able to be set at certification time. As with Ptx in Chapter 2, if any
level of θcheat must be accounted for, the sanction is an infinite jail sentence. Let θcheat,max be
the maximum allowable cheating harm. Plugging in gives part of the result. This means that the
primary must accept some fixed level of harm caused by the secondary. This can be interpreted,
for example, as the allowed interference temperature [22].
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The other half of the result comes from guaranteeing that if the secondary causes too
much honest harm, it will choose to go to the home band. Using the cost function in Eq. (2.19),
the sanction must be:
CD,3 < CD,2 (Pcheat = 0)
1 − Ppen + Ptx Pwrong,ef f
1
<
β
(1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + β)
Ppen > 1 − Ptx βPwrong,ef f (1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
Ptx β(θhonest Pcatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Pwrong,other )
=1−
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

(4.94)
(4.95)
(4.96)
(4.97)

Again, the sanction should be higher than the maximum of the right hand side:
Ppen >

max

θN ,Pwrong,other ,Ptx >,CDS

1−

Ptx β(θhonest Pcatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Pwrong,other )
(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )

= 1 − PtxM in βθhonest Pcatch,honest

(4.98)
(4.99)

but there must again be a limit to the protected honest harm, called θhonest,max . The second half
of the delay sanction becomes:
Ppen > 1 − PtxM in θhonest,max Pcatch,honest β

(4.100)

The full delay sanction is the larger of these two possibilities.
For the singing sanction, first note that the sanction from Thm. 13 must now include
Pcatch,ef f :
Csing >

(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
PtxM in Pcatch,ef f

(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
PtxM in (θcheat Pcatch + (1 − θcheat )θN Pwrong,other )
(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
>
max
θcheat >θcheat,max PtxM in θcheat Pcatch
(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
=
PtxM in θcheat,max Pcatch

>

max

θN ,Pwrong,other

(4.101)
(4.102)
(4.103)
(4.104)

where again, the maximum allowed θcheat was needed.
The second half of the energy sanction comes from guaranteeing that operating in the
home band alone is preferable to causing too much honest harm to the primary, using the cost
function in Eq. (4.4):
CE,3 < CE,1 (Pcheat = 0)
(1 − Ppen )((1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS ) + CES ) + Ptx Pwrong,ef f Csing
CU L <
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(CU L − 1)
Csing >
Ptx Pwrong,ef f
(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(CU L − 1)
Csing >
Ptx (θhonest Pcatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Pwrong,other )

(4.105)
(4.106)
(4.107)
(4.108)
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This sanction should be bigger than the maximum over the different parameters:
Csing >
=

max

Ptx ,CDS ,θhonest ,θN ,Pwrong,other

(1 − Ppen )(1 − Ptx )(1 − CDS )(CU L − 1)
(4.109)
Ptx (θhonest Pcatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Pwrong,other )

(1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1)
PtxM in θhonest,max Pcatch,honest

(4.110)

The singing sanction must be larger than the max of the two possibilities, giving the result.
Notice first that these sanctions still depend only on parameters that can be known at
certification time. Also, these sanctions require a further decision by the regulator: how much
harm is too much harm? Implicitly, this is the decision the regulators have made in the TV bands
by setting the no-talk radius. They have decided than any interference coming from a device a
certain number of km away is not too much harm. It is also the same spirit of setting a limit on
the interference temperature [22].
Finally, this concept is actually one of the first suggestions of how to regulate spectrum.
De Vany et al [49] propose setting power limits at the edges of licensed regions. The trouble they
encountered was how to enforce such a rule – it would need either monitors at the edges of the
space or solving the hard problem of certifying such behavior before deployment. Spectrum jails
allow regulators to make the decision of how much harm is allowed and then enforce that decision
in a light-handed way, without setting explicit no-talk radii, etc.
We will not provide a technology improvement theorem here because in the limit of good
technology, the new harm model fits into the theorems already proved (See Thm. 16). Perfect
technology means that the honest harm, θhonest → 0. Also, Pwrong,other → 0. Because Pcatch,honest
is analogous to Pcatch for honest harm, it should only get higher with better technology.
Thm. 16 can then be immediately applied because the only other difference is θcheat , and
this only appears as a smaller catching probability, which is already handled in the sanction.

4.5
4.5.1

Concluding remarks
What we have learned so far

This chapter extended the spectrum jails model to include a singing sanction to deter
different kinds of secondaries from cheating, and it included a more refined model of harm. The
sanction must address the type of QOS constraint the secondary uses, otherwise it will not be
effective. But once the sanction is appropriate, the trust and performance results from the last
chapter extend naturally.
The refined model of harm gives regulators the opportunity to declare the maximum
allowable amount of harm (whether the secondary knows it is causing harm or not), and then
enforce that level in a light-handed way. At this point, the prescription for controlling secondary
behavior with spectrum jails is now complete.
The regulator chooses the operational parameters including the allowed amount of harm,
and the protected level of primary activity. It then figures out the situational parameters – the size
and quality of the home band and the allowed expansion by the secondary. Finally, it knows the
capability of its identity system, which defines how well honest and cheating harm will be caught
and how often the secondary will be sent to jail wrongfully. These parameters together define

θmax

Primary not protected

Level of harm
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Figure 4.9: Spectrum jails guarantee that the primary will be protected for all Ptx > PtxM in and
θ > θmax where the θ includes any honest or cheating harm from the secondary.
the required sanction, which can be determined at certification time and applied to any secondary
regardless of technical capability.
The result of this prescription is shown in Fig. 4.9. The primary is protected from any
high levels of harm as long as it transmits enough. However, it is expected to accept a certain small
amount of harm, and there are no guarantees whatsoever if it is not transmitting enough.
From this guaranteed baseline protection, reality will allow the protection to get better
as technology improves. If the secondary can find spectrum holes more effectively, it will have
smaller sensing costs and cause a smaller amount of honest harm. If the regulator’s identity system
becomes better, it will more accurately punish only the secondary that actually caused harm.
In the limit of perfect technology, even using the same sanction set at certification time,
there is no regulatory overhead caused by the jail system itself.

4.5.2

Future work – other kinds of secondaries

What other kinds of secondaries can there be? The device’s utility is measured in its
ability to transmit information with a desired QOS. Because all devices are sending information
over a wireless medium, there is a kind of utility bottleneck – there are only so many kinds of
QOS. It is therefore reasonable to believe that it is possible to design a spectrum jail that can deter
cheating with any kind of secondary.
Obviously, energy and delay are important QOS parameters. This chapter gives sanctions
to cover these desires. The parameter not considered in this thesis is related to timing. While both
a large file and a streaming video desire high throughput, downloading a large file can accept long
packet interruptions in the middle. Streaming a video cannot handle very bursty traffic without an
unreasonably large buffer.
As another example, consider a transmission that has packets to send infrequently, but
when it needs to send messages, it needs to complete the message in a short amount of time. This
device will cheat to finish its transmission because the resulting jail sentence will be during the
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long interlude when it has nothing to send.
To deter cheating in these kinds of users, spectrum jails may need to start sentences only
when the secondary has something to send. Or, the sentences may need to be combined so that
the user is sent to jail less often, but for longer amounts of time. Perhaps the jail sentence could
even be applied at a random time in the future instead of immediately.
There is lots of work to be done to understand exactly what timing-dependent cost functions would look like, and what kind of sanction would be best to deter cheating by these secondaries.
However, there is no reason to believe that the core result of this thesis, trust first and performance
later, will break because of this extension.
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Chapter 5

The role of the primary
The results of the thesis thus far can be summarized looking at Fig. 5.1. The primary is
guaranteed protection from too much harm as long as it transmits often enough. Outside of this
protected region, the secondary may cheat at some times or may cause some small amount of harm.
As technology improves, the the actual protection region grows to include the entire plot. At the
same time, the secondary spends fewer and fewer resources on wrongful conviction.
These results have assumed the the regulator, through the database, will take care of all
enforcement activities. It will monitor for interference and refuse operation tokens as appropriate.
The primary is treated as a helpless victim that must be protected. This is certainly true for
the current primaries – these legacy systems were designed to operate in exclusive bands. New
generations of primaries, on the other hand, will be designed to operate within a shared band. How
will/should they interact with the enforcement system?
Think about the problem of rarely active primaries. The less often a primary is transmitting, the more tempting it is for a secondary to cheat. Legacy primaries cannot react intelligently
to such information. But new generations of primaries may be designed to transmit more often
than is actually required in order to protect themselves.
If the primary is already changing its behavior because of the presence of the secondary,
can new responsibilities be added to make spectrum jails work better? The primary itself is in the
best position to assess whether it is experiencing harmful interference. What if it had the chance
to report this interference and be part of its own protection mechanism, instead of having to rely
completely on the regulator to detect harm?
If the primary is responsible for reporting interference, the results in the previous chapters
can be cast as the result of a game between the primary and the secondary. The secondary has
an action space of choosing when to cheat. The primary’s action space is limited to reporting
interference whenever it drops a packet and not reporting interference otherwise. It has no other
choice. This chapter turns this primary into an actual, rational player to question whether the
primary has incentive to report interference responsibly.
Intuitively, and unfortunately, the answer is no. The primary will be affected by the
presence of the secondary. Be it competition [86], a small rise in interference temperature [22],
an overlap in time when the primary turns on before the secondary realizes it is there and turns
off [90], or mis-detection in the secondary sensors, the primary will experience some harm. If it
costs anything to detect and report interference, the primary is even affected negatively by having
to spend resources to report interference. To mitigate these effects, a primary may choose to lie.

θmax

Primary not protected

Level of harm
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Primary
is
protected

Primary not protected

PtxMin Primary transmit probability
Figure 5.1: Spectrum jails guarantee that the primary will be protected for all Ptx > PtxM in and
θ > θmax where the θ includes any honest or cheating harm from the secondary.
This chapter formalizes the game referred to above between primary and secondary.1 The
goal is to extend the “trust first, performance as technology improves” theme to this new setting.2
With the game context, “trust” takes on a new meaning: trusting that the primary will
be protected, and trusting that the primary will help to protect itself responsibly. The primary will
only be protected if it is willing to report interference. The first part of this chapter shows that as
long as the cost of reporting is not too high, the primary has incentive to report interference.
Trusting the primary to protect itself responsibly is a more difficult criterion. If the
primary is able to report actual interference, it can also report interference when its packet was
actually received (a behavior referred to here as “crying wolf”).3 This will raise the wrongful
conviction rate, perhaps enough to cause the secondary to retreat to the home band. It can also
transmit extra packets to pretend to be more active than it actually is.4 If the resulting primary
transmission activity is high enough, this behavior also effectively kicks out the secondary.
The primary may have legitimate reasons for wanting to kick out the secondary. The harm
1

Game theory is widely used to understand the equilibrium behavior of cognitive devices in many different
situations. For overviews of the general application of game theory to cognitive radio, see [132, 133]. However, it is
mostly used as a mechanism to distribute resources. Beyond Etkin et al [103], this is the only exploration using game
theory to understand trust and enforcement in Cognitive Radio.
2
Many of the results in this chapter have been published in [134].
3
This is an obviously undesirable behavior. With humans, false accusations are deterred through investigation
and evidence, but these processes can put an emotional burden on the victim. So, in sensitive situations, the privacy
of the victim becomes of utmost importance [135]. Indeed, [136] argues that abortion is legal partly so that a woman
seeking an abortion does not need to face scrutiny of her motives. For this thesis, radios are emotionless entities, so
an investigation into an accusation is not emotionally difficult. But it could be very costly to implement. Far better
would be a solution that did not require identification of false accusations.
4
Similar behavior — devices that mis-represent their necessary usage to gain some competitive advantage —
has been observed elsewhere in technical literature, where the resulting problem is inefficient use of spectrum. [105]
approaches the problem with bargaining, [104] proposes building altruism into its devices, and [137, 138] rely on
regulation to enforce etiquettes. For this thesis, we believe extra transmissions may actually be the desired approach
to get rid of a bothersome secondary.
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caused by the secondary might be small enough to not be deterred by the jail system, but it may be
too high for the primary service. This would particularly be true with safety-critical services like
public safety networks. What should this primary be allowed to do? Crying wolf is an inherently
wasteful behavior, but extra transmission can have a positive interpretation. The primary could
sub-lease this extra transmission time to a preferred secondary that the primary trusts to respect
its priority. This “band-sitter” can then keep other secondaries honest, or keep them in their home
bands if they are harmful.
Trust of good primary behavior, then, can be interpreted as guaranteeing that the primary
will choose to sub-lease its spectrum instead of crying wolf. This chapter will show that changing
the cost of reporting can achieve this result, for a small enough rate of wrongful conviction.5
Finally, this chapter shows how performance will improve with better technology. As
technology becomes perfect, the primary and secondary can coexist perfectly, and only the desired
equilibria will be obtained.

5.1

The Model

The Qualitative Action Space
The full game is played on the following action space.6
Primary Player: The primary is a packet-based transmitter-receiver pair that is able to
transmit one packet per unit time. It has something useful to transmit with probability Petx . The
packet will be received if it is not stopped by background noise or the action of the secondary.
• If primary has something to transmit, then it will transmit (with a cost of 1 unit of resource).
• If the primary does not have something to transmit, it will choose to stay quiet or to transmit
anyway.
• If the primary packet is dropped, the primary chooses to report it as dropped (with a cost of
Crf units of resource) or to do nothing.
• If the primary packet is received, the primary chooses to report it as dropped (with cost C
rf )
or to do nothing.
Secondary Player: The model for the secondary is the same as in Chapter 4, repeated here
for ease of reading. The secondary always has something to transmit, and will receive any packet
it transmits. It has a home band of size β data units per time, each of which costs CU L units of
energy to use. In its home band, the secondary does not have to respect primary priority.
• The secondary chooses to operate in the cognitive band, the home band, or both.
• If in the cognitive band, the secondary chooses to sense or not to sense.
• If it does not sense, the secondary chooses to transmit or not to transmit.
• If the sensing reports a primary packet, the secondary chooses to transmit or not to transmit.
• If the sensing reports a clear band, the secondary chooses to transmit or not to transmit.7
The actions are chosen given that the primary packet can be dropped for the following
reasons:
5

Can the cost of reporting actually be controlled? The primary is a radio with QOS constraints, just like the
secondary. Reporting could include a mini-jail sentence. The details of this are left for future work.
6
In future sections, the primary’s action space will be restricted in different ways to better understand the
equilibria.
7
Note that sensing is not always accurate – this effect is captured in the honest harm term introduced in the last
chapter, θhonest .
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•
•
•

•

•

•

Background noise causes a dropped packet with probability θN .
A cheating secondary causes a dropped packet with probability θcheat .
A secondary causes a dropped packet when honest8 with probability θhonest .
The actions are also chosen given the presence of a jail system with the following properties:
If the secondary is cheating and transmitting regardless of primary action, the secondary will
be sent to jail with probability Pcatch , which relies on the primary choosing to report the
interference.
If the secondary is acting honestly, it will still be sent to jail with probability Pwrong , which
depends on the level of honest harm, and the primary choosing to report dropped packets.
Once in jail, the secondary cannot transmit in the primary band or its home band. It stays
in jail for an average 1/(1 − Ppen ) time steps, and must burn energy at a rate of Csing per
unit time while in jail.

Parameterizing the Action Space
The interaction is modeled as a Stackelberg game [139]. The primary chooses its strategy
first assuming that the secondary will choose its strategy second to best respond to the primary.
After both players have chosen their strategies, nature decides whether the primary has a packet to
send, whether the action of the secondary will cause the primary packet to drop, and whether this
results in the secondary being sent to jail. The interaction then continues with the same parameter
choices for a long time. Both players are trying to minimize their expected cost in the game.
The goal is to find a Nash equilibrium, in which neither player has incentive to deviate
from its strategy. This chapter will find a mixed strategy solution in which the primary chooses
the marginals
• P
rf : the probability of reporting a true dropped packet.
• Pcw : the probability of crying wolf (reporting a correctly received packet as dropped).
• Ptx : the actual probability of transmitting given that the primary only needs to transmit
with probability Petx .
The secondary chooses the marginals
• Psense : the probability that the secondary will sense.
• P
cheat : the probability that the secondary will transmit given it does not sense or senses a
present primary and chooses to transmit anyway.
Cost Functions
For the examples in this chapter, the secondary will be a mixed user, defined by the cost
function in Eq. (4.5). The qualitative results, and the intuition gained from them, will extend to
all types of mixed users. However, the difficulty of analytically exploring this game requires that
most of the results will be for an example only.
Chapter 4 already gives the best response of the secondary to the primary parameters.
The secondary will play a unique pure strategy best response: it will either always sense or never
sense. If it never senses, it will always cheat. If it always senses, it will never cheat.
8

This parameter is meant to capture harm caused to the primary when the secondary is acting legally. The
prototypical example for this game is when the secondary mis-detects the presence of the primary, and so transmits
when it should stay silent. The secondary thinks it is acting honestly, but in fact causes harm. This effect causes a
primary packet to drop with probability θhonest .
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The primary is trying to legitimately use the band for constructive purposes,9 but it will
play the game to allow it to receive its messages most reliably. Its cost function is its total cost (in
units of general transmission resources, where one unit of transmission costs 1 unit of resource) per
unit of successfully received message:
CP =

Ptx (1 + Crf (Pmsg Pcw + (1 − Pmsg )Prf ))
Pmsg Petx

(5.1)

It has higher cost for higher Ptx , and spends a cost Crf (cost of red flag) any time it makes an
accusation, truthfully or not. In this equation, Pmsg is the probability that the primary message
was received. It is affected by the state of the secondary, and the background noise

where πN J

Pmsg = (1 − θN )1secondary not in band
+ (1 − θN )Pcheat (1 − θcheat πN J )1secondary in band
+ (1 − θN )(1 − Pcheat )(1 − θhonest πN J )1secondary in band
is the stationary probability that the secondary is not in jail, given by:
1 − Ppen
πN J =
1 − Ppen + PtoJail

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

(5.5)

where PtoJail is the probability of being sent to jail, which depends on how the secondary is caught.
The secondary is not sent to jail without an accusation, so the primary’s parameters Prf
and Pcw determine the probability a secondary will be sent to jail. P̃catch is the base probability of
being caught after an accusation when a dropped packet is caused by cheating, determined by the
identity system employed.
Just as in Chapter 4, there are two reasons a secondary may be sent to jail if it is not
cheating. It may be caught causing honest harm, which will happen if the secondary does not
accurately sense the primary. Let the base probability of being caught because of honest harm be
Pecatch,honest . This value should be thought of as comparable to P̃catch . The secondary may also
be sent to jail because of background noise or a false accusation implicate the secondary. Call the
base probability of this Pewrong,other . Both of these probabilities depend on the identity system.
The observed probabilities of being sent to jail given a primary packet was sent are then:
Pcatch = θcheat Prf P̃catch + (1 − θcheat )θN Prf Pewrong,other
+ (1 − θcheat )(1 − θN )Pcw Pewrong,other

(5.6)

(5.7)

if the secondary is cheating, and

Pwrong = θhonest Prf Pecatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Prf Pewrong,other
+ (1 − θhonest )(1 − θN )Pcw Pewrong,other

(5.9)

PtoJail = Ptx (Pcheat Pcatch + (1 − Pcheat )Pwrong ).

(5.10)

(5.8)

if the secondary is being honest.
The probability of being sent to jail is then

The parameters of the game, when they are set, and which player knows them are shown
in Table 5.1.
9

This primary is not trying to behave like a spectrum troll [10], deriving benefit only from the secondary’s
misfortune.
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Table 5.1: Parameters for the game between primary and secondary: cert. is set at certification
time and needed for trust, run. is set at runtime and needed for performance, reg. is known to the
regulator, pri. is known to primary, sec. is known to the secondary.
Parameter
CU L
PtxM in
β
Pecatch
Pcatch
e
Pcatch,honest
Pewrong,other
Pwrong
Ppen
Csing
Crf
CES
CDS
k
Psense
Pcheat
θN
θcheat
θcheat,max
θhonest
θhonest,max
Petx
Ptx
PtxM in
Prf
Pcw

Meaning
Energy cost of home band
Min protected Ptx
size of home band
base prob. of catching
obs. prob. of catching when cheating
base prob. of conviction for honest harm
base prob. of conviction when secondary does not cause harm
obs. prob. of catching when honest
prob. of staying in jail
energy cost of jail
cost of red flag
energy cost of sensing
delay cost of sensing
sec. mix cost parameter
prob. sec. senses
prob. sec. cheats
prob of harm from noise
prob of harm from cheating
max allowed cheating harm
prob of harm from sensing
max allowed honest harm
required pri. tx prob.
actual pri. tx prob.
minimum protected Ptx
prob. of red flag
prob. of crying wolf

Time Set
cert.
cert.
cert.
cert.
run.
cert.
cert.
run.
cert.
cert.
cert.
run.
run.
run.
run.
run.
run.
run.
cert.
run.
cert.
run.
run.
cert.
run.
run.

Known to
everyone
everyone
everyone
reg., pri.
pri., sec.
reg., pri.
reg., pri.
pri., sec.
everyone
everyone
reg., pri.
pri., sec.
pri., sec.
pri., sec.
pri., sec.
pri., sec.
pri.
pri.
reg., pri.
pri.
reg., pri.
reg., pri.
pri., sec.
reg.
pri.
pri.
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Table 5.2: Values of the parameters used for different examples of the game between primary and
secondary.
Parameter Set (A) Set (B)
Pecatch
.6
.6
e
Pcatch,honest
.6
.6
e
Pwrong,other
.1
.01
CU L
5
5
PtxM in
.2
.2
θcheat,max
.2
.2
θhonest,max
.2
.2
β
1
1
CES
.5
.2
CDS
.1
.01
k
.8
.8
θN
.01
.005
θS
.5
.8
θSI
.1
.005
Ppen = 1 − βPtxM in Pecatch θcheat,max
Csing = ((1 − Ppen )(CU L − 1))/(PtxM in Pecatch θcheat,max )

5.2

Guaranteeing trust

This section explores the equilibrium behavior of the primary. The goal is twofold: first,
if the primary is required to report interference, can the regulator still trust that this primary will
be protected? Second, can the primary be trusted to use its reporting power responsibly?
To this end, the section is split into two parts. The first explores the equilibrium behavior
if the action space of the primary is restricted only to choosing Prf , its probability of raising a
red flag and reporting interference. If the primary can be trusted to report interference, the jail
sentence is enough to guarantee the secondary will not cause too much harm.
The second part of this section shows how to use the cost of reporting to guarantee the
primary will act responsibly. This is done by restricting the action space again, first to just choosing
Prf and Pcw and then allowing the full action space. This is done to understand the role of the cost
of reporting and when the primary will choose to protect itself using false accusations versus extra
transmission. The result is a procedure to make sure the cost of reporting is high enough that the
primary will choose to use extra transmissions instead of crying wolf.
The examples in this section will use the parameters given in Table 5.2.

5.2.1

Trusted protection: primary can only raise red flags
When the primary can only raise a red flag, it is operating with the cost function
CP =

1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )Prf
Pmsg

(5.11)

The jail sanction is set so that the primary will be protected from too much secondary harm, as
long as the primary is willing to report interference. So, the purpose of this section is to understand
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Figure 5.2: Cost functions for a primary that can raise red flags, but cannot raise their Ptx or cry
wolf. The bottom plot is cost by Prf ; the top plot is cost by Petx optimized over Prf . The red flag
is correctly used to stop the secondary from cheating and to kick the secondary out of the band
when Petx is high enough.
0.5

0.4

Secondary is in homeband
Primary reports all dropped packets

~
Ptx

0.3
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Secondary is honest in primary band
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Secondary is cheating in primary band
0
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Cost of red flag
Figure 5.3: This is a guide for reading Figs. 5.4 and 5.9. Above both dashed lines in the pair, the
secondary is transmitting only in its home band. Between the two lines, the secondary is honestly
using the cognitive band. Below the two lines, the secondary is cheating in the cognitive band.
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Full game
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Figure 5.4: Comparing the regions from Fig. 5.3 for primaries with different action spaces, using
Parameter Set (A) from Table 5.2. The honest secondary (black dashed line) always raises a red
flag, and is honest with the other parameters. The primary that can choose its probability of raising
a red flag will follow the honest primary as long as the cost of red flag is low enough. The primary
that can choose both Prf and Pcw will use these to make the secondary not cheat and leave the
band as soon as possible. Likewise, a primary that can choose Ptx as well will use this tool to kick
out the secondary early as long as the cost of red flag is low. Notice that if the primary can choose
only Prf , Ptx , it coincides with the full game lines for high Crf . This indicates that it is possible
to choose Crf such that the primary will prefer using Ptx over Pcw to control the secondary.
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when the primary has incentive to report.
Fig. 5.2 shows the costs to determine the equilibrium Prf . The bottom plot shows that
different values of Prf will cause the secondary to be honest and then leave the band. The associated
cost drops sharply when the secondary changes state; otherwise, extra reporting costs more. For
the bottom plot, the best choice of Prf is the smallest value that will kick the secondary out of the
band.
The upper plot of Fig. 5.2 shows the cost optimized over Prf for different values of Petx .
The optimal use of reporting depends on the amount of transmission required: if the primary
wants to transmit only rarely, keeping the secondary honest is the only choice. If the primary is
transmitting more often, it is possible and desirable to kick the secondary out of the band.
The next two Figs. will serve as a comparison point for how the primary’s different action
spaces affect the secondary behavior. Fig. 5.3 gives the guide: each case will have two lines that
show the secondary behavior in response to the primary’s choices. Above both lines, the secondary
will operate only in the home band. Between the lines, the secondary will honestly operate in the
primary’s band. Below the lines, the secondary will cheat in the primary’s band. The example
in Fig. 5.3 shows what the secondary will do in response to a perfectly honest primary that will
always report interference and never cry wolf or use extra transmissions.
Fig. 5.4, then, compares the response of a secondary to a rational primary and the response
of the secondary to a completely honest primary. The rational primary will use Prf only as much
as it needs to. In this example, the result is that the secondary behaves exactly as it would against
a completely honest primary. So, this example rational primary can be trusted to protect itself.
With general parameters, to what extent can the primary be trusted to defend itself with
reported interference? The primary will only pay as much as it needs to in order to effect the desired
secondary behavior. But, if the cost to report is too high, the primary may choose to accept more
interference instead of paying to reduce it. To understand the tradeoff better, consider the primary
alone, without the complication of a full secondary player. Assume that an action on the primary’s
′
where
part will be able to change its probability of getting a message through from Pmsg to Pmsg
′
1 − Pmsg
= (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ).

(5.12)

In other words, it can reduce its probability of missing a message by a factor of 1 − γ. This
parameter could, for example, take into account the difference in packet-drop rate between the
secondary cheating and being honest. The difference could be very large if the secondary causes
lots of harm when cheating and almost none when honest. The primary is intuitively more likely
to actually report interference in this case.
Lemma 7. With the primary cost function in Eq. (5.11), and with γ defined in Eq. (5.12), the
primary is willing to report up to
γ
Prf <
(5.13)
Crf (1 − γ)Pmsg
′
to the cost function with Pmsg and
Proof. Compare the primary cost function with Prf and Pmsg
Prf = 0:

1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)Prf
1
<
1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)
Pmsg
Prf <

γ
Crf (1 − γ)Pmsg

(5.14)
(5.15)

Maximum acceptable Prf to achieve ɣ
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Figure 5.5: Maximum acceptable Prf the primary is willing to use to get a γ decrease in dropped
packets. If the cost of reporting is very low, the primary is willing to report more often to get the
secondary to stop cheating or to exit the band.

This is plotted in Fig. 5.5 for different values of Crf . Obviously the primary is willing to
report more often if it gets a higher payoff (higher γ), but the payoff is tempered by the cost of
reporting.
Therefore, in order to trust that the primary will be protected, the cost of reporting must
be kept low enough. To know just how low Crf must be, the primary must be willing to use Prf = 1
to either make the secondary honest or kick it out of the band in any protected situation. This
includes θcheat > θcheat,max , θhonest > θhonest,max , and Petx > PtxM in .

Theorem 22. To guarantee the primary will report interference to protect itself in any protected
situation:
Crf <

min

θN ,θhonest >θhonest,max ,θcheat >θcheat,max ,Petx >PtxM in

θcheat − θhonest
(1 − θcheat )(1 − (1 − θN )(θcheat − θhonest ))
(5.16)

and
Crf <

min

θN ,θhonest >θhonest,max ,Petx >PtxM in

θhonest
(1 − θhonest )(1 − θhonest (1 − θN ))

(5.17)

Proof. The two conditions on Crf come from guaranteeing the primary will report enough to make
the secondary switch from cheating to being honest, and to switch from being honest to operation
in the home band if the honest harm is too high. These cases will be considered separately.
• Reporting enough for the secondary to be honest: to guarantee the primary will report in all
cases of interest, assume that Prf = 1 is required for the secondary to be honest, compared to
Prf = 0 when the secondary is cheating. Using Lemma 7, first find the γ with the change in
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secondary state. Using Eq. (5.2), Pmsg = (1 − θN )(1 − θcheat ) when the secondary is cheating
′
because with Prf = 0, the secondary is never sent to jail. Pmsg
= (1−θN )(1−θhonest πN J,honest )
when the secondary is honest. To find γ:
′
1 − Pmsg
= (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)

1 − (1 − θN )(1 − θhonest πN J,honest ) = (1 − (1 − θN )(1 − θcheat ))(1 − γ)
(1 − θN )(θcheat − θhonest πN J,honest )
γ=
1 − (1 − θN )(1 − θcheat )
Then, Lemma 7 is used to find the condition on Crf :
γ
Prf <
Crf (1 − γ)Pmsg
γ
1<
Crf (1 − γ)Pmsg
θcheat − θhonest πN J,honest
Crf <
(1 − θcheat )(1 − (1 − θN )(θcheat − θhonest πN J,honest ))
θcheat − θhonest
Crf <
(1 − θcheat )(1 − (1 − θN )(θcheat − θhonest ))

•

(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)

(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)

The last line comes from minimizing right hand side over πN J,honest to remove the dependence
on Pewrong,other . Noting that this condition must work for all protected cases gives the result.
To guarantee that the primary will report to kick the honestly harmful secondary out of the
band, assume that Prf = 1 is required to kick out the secondary. Also assume that the
secondary will be honest for Prf = 0, and compare the two cases. As in the last part, Lemma
7 will be used. Pmsg = (1 − θN )(1 − θhonest ) when the secondary is honest because it is never
′
= (1 − tnoise) when the secondary is in the home band.
spending time in jail if Prf = 0. Pmsg
To find γ:
′
1 − Pmsg
= (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)

1 − (1 − θN ) = (1 − (1 − θN )(1 − θhonest ))(1 − γ)
(1 − θN )θhonest
γ=
1 − (1 − θN )(1 − θhonest )

(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)

Then, using Lemma 7:
γ
Crf (1 − γ)Pmsg
γ
1<
Crf (1 − γ)Pmsg
θhonest
Crf <
(1 − θhonest )(1 − θhonest (1 − θN ))
Prf <

(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)

Again, Crf must work for all values of these parameters of interest, which gives the result.
Notice that because PtxM in , θhonest,max , θcheat,max are already being chosen at certification
time, as per Chapter 4, the cost of reporting can be determined at certification time to meet these
requirements as well.
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5.2.2

Trusting the primary to act responsibly

The primary has two ways in which it can act irresponsibly: it can cry wolf to report correctly received packets as dropped. It can also transmit extra packets to pretend to be productively
using the band more than it actually needs to. This section is split into three parts. To understand
when the primary has incentive to cry wolf, the first part restricts the primary’s action space to
choosing just Prf , Pcw . The second part explores the full game to understand when the primary
will choose to transmit extra packets. The final part shows explores choosing Crf to encourage the
primary to act responsibly.
Primary can raise red flags and cry wolf
In this part, the primary is restricted to choosing only Prf , Pcw . It can only transmit when
it has a message to send. So, the primary is using the cost function:
CP =

1 + Crf (Pmsg Pcw + (1 − Pmsg )Prf )
Pmsg

(5.31)

Any regulator would want Pcw = 0. Crying wolf is completely wasted effort, producing
completely wasted opportunity while the secondary sits in jail from false convictions. Unfortunately,
the primary has incentive to cry wolf – in Chapters 2 to 4, higher wrongful conviction rates make
the secondary more likely to operate just in the home band. If the primary can cry wolf and kick
out the secondary with little extra cost, it will do so.
Fig. 5.6 shows the action space of the primary broken down. The bottom plot shows the
choice of Pcw for a given Petx and Prf . Higher probability of crying wolf translates into a higher
cost in general, but when the secondary transitions out of the band, the cost falls. The primary no
longer has dropped packets because of honest secondary interference.
The middle plot shows the choice of Prf , for a given Petx and optimized over Pcw . At some
value of Prf , the secondary will stop cheating, and at a higher value it is possible to kick out the
secondary by using Pcw . Notice that crying wolf will never be used to stop the secondary from
cheating – crying wolf can only raise the rate of wrongful conviction. Chapter 2 showed that a
higher wrongful conviction rate will actually make the secondary more likely to cheat up until the
point where the secondary wants to leave the band.
Finally, the top plot shows the cost against Petx , optimized over Prf , Pcw . The two parameters are used together to first get the secondary to stop cheating and then to kick it out when
possible.
Fig. 5.4 shows the reaction of the secondary to the optimized actions of the primary for
the current case. The profile of when the secondary stops cheating does not change because crying
wolf cannot change this line. However, the secondary is kicked out of the band for much smaller
Petx when the primary can cry wolf. Notice that for higher cost of reporting, the primary will kick
out the secondary less quickly because it is getting too expensive to do so.
Intuitively, the cost of reporting can therefore be used to curb false accusations. To get
a better handle on how this parameter can be used, consider a toy model for the primary that is
similar to the toy used in the last part. Assume that if the primary cries wolf at a particular level,
it is able to get a reduction in packet-drop rate of γ:
′
1 − Pmsg
= (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)

(5.32)
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the choices the primary makes when it can report both dropped and
received packets as interference. In the bottom plot, the primary can use Pcw to kick out the
secondary, but it cannot use this tool to make the secondary stop cheating. The middle plot shows
the choice over Prf with the optimal Pcw . With higher Prf , the secondary stops cheating and then
in conjunction with higher Pcw , it will leave the band. The top plot shows the overall cost, and the
optimal decision given an initial required value Petx .
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Maximum acceptable Pcw to achieve ɣ

Then, a similar prescription is followed to understand how much the primary is willing to cry wolf
in order to achieve the γ reduction in packet drops.
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Figure 5.7: The maximum Pcw a primary will use to kick the secondary out of the band given a
cost of reporting, and a fixed probability of reporting interference. As the cost of reporting falls,
the acceptable Pcw rises. However, even if the cost of reporting is high, a big enough change in
dropped packets (γ) will still provoke the primary to cry wolf.
Lemma 8. Given a fixed Prf , the primary is willing to cry wolf up to
Pcw <

γ(1 − Pmsg )(1 + Crf Prf )
Crf Pmsg (1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ))

(5.33)

where γ controls the reduction in packet drop probability as in Eq. (5.32).
Proof. Assume there is a fixed value of Prf that the primary has committed to in order to control
cheating. Then, compare the cost function with Pcw = 0, Pmsg and the cost function with Pcw 6=
0, msg ′ . Here, γ can only represent the reduction in packet-drop rate if the secondary chooses to
leave the primary band for the home band.
1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )Prf
1 + Crf ((1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ))Pcw + (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)Prf )
>
Pmsg
1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)
γ(1 − Pmsg )(1 + Crf Prf )
Pcw <
Crf Pmsg (1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ))

(5.34)
(5.35)

The acceptable Pcw is shown in Fig. 5.7. Notice that as γ goes up, Pcw rises – this
is expected because as the benefit to kicking out the secondary goes up, so does the primary’s
willingness to do anything to make it happen. Notice also that as the cost of reporting goes up,
the willingness to cry wolf goes down. However, crying wolf can only be controlled so much by the
cost of reporting. For very high Crf , Pcw is determined only by γ, Pmsg , and Prf .
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The optimal Prf when crying wolf is simple to calculate. Regardless of the other parameters, the next lemma shows that if the primary is crying wolf in equilibrium, it will be reporting
actual interference whenever it happens.
Lemma 9. In equilibrium, if Pcw > 0 then Prf = 1.
Proof. Assume that the secondary is being honest, and the primary is trying to kick the secondary
out of the band. The probability of going to jail is:
PtoJail = Ptx Pwrong

(5.36)

= Ptx (θhonest Prf Pecatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Prf Pewrong,other
+ (1 − θhonest )(1 − θN )Pcw Pewrong,other )

(5.37)

PtoJail = Ptx (θhonest Prf Pecatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Prf Pewrong,other
+ (1 − θhonest )(1 − θN )Pcw Pewrong,other ) + ∆

(5.39)

(5.38)

The secondary will leave if the probability of going to jail rises by an amount ∆:

(5.40)

The primary will choose to get this increase by either using Prf or Pcw . The proof will show that
it is always preferable to achieve the ∆ rise using Prf .
Using the equation above, if the primary uses Prf to achieve the ∆ rise, it must increase
Prf by an amount δrf :
δrf =

∆
θhonest Pecatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Pewrong,other

(5.41)

If the primary uses Pcw , it must increase it by an amount δcw :
δcw =

∆
(1 − θhonest )(1 − θN )Pewrong,other

(5.42)

Now, assume that the primary has a combination Prf , Pcw that will successfully kick the
secondary out of the band. Note that this means that the probability of the primary successfully
receiving a message, Pmsg = 1 − θN , depends only on the noise. Then, keeping the same probability
of going to jail, let the new Pecw = Pcw − δcw and the new Perf = Prf − δrf . To check that this makes
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the primary cost go down:
CP (Perf , Pecw ) < CP (Prf , Pcw )
Ptx (1 + Crf (Pmsg Pecw + (1 − Pmsg )Perf ))
Ptx (1 + Crf (Pmsg Pecw + (1 − Pmsg )Perf ))
<
Petx Pmsg
Petx Pmsg
(1 − θN )Pecw + θN Perf < (1 − θN )Pcw + θN Prf
θN δrf − (1 − θN )δcw < 0
δrf
1 − θN
<
δcw
θN

(5.43)
(5.44)
(5.45)
(5.46)
(5.47)

(1 − θhonest )(1 − θN )Pewrong,other
1 − θN
>
θN
θhonest Pecatch,honest + (1 − θhonest )θN Pewrong,other
(5.48)
θN (1 − θhonest )Pewrong,other < θhonest Pecatch,honest + θN (1 − θhonest )Pewrong,other
(5.49)
0 < θhonest Pecatch,honest
(5.50)

Where the last line is always true. Because any movement to make Prf bigger and Pcw smaller will
result in a smaller cost, in equilibrium, if Pcw > 0, then Prf = 1.
Although the sanction and honest reporting is enough to kick out secondaries with sufficiently high honest harm, this result can be interpreted in a different way. The primary may see the
secondary as a threat because of competition, and it may cry wolf in order to hurt its competition.
Maybe the temptation for the primary to hurt its competition is very strong. Unfortunately, there
is nothing that can be done at this point. In order to make sure the primary will be protected in
cases of physical harm, Crf is limited in Thm. 22. It may not be possible to set a high enough Crf
to control crying wolf.
In either case, crying wolf is a response by the primary to a secondary that it cannot
coexist with easily.
Crying wolf solves any coexistence difficulties by creating spectrum holes. Extra transmission, on the other hand, could solve coexistence difficulties in a way that does not sacrifice usable
spectrum. The primary could sub-lease the extra transmission time to a secondary it can more
easily coexist with. To understand when it will choose to transmit instead of crying wolf, the next
part considers the full game between primary and secondary.
Full game
In this part, the primary can use its full range of actions: it can report dropped packets,
honestly or not, and it can transmit as much as it likes above its required amount of transmission.
So, it is operating on the full cost function
CP =

Ptx (1 + Crf (Pmsg Pcw + (1 − Pmsg )Prf ))
Pmsg Petx

(5.51)
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Figure 5.8: The costs for a primary that can operate in the full action space. Pcw is chosen in the
bottom plot, noting that higher Pcw will cause a secondary to start cheating before it leaves the
band. The effect of different Ptx , optimized over Pcw , is in the second plot from the bottom. Prf ,
optimized over Ptx and Pcw , is in the plot second from the top. Finally, the summary plot is at the
top. Again, because of the poor coexistence parameters, the primary uses all of its available tools
to stop the secondary from cheating and to kick it out of the band as soon as it is possible (and
cost effective).
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Figure 5.9: When better coexistence parameters are used (Parameter Set (B) from Table 5.2),
the secondary is easily deterred from cheating and the primary does not try as hard to kick the
secondary out of the band.
The role of different primary actions is broken down in Fig. 5.8. At the bottom, Pcw is
the same as before: it can be used to kick the secondary out of the band, but not to stop cheating.
Ptx , on the other hand in the second-from-the-bottom plot, can be used in conjunction with Pcw to
both stop cheating and kick the secondary out of the band. Prf , in the next-up-plot, will be chosen
to leverage the other two knobs most efficiently in achieving the desired action from the secondary.
Fig. 5.4 shows the game regions with the full game. Another option is also added: if the
primary can change Prf , Ptx but must have Pcw = 0. Notice that when Crf is larger, the full game
coincides with the Pcw = 0 lines. If Crf is large enough, the primary will use Ptx alone to control
the secondary’s actions.
In the previous chapters, time slots when the primary is transmitting and time slots when
interference is being policed have been treated as one in the same. This does not need to be true.
In this chapter, the two are distinct – Petx represents the time slots that the primary is actually
transmitting. Ptx represents the time slots that are being protected from secondary interference.
During these times, the primary does not have to be the one that is being protected. If sensing is
implemented through a database, these slots could be left empty or given to a different primary.
Alternatively, the primary could be selling these time slots to a chosen alternative secondary that
coexists well with the primary.
So, for example, if the primary is not around very often, as with public safety users, the
primary could hire a “band-sitter” so that other secondaries will be looking for the public safety
primary when it does need the band. If the public safety user is around often enough, but it needs
better protection from harm than the sanction alone can provide, the public safety user can also
get rid of honestly harmful secondaries by protecting the transmissions of an approved band-sitter.
In any case, this problem is very similar to that which required the home band solution in
the last three chapters: if it is too difficult for the primary and secondary to coexist, the enforcement
system should not be used as a rationing mechanism. There must be an option for the players to
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Maximum A st APtx acceptable to achieve ɣ

resolve the situation legally and peacefully. Allowing the primary to sell protected transmission
slots to a chosen secondary fills that need here.
Then, the question becomes what level of Crf is required to make the primary want to
use Ptx instead of Pcw to control the actions of the secondary? The next part will address this
question by exploring the needed Crf .
To complete this part, assume that Crf has been chosen to make Pcw = 0 the best option.
Then, how much extra transmission is the primary willing to invest in a better equilibrium in the
game?
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Figure 5.10: The maximum factor increase in Ptx the primary is willing to use to produce a γ drop
in packet drop rate. This assumes Crf is high enough that it is better to use Ptx to control the
secondary, rather than Pcw .
The improvement for the primary is modeled as a γ reduction in the rate of dropped
packets, as in Eq. (5.32). Then
Lemma 10. Define A as a factor increase in transmission (Ptx = APetx ) that the primary is willing
to pay in order to get a γ reduction in packet drop rate. Then
A<

(1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )Prf )(1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ))
(1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)Prf )Pmsg

(5.52)

Proof. Define Ptx = APetx . Then, assume a fixed Prf . Compare the cost function with the reduction
and higher Ptx to the cost function with original Petx and no packet-drop reduction:10
Petx (1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )Prf )
APetx (1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)Prf )
>
Pmsg Petx
(1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ))Petx
A<

10

(1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )Prf )(1 − (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ))
(1 + Crf (1 − Pmsg )(1 − γ)Prf )Pmsg

Remember that the cost of any transmission is 1 unit of resource.

(5.53)

(5.54)
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This gives a region of parameters Prf , Ptx that the primary is willing to use to keep the
secondary honest given a particular cost of reporting. This space is shown in Fig. 5.10. The primary
will optimize the parameters within this space.
As a final note, the example parameters being used are particularly bad in order to
emphasize the effects. Fig. 5.9 shows the game regions when the coexistence parameters are good
(set (B) in Table 5.2). If there are good coexistence parameters, unless it is essentially free to
kick out the secondary, the primary will happily use only those parameters required to keep the
secondary from cheating and allow it to remain in the band. This effect will be discussed more
fully while analyzing performance in Section 5.5.

5.2.3

Setting Crf to deter crying wolf

Pcw needed to make secondary switch

It is difficult to get an analytical solution to what Crf is required to make Ptx a better
option for the primary than Pcw . So, this section walks through an example case with plots to
explore the problem. Analytically finding the necessary Crf is left to future work.
Because the primary is trying to keep its cost low, it will choose the smallest cost combination of Pcw , Ptx , Prf to kick out the secondary. Lemma 9 showed that if Pcw > 0 then Prf = 1,
so it is sufficient to look at combinations of Pcw , Ptx with Prf = 1 that successfully make the secondary move to the home band. These are shown in Fig. 5.11 for different levels of Pewrong,other .
Any parameter pair above the line will make the secondary transmit only in the home band. Any
parameter pair below the line will have the secondary in the primary band. The examples all use
parameter set (A) from Table 5.2 with θhonest = 0.01 to make the secondary more difficult to kick
out.
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Figure 5.11: For an example secondary, and different values of Pewrong,other , the solid lines show the
tradeoff between Ptx and Pcw above which the secondary will move to operating only in its home
band. The dashed line shows the minimum Ptx required achieve a switch. Note that the original
Petx does not affect the line – to kick out the secondary, the primary must raise its transmission
probability to this level, regardless of what activity level is actually desired.
The primary is trying to minimize its cost, so it will choose the lowest cost (Pcw , Ptx )
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pair along the line. Fig. 5.12 takes the (Pcw , Ptx ) pairs that can kick out the secondary when
Pewrong,other = 0.01, and shows the cost against the level of Pcw for different values of Crf . Notice
that as Crf gets higher, the lowest cost choice changes from Pcw = 1 to Pcw = 0. The necessary
Crf , then, is the lowest value for which Pcw = 0 is the best choice. In this example, Crf > 0.359.
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Figure 5.12: These are example primary costs for different levels of Crf . The plot is done against
Pcw , but Ptx is also changing to trace out the line in Fig 5.11 that will actually make the secondary
move to the home band. For this example, the Pewrong,other = 0.01 line is used. The cost of reporting
must be high enough that the lowest cost is at Pcw = 0. In this example, that level is Crf > 0.359.
For any value of Pewrong,other , the minimum necessary Crf can be found such that the
primary will prefer using Ptx rather than Pcw to force the secondary to retreat to the home band.
This is shown in Fig. 5.13. Notice that as the Pewrong,other rises, so does the needed cost of reporting.
This makes intuitive sense: if Pewrong,other is high, then crying wolf even a little bit is very effective
at raising the effective Pwrong . A larger Crf is therefore needed to make the cost of crying wolf
prohibitive.
This result leads to two natural conclusions. First, the regulator should choose Crf as
high as is allowed to encourage the primary to use sub-leasing instead of crying wolf for a larger
range of Pewrong,other . In other words, the cost of reporting must be the highest allowed in Thm. 22.
Second, this result leads naturally to an interpretation for Pewrong,other . These wrongful
convictions are coming from wrongful accusations. If the secondary is able to build a strong alibi
for why it was actually not causing interference, the rate of wrongful accusations turning into jail
sentences will go down. Perhaps, then, the identity system should focus on catching correctly, but
building in a method to allow alibis.
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Figure 5.13: The Crf needed to make the primary want to sub-lease its band instead of crying wolf
is dependent on the value of Pewrong,other . This means that it is not possible to define a Crf that
will deter crying wolf for all parameter combinations. The best the regulator can do is set Crf at
the highest value that does not violate the trust requirement in Thm. 22. Then, when the identity
system is good enough, the correct primary behavior will happen.

5.3

Improving Performance

5.4

Choosing to split the band

Extra transmissions were desirable because they allow the primary to more easily defend
its band from secondary harm. But, if the primary is incapable of selling those extra transmissions,
perhaps Ptx can be raised in a different way – the primary could declare that it will never use a part
of its band (here modeled as a percentage of time). For example, it could declare that it will use
only even time steps, and leave the odd time steps always open for secondary use. If the database
or other entity can propagate this information, the secondary has look-ahead information on the
primary, and the secondary can use the open slots as part of its home band.11
For illustration here, assume that the band can only be split in half. So, the primary first
chooses whether it will use all or only half of its band. Then the game is played as before.
The result of this new game is shown in Fig. 5.14. The original game regions, and the
regions for a completely honest primary are shown for comparison. When the band is split, it is
far easier to defend because the primary is active more often and the secondary has more to lose
when it goes to jail. So the secondary will stop cheating at a much lower Petx . Likewise, it is not
important to kick the secondary out at the odd times, so that half of the band is still used until
Petx ≥ 0.5, at which time splitting the band is no longer an option. Fig. 5.15 shows the cost to the
primary in the original game and after allowing splitting for different values of Petx . Being able to
split the band is obviously beneficial to both primary and secondary.
11

In Chapter 3, the home band was modeled as a safe slot within the primary bands. One way to implement the
safe slot is by having the primary declare this slot always empty.
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Figure 5.14: If the primary is allowed to split its band and give up half the time to unlicensed use,
it is left with a piece of spectrum that is much more easily defensible than its original allocation.
So, it more easily stops the secondary from cheating. It also is able to share its band more easily
with the secondary, so the primary does not try to kick out the secondary.
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Figure 5.15: When the primary is allowed to split its band, it does not have to work as hard to
protect itself. So, it has lower cost.
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5.5

Improvement with technology

As in the last chapters, the goal here is to understand how the performance metrics change
as technology changes. Within the game setting, the technology parameters for performance include
those from the last chapters, Pewrong,other , CDS , CES . They also include the coexistence parameter
θhonest , because if technology allows the secondary to more effectively find spectrum holes, this
same technology should cause less impact to the primary player.
Some of the metrics from the last chapters are also important here:
PtoJail
• Secondary time in jail, π =
J
1−Ppen +PtoJail where PtoJail is defined in Eq. (5.10)
• Total spectrum holes, holes
total = holesjail + holeshomeband where the two components are
defined in Eqs. (4.18) and 4.19.
To determine performance for the primary player, the collisions metric from the last
chapters is replaced by the primary’s packet drop probability, 1 − Pmsg . Two more metrics are
added:
etx
• Extra transmissions, Ptx − P
• Primary cost spent on reporting, C
rf (Pmsg Pcw + (1 − Pmsg )Prf )
to complete the picture of whether the primary is accepting the current secondary and how hard
it is working to keep that secondary in line.
Fig. 5.16 shows these metrics against Ppen for different values of θcheat , θhonest . For simplicity, the secondary is assumed to be purely delay-constrained (k = 1). The plots are generated
by doing a Monte Carlo simulation to average the metrics over the types of secondaries, CDS , and
the desired transmit rate of the primary, Petx .
The best case is when θcheat = 1, θhonest = 0, as it should be: the secondary is easy
to catch and the primary has no incentive to kick it out of the band. On the other extreme,
θcheat = 0.3, θhonest = 0.5, the secondary is so hard to catch and causes so much honest harm, that
either the secondary is cheating, or it is in the home band. There is little opportunity for honest
coexistence.
In general, given a level of cheating harm, all of the metrics seem to get better as θhonest
goes down. The next two theorems show that this indeed the case. The first theorem gives the
equilibrium behavior of the primary in the limit of good technology and shows that the primary
will be honest. The second theorem shows that as technology becomes perfect, the performance
becomes perfect as well.
Theorem 23. If θhonest , Pewrong,other , CDS , CES → 0, the primary’s equilibrium action choices are:
1. Pcw = 0
2. Ptx = Petx

Proof. The two parts of the theorem are taken separately. Thm. 16 gives that in the desired limit,
the secondary will not cheat for any Ptx > 0 and will go to the home band only if Ptx = 1, as long
as there is some chance of going to jail when cheating. With this action space for the secondary,
the effect of the primary’s choices are limited, which leads to the result:
1. Pcw affects the probability of going to jail through Pcatch (Eq. (5.6)), and Pwrong (Eq. (5.8)).
In both cases, Pcw only changes the probabilities if Pewrong,other > 0. So, as Pewrong,other , Pcw
has no effect on the probability of being sent to jail. Using Lemma 8, this means that γ = 0,
and the primary is not willing to choose anything other than Pcw = 0.
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Figure 5.16: Performance metrics against Ppen assuming the secondary is purely delay-constrained
(k = 1). The plots use the Monte Carlo method to average the metrics over the types of secondaries
(parameterized by CDS ) and the types of primaries (parameterized by Ptx ). In general, the most
important factor for improving performance is to reduce the level of honest harm, θhonest .
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2. In the desired limit, the secondary will never cheat and will only go to the home band if
Ptx = 1. Because θhonest → 0, the packet drop probability does not change regardless of
what the primary chooses as Ptx . Using Lemma 10, with γ = 0, the primary will choose
A = 1 ⇒ Ptx = Petx .

Theorem 24. If θhonest , Pewrong,other , CDS , CES → 0, the metrics change as follows:12
1. πJ → 0
2. Pmsg → (1 − θN )
3. holestotal → 0
4. (Ptx − Petx ) → 0

Proof. Using the equilibrium primary and secondary actions given in Thms. 23 and 16:
1. As in Thm. 8, it is sufficient that Pwrong → 0:
lim

Pewrong,other =0,θhonest =0

Pwrong =

lim

Pewrong,other =0,θhonest =0

θhonest Prf Pecatch,honest

+ (1 − θhonest )θN Prf Pewrong,other
+ (1 − θhonest )(1 − θN )Pcw Pewrong,other

=0

(5.55)
(5.56)
(5.57)
(5.58)

2. If the secondary is always in the primary band and honest, and θhonest → 0, and using the
last part:
lim

θhonest ,Pcheat ,πJ →0

Pmsg =

lim

θhonest ,Pcheat ,πJ →0

= (1 − θN )

(1 − θN )(1 − Pcheat )(1 − θhonest πN J )

(5.59)
(5.60)

3. For holestotal , note that the secondary will never leave for the home band. As the first part
of this Thm. shows, it will also spend no time in jail. So, the total holes must go to zero.
4. Thm. 23 shows that in the desired limit, Ptx = Petx .

5.6
5.6.1

Concluding remarks
What we have learned so far

The primary is in the best position to determine whether harmful interference has occurred, so it is natural to wonder whether the primary should participate in its own protection.
This chapter has explored whether the primary should be responsible for reporting interference.
Even though the primary only controls accusations, and does not control exactly which
secondaries end up in jail, the primary has several choices at its disposal. It can report interference;
it can report interference even when its packet was successfully received; it can even pretend that
Letting the Pewrong,other → 0 can be thought of as the secondary having the ability to create a perfect alibi.
Even if the primary accuses the secondary of causing harm, the secondary will not suffer jail if it did not actually
cause harm.
12
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it needs to transmit more than is actually required. These tools can be used to keep the secondary
honest, and kick out any secondaries that are too bothersome.
This chapter has shown that this primary can be trusted to correctly defend itself if the
regulator chooses the cost of reporting correctly. It must be low enough that the primary wants to
report actual interference. However, the cost of reporting should be as high as allowed so that the
primary has more incentive to use a band-sitter, instead of crying wolf, to kick the secondary out
of the band.
Once the cost of reporting has been set, the equilibrium achieved in the game, and therefore
the performance of the players, is determined by the current state of technology. Even with the
same sanction and cost of reporting, as technology becomes perfect, all spectrum holes can be filled
and the primary’s only source of dropped packets is noise.

5.6.2

Future work

Understanding the primary’s role in enabling spectrum sharing is currently in its infancy.
Future work in this direction includes a more accurate model of the primary player, better limits
on the needed cost of reporting, understanding direct competition, and exploring other ways to
improve this game.
Fleshing out the primary cost function
Right now, the primary cost is defined relative to its personal cost of transmitting a
message. This is done in this thesis to help understand how the enforcement game works without
the complication of a full characterization of the primary. But primaries are radios, just like the
secondary devices, so they too have real cost functions based on their QOS. The results here need
to be extended to understand the behavior of different kinds of primaries.
The cost of reporting
Related to the different kinds of primaries is the characterization of the cost of reporting.
This chapter has shown that the regulator needs to have control over the primary’s cost of reporting.
One way to do this would be to implement a primary mini-jail that requires some fixed degradation
in QOS for every interference report the primary sends. This implementation needs to be explored
in light of a more realistic QOS-based model for the primary.
This chapter has also left incomplete the determination of the required cost of reporting.
We have provided a prescription for determining the smallest cost that guides a primary to sell
time slots instead of crying wolf. This needs to be made analytical to ensure that the correct cost
of reporting can in fact be determined at certification time.
Direct competition
This chapter has ignored any effects of direct competition between primary and secondary.
If dropped packets are not the only harm a secondary can cause, the primary will have more
incentive to kick out the secondary. On one hand, the results here still hold: the primary will
still prefer to use extra transmission instead of crying wolf. However, direct competition may still
present a problem.
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If the primary feels it is in direct competition with all secondaries, it may choose to
transmit gibberish instead of selling the extra transmission slots. This is extremely wasteful as the
spectrum is not being used for productive purposes and transmission resources are being wasted.
What should the regulator’s stance be? Is the primary entitled to have a band to itself if it is
willing to constantly transmit to protect itself? Is it even possible to stop such behavior?
This thesis also argues that it is good for the primary to be able to choose the secondaries
it is willing to coexist with. From a technical standpoint, this is certainly true: primaries should
not have to coexist with harmful secondaries if there are other secondaries that will not interfere
as much.
From a competition viewpoint, this stance is more questionable. Should the primary be
allowed to coexist only with its favored business partners? Light handed regulations that provide
low barriers to entry may not actually give enough spectrum to new services if primaries are capable
of denying access to their bands.
This is going to be a problem even if the primary is not involved in enforcement. The
current approach to whitespaces makes no provision against primaries transmitting gibberish to
keep out the secondaries. PCAST [79], in suggesting receiver standards, has started the conversation
about limiting the primary’s ability to hoard its band by dishonest means. Involving the primary in
enforcement will take away the technical incentive to hoard the band. But dealing with the effects
of competition is an important open problem.
Other ways to improve the game
This chapter has shown that if the primary is capable of declaring that it will only use
half of its original band, everything works better: the resulting smaller band is easier to defend,
and the vacated band is easy for secondary devices to use. Are there other strategies that can ease
coexistence without requiring difficult improvements to existing technology?
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Chapter 6

Sharing risk amongst multiple
secondaries
With a single secondary and single primary, enforcement through spectrum jails is about
choosing a maximum level of harm and designing a sanction so that it is in the best interest of
the secondary to respect that choice. With multiple secondaries, it is clear that the same notion of
harm should apply: the primary should be protected from too many dropped packets. But what
does this mean for the secondaries?
Dropped packets occur roughly when the interference temperature [22] is too high, which
means the aggregate interference is too much. The acceptable interference temperature can therefore be thought of as a resource that must be split amongst the transmitting secondaries. What
is the desired split? Should all secondaries beyond a no-talk radius be able to transmit? Do the
transmitting secondaries need to be thinned so that the density is not too high? How should this
thinning occur? Without even a concept of the desired equilibrium, more basic questions need to
be answered before spectrum jails can be extended to multiple secondaries.1
This chapter begins the discussion of spectrum jails for multiple secondaries by exploring
three pieces of the puzzle: first, this chapter explores the distribution of the aggregate interference
that spectrum jails are supposed to control. Second, it investigates different choices in splitting
the interference resource amongst secondaries based on the aggregate interference. Last, it shows
a way forward in adapting spectrum jails to deal with multiple secondaries.
Modeling aggregate interference to explore placement risk
The FCC’s current TV whitespace rules ignore aggregate interference completely [6], leading to [31] claiming that the current rules will not actually protect TV receivers sufficiently. Other
options for rules, including no-talk radii and power control have been explored [31, 140, 141]. But
the current literature ignores a potentially significant effect: what happens if the secondaries are
all clustered at the edge of the no-talk radius? This thesis refers to the risk of high interference
due to clusters of secondaries as placement risk.
The problem with the current literature is that the models are mostly deterministic – the
secondaries are all placed in grids or seas of interferers. So, fading and shadowing can be accounted
1

These same questions will need to be answered for any enforcement system. The enforcement system cannot
enforce undefined rules.
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for [140], but placement cannot be properly addressed. Recent work in stochastic geometry has
provided the tools to analyze aggregate interference coming from randomly placed interferers [142,
143]. There has been some work applying these ideas to cognitive radio [144], but no work addressing
how these insights can be used to help design good sharing rules.
Section 6.2 explores the distribution of aggregate interference, focusing on how it changes
as the no-talk radius moves. There is a qualitative change that occurs, depending on the no-talk
radius and the density of secondaries. The results show that rural and urban environments require
different levels of conservativeness in designing a no-talk-radius.2
Distributing placement risk
Section 6.3 explores who should bear the risk of poor placement of secondary . Three
possibilities are analyzed, with the choice hinging on what decisions the FCC will allow the database
to make at runtime.
If the database cannot make decisions at runtime, then a fixed no-talk radius must include
a margin so that the probability of too much interference from poor placement is kept low. The
risk is then shared between the primaries when poor placements do occur, and the close secondaries
who cannot transmit because of a very conservative rule.
If the no-talk radius can be changed, then it can be moved based on the placement
information held by the database. In this case, the primary can be protected from poor placement,
and the secondaries close to the primary are affected only when necessary.
Finally, if the power can be changed based on the database’s placement information, again
the primary can be protected. The secondaries can share the risk of poor placement amongst all
secondaries, instead of just those close to the primary.3
Adapting spectrum jails
Once the desired equilibrium has been chosen, can spectrum jails be used to achieve it?
A very simple toy model is shown in the future work, Section 6.4.3, to illustrate how the theory of
spectrum jails can be extended in the future using a queuing model.

6.1

The models

The generic model is consistent with TV whitespace ideas, and is shown in Fig. 6.1. There
is a TV at the origin, TV receivers within a protected radius rp of the origin, and secondary devices
(interferers) outside of the no-talk radius rn . The goal is to understand the total interference
experienced at the TV receivers.
For simplicity, assume that rp = 0, so TV transmitter and receivers are co-located at the
origin. This is the worst case from an interference perspective: if rp = 0, then the interferers are
equally far away in all directions. If rp 6= 0, then consider a receiver at the edge of the protected
radius (this is the receiver most vulnerable to interference). In one direction, the interferers are
rn − rp away, but in the other direction, the interferers are rn + rp away. The rp 6= 0 configuration
will produce less total interference.
2
3

Most of the results from this section have been published in [145].
Work with a similar goal, which does not use stochastic geometry tools is here [146].
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Whitespace
Devices
rp

rn

TV TX

Figure 6.1: Model setup: there is a TV transmitter at the origin, receivers within the protected
radius rp , no transmitters between rp and rn , and whitespace devices outside rn placed according
to a specified placement model.
Table 6.1: Parameter definitions for aggregate interference from multiple secondaries.
Parameter Definition
Path loss exponent
α
λ
Poisson density parameter
IT
Total interference seen at the origin
Pj
Transmit power of interferer j
rj
Distance of interferer j from the origin
No-talk radius
rn
P
Power density
µ
Exponential fading parameter
A standard path-loss propagation model is used to find the interference from three secondary placement models: a deterministic model, a dithered placement model, and a 2D Poisson
model. For reference, the parameters are all listed in Table 6.1.

6.1.1

Per-node interference power model

The path-loss model assumes the power observed at the origin from interferer j at a
distance rj is given by:
(6.1)
Ij (rj ) = XPj rj−α
where Pj is the power of the interferer, α is the path-loss exponent, and X is the fading parameter.
For all calculations with fading, X ∼ Exp(µ) (Rayleigh fading). For numerical calculations, Pj = 1,
α = 2.5, and µ = 1. The total amount of interference seen at the origin from all the interferers as
X
IT =
Ij (rj ).
(6.2)
j
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where rj is determined by the placement model.

6.1.2

Node placement models

Deterministic models
This thesis uses two deterministic models: a sea and a modified grid.
In the sea model, there exists a secondary power density P per unit area over the entire
space outside of the no-talk radius rn .
The modified grid model is shown in Fig. 6.2. The area outside the no-talk radius, rn , is
divided into rings of width d. Within each ring, interferers are placed around the inside edge of the
ring such that each interferer is the only node within an area d2 .
To investigate the effect of placing nodes at different places within the ring, define m =
rn /d. Assume that the first ring is placed at a distance (m + δ)d from the origin. Each interferer
has power P d2 .
Area = d 2

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

d

x
(m+δ)d
x
x
x
x x

Figure 6.2: 2D deterministic placement model: the first ring of interferers is located (m + δ)d away
from the center, and each subsequent ring is d away from the previous ring. The number of nodes
in each ring is chosen so that there is one node per d2 area.

Dithered model
The dithered model takes the modified grid and randomly dithers δ to allow each interferer
to have a limited random placement. Each interferer will have an iid δj,k for interferer j within
ring k.
Let δ be distributed such that the interferer is placed uniformly in an area d2 that is a
slice of annulus surrounding it, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The distribution of δ is given by
Lemma 11.
fδ (x) =

2(m + k + x)
, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
2(m + k) + 1

(6.3)
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Proof. The area is a wedge of the annulus with radius (m + k)d to (m + k + 1)d and angle θ. The
area can be made to be d2 by appropriate choice of θ. This does not affect the distribution of δ, so
in general, the area is:
θ
(((m + k + 1)d)2 − ((m + k)d)2 )
2
θ
= d2 (2(m + k) + 1)
2

(6.4)
(6.5)

The uniform density over this area is
θd2 (2(m

2
+ k) + 1)

(6.6)

To get the distribution of δ, for 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1:
P (δ ≤ x) =
=

Z

θ
0

Z

(m+k+x)d
(m+k)d
d2

θd2 (2(m

d2 (2(m + k) + 1)
x2 + 2(m + k)y
=
2(m + k) + 1

2
r dr dφ
+ k) + 1)

((m + k + x)2 − (m + k)2 )

(6.7)
(6.8)
(6.9)

The PDF is obtained by differentiating.
All other parameters are the same as in the deterministic modified grid model.
2D Poisson Model
Secondary devices are placed outside the no-talk radius rn according to a 2D Poisson
process [142] with rate λ, which can be thought of as a density parameter. For comparison with
the dithered model, set λ = 1/d2 . Each interferer has a per-node power Pj = P/λ, ∀j so that the
average power density remains P .

6.2

Near vs far field: understanding the distribution of aggregate
interference

From a regulator’s perspective, being able to accurately model the aggregate interference
is crucial to being able to select a no-talk radius that adequately protects the primary receivers.
So, the goal of this section is to understand the distribution of aggregate interference and how it
relates to the no-talk radius.
Regardless of the placement model, the interference distribution will converge to a Gaussian distribution as the node density rises. Near and far field refer to the closeness of the actual
distribution to Gaussian, with far field being very close to Gaussian. This Gaussian insight very
useful for regulators. Calculating the actual distribution is resource intensive; the results in this
section give guidance as to when a simpler approximation is sufficient.
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6.2.1

Calculating the interference power

This part calculates and plots the expressions for the total interference power for each of
the models. Expected value and variance are also given to provide a first idea how the distribution
changes with λ and rn .
Deterministic models
The total interference with deterministic placement models is
Theorem 25. The interference experienced from a sea of interferers is:
Isea =

1
2πP
dα−2 mα−2 (α − 2)

(6.10)

For the modified grid model, the total interference Igrid is given by:
Igrid =

∞
πP X 2(m + k) + 1
dα−2
(m + k + δ)α

(6.11)

k=0

Proof. P is taken as a power density, and the area of the annulus from radius (m + k)d to radius
(m + k + 1)d is πd2 (2(m + k) + 1). Therefore, the interference can be calculated as:
Igrid =

∞
X
P πd2 (2(m + k) + 1)
k=0

((m + k + δ)d)α

(6.12)

∞

Isea

πP X 2(m + k) + 1
= α−2
d
(m + k + δ)α
k=0
Z 2π Z ∞
P
x dx dθ
=
α
x
0
Zmd
∞
x1−α dx
= 2πP

(6.14)

=

(6.16)

(6.13)

(6.15)

md

2πP
1
α − 2 (md)α−2

Fig. 6.3 shows the aggregate interference from the best and worst case grids (δ = 1 and 0,
respectively) compared to the sea model. This plot keeps the power density P = 1 and the no-talk
radius rn = 1 constant.
Notice that the best and worst case grids converge to the sea as d decreases. The closer
together the nodes, the more sea-like they appear. This is the first indication of near and far field
— in near field, the nodes are spaced far enough apart that their individual placement matters. In
far field, they are so close together that changes in δ do not affect the total interference much.
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Figure 6.3: Keeping the power density and the no-talk radius constant, this is the interference
power for the deterministic placement models as m grows (nodes get closer together). The closest
grid has δ = 0 and the farthest has δ = 1. As the nodes are packed more closely, the interference
from all deterministic models converges to the sea model.
Dithered model
The total interference is the convolution of the interference distribution coming from each
of the interferers. Their distributions can be found as the following.
Theorem 26. For the 2D dithered grid, each interferer j within ring k has a distribution of
interference:
1
2P 2/α
(6.17)
fIj,k (y) =
αd2 (2(m + k) + 1) y 2/α+1
For all y such that:

P
P
≤y≤
(d(m + k + 1))α
(d(m + k))α

Proof. For one secondary in the 2D dithered grid, the interference Ik,j is:


P
P (Ik,j ≤ y) = P
≤y
((m + k + δ)d)α


P 1/α
− (m + k)
=P δ≥( α )
d y


Z 1
2x
2(m + k)
dx
+
=
P
2(m + k) + 1 2(m + k) + 1
1/α −(m+k)
)
α
d y


(m + k)2
P 2/α
1
=1+
−
2(m + k) + 1 2(m + k) + 1 dα y

(6.18)

(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)
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using Lemma 11. Therefore, by differentiating,
d
P (Ij,k ≤ y)
dy
2P 2/α
1
=
αd2 (2(m + k) + 1) y 2/α+1

(6.23)

fIj,k (y) =

(6.24)

This is true for values of y between:
P
(d(m + k))α
P
y≥
(d(m + k + 1))α

(6.25)

y≤

(6.26)
(6.27)

by the fact that δ ∈ [0, 1].
The distribution can be numerically approximated by convolving the distribution from
the first sufficiently many interferers. Let k is the index of the ring (with k = 0 being the first
ring). Clearly, as k grows, the difference in interference power between δ = 0 and δ = 1 shrinks.
At the same time, the interference power is getting smaller. Therefore, the interference power from
ring k converges to a delta function at 0 as k → ∞. As long as a sufficient number of interferers
are included in the convolution, the rest will have a negligible effect on the shape or statistics of
the distribution.
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Figure 6.4: Example aggregate interference distributions for the 2D dithered grid model. If d is
small (nodes are packed tightly), the distribution resembles a Gaussian. If d is large (nodes are
spread out), then the distribution is heavy-tailed.
This numerical approximation is shown in Fig. 6.4. Notice that for large values of m, the
distribution looks qualitatively Gaussian. We refer to this distribution as being in far field.
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When m is small, the distribution is heavy-tailed. We refer to this distribution as being
in near field. Is there a corresponding approximation to the near-field distribution? When m is
small, d is very large compared to rn , so the interference is dominated by the closest interferer. The
right approximation is, therefore, the distribution of the interference coming only from the closest
secondary. Let IN F D be the interference power of this closest secondary in the dithered model.
Theorem 27. The distribution of the interference from the single closest secondary given the
dithered model, IN F D is:
!
 2/α
 1/α
λ
λ
2/α−1
1/α−1
fIN F D (x) =
(2/α)I
+ 2(m − rn )
(1/α)I
(2m + 1)−1 ,
(6.28)
P
P
for

P
P
≤x≤
α
λ(rn + d)
λ(rn )α

(6.29)

Proof. Let r be the radial distance of the closest secondary, and N be the number of secondaries
in the annulus closest to the primary. So, N = ⌈π(1 + 2rn /d)⌉. Using the distribution of δ from
Lemma 11, with k = 0:


P
P (IN F D < I) = P r > R| α = I
(6.30)
λR


P
(6.31)
= P no secondaries closer than R| α = I
λR
= P (δ > R − rn )N

N
(R − rn )2 + 2m(R − rn )
= 1−
2m + 1
=

1/α − r )
(( Iλ )1/α − rn )2 + 2m(( Iλ
n
P )
1− P
2m + 1

(6.32)

(6.33)
!N

Because the radial width of the closest ring is d, this is only valid for 0 ≤ R ≤ d, or
P
λ(rn )α .

(6.34)
P
λ(rn +d)α

≤I≤

The density is obtained by differentiating.

The approximations are shown in Fig. 6.5 for very large and very small d respectively,
keeping the power density constant.
As a final note, the expected value of interference from the dithered grid is the same as
that coming from the sea model. Define Id.grid as the total interference coming from the dithered
model.
Theorem 28. For the dithered model
E[Id.grid ] = Isea

(6.35)

Proof. Split the sea into wedges of area d2 such that these wedges coincide with the wedges over
which each node is dithered in the dithered grid model. Then it is sufficient to show that the
interference coming from a subset of wedges has the same expected value for sea and dithered grid.
Because the dithered grid has the same distribution for all secondaries in a ring, the whole
ring can be grouped together and thought of as an interference power coming from a ring (m+k+δ)d
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Figure 6.5: Approximate distributions for the dithered grid placement model. If the nodes are
placed close together, the right approximation is a Gaussian distribution. If the nodes are spread
out, the right approximation is the interference caused by a single randomly-placed interferer.
away from the center. The distribution of the dither in the radial direction was given in Lemma
11. Therefore, the expected value of the interference from one interferer in the 2D dithered grid is


P πd2 (2(m + k) + 1)
E[Id.grid,ring k ] = E
(6.36)
(m + k + δ)α dα
P π(2(m + k) + 1)
=
E[(m + k + δ)−α ]
(6.37)
dα−2
Z
P π(2(m + k) + 1) 1
2(m + k + x)
=
dx
(6.38)
dα−2
(m
+
k
+ x)α (2(m + k) + 1)
0
Z 1
2πP
(m + k + x)1−α dx
(6.39)
= α−2
d
0


2πP
1
1
=
−
(6.40)
(α − 2)dα−2 (m + k)α−2 (m + k + 1)α−2
For the sea:
Isea,ring k =

Z

2π
0

= 2πP

Z

(m+k+1)d

(m+k)d
Z (m+k+1)d
(m+k)d

2πP
=
(α − 2)dα−2



P
r drdθ
rα

(6.41)

r1−α dr

(6.42)

1
1
−
(m + k)α−2 (m + k + 1)α−2



(6.43)

This theorem, along with the law of large numbers, implies that as d → 0, the interference
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coming from the dithered grid will converge to its mean, and will therefore be the same as the
interference produced by a sea.
Poisson model
Given a per-node power Pj = P/λ (which has no fading), the distribution of the total
interference with the the Poisson model, IP ois is given through its Laplace transform
Theorem 29. The Laplace Transform of the interference seen at a point from a set of interferers
distributed as a 2D Poisson process with rate λ outside of a ring rn from the point of observation is

Z ∞ 
 
−Pj t/z α
LIP ois (t) = exp −λ2π
z 1−e
dz .
(6.44)
rn

Proof. See Corollary 2.3.2 in [142] where the Laplace Transform of the power from each interferer
as
α
LP (tPj /z α ) = e−tPj /z
(6.45)
because there is no fading, so the CDF is a step function at the power of the interference with path
loss.
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Figure 6.6: Example aggregate interference distributions for the Poisson placement model with no
fading. As λ gets larger (nodes are more dense), this distribution also closely resembles a Gaussian.
Fig. 6.6 uses inversion equation (4.5) of [147] to numerically invert this Laplace transform for a range of λ, keeping the power density fixed. Notice that as in the dithered grid case,
small λ distributions have heavy tails, while higher λ produce distributions that look qualitatively
Gaussian.4
Like the dithered model, the heavy tails in near field are caused by the distribution being
dominated by the interference from the closest secondary. To make a precise approximation to the
true distribution, the distribution of the interference coming from the closest secondary, IN F :
4

The heavy tail in near field was noticed also in [144].
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Theorem 30. With the Poisson placement model, the distribution of the power of the interference
coming from the closest interferer, IN F is:
2πP 2/α λ1−2/α
exp(−λπ((P/(λx))2/α − rn2 ))
αx2/α+1
P
for x ≤ α
λrn

(6.46)

fIN F (x) =

(6.47)

Proof. Let r be the radial distance of the closest secondary. Then
P (IN F < I) = P (r > R|I = P/(λRα ))

(6.48)
α

= P (no interferers within radius R|I = P/(λR ))
2

= exp(−λπ(R −

rn2 ))
2/α

= exp(−λπ((P/(λI))

(6.49)
(6.50)

− rn2 ))

(6.51)

Because the closest interferer can be no closer than rn , the interference I is bounded: 0 ≤ I ≤
P/(λrnα ).
The distribution is obtained by differentiating.
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Figure 6.7: Approximate distributions for the interference caused with the Poisson placement
model. For high λ (nodes are dense), the approximation is a Gaussian. If λ is small, the right
approximation is the distribution of the interference coming from a single interferer.
Fig. 6.7 shows the near and far field approximations for the Poisson model, given very
small and very large λ, keeping the power density constant.
The following theorem finds the mean and the variance of the interference distribution.
Theorem 31. For a set of 2-D Poisson(λ) distributed interferers with no-talk radius rn , the mean
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and variance of the total interference IP ois is given by
E[IP ois ] =
var[IP ois ] =

2πλPj
(α − 2)rnα−2
2πλPj2

(6.52)

(2α − 2)rn2α−2

(6.53)

Proof. Divide the space into concentric annuli of width dr, starting from rn . Let rj be the distance
from the center to annulus j and Nj ∼ P oiss(λ2πrj dr) be the number of nodes in annulus j. Then


Nj
∞ X
X
Pj 
(6.54)
E[IT ] = E 
rjα
j=1 i=1

=

∞
X
j=1

=
=
=

Pj
E[Nj ]
rjα

(6.55)

∞
X
Pj

λ2πrj dr
rα
j=1 j
Z ∞
2πrλPj
dr
rα
rn
2πλPj
(α − 2)rnα−2

(6.56)
(6.57)
(6.58)

Using the same division of space into annuli:


Nj
∞ X
X
Pj




rjα
j=1 i=1


∞
X
N
P
j j
= var 
rjα

var[IT ] = var 

(6.59)

(6.60)

j=1

=
=
=
=

∞
X
Pj2

var[Nj ]
r2α
j=1 j
∞
X
Pj2
2α 2πrj drλ
r
j
j=1
Z ∞
2
2πλPj
r1−2α dr
rn
2πλPj2
(2α − 2)rn2α−2

(6.61)
(6.62)
(6.63)
(6.64)

Notice that the mean is the same as the interference from the sea in Thm. 25, given
P = Pj λ. This mean decreases with rn as 1/rnα−2 , and the standard deviation (square root of the
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variance) is decreasing as 1/rnα−1 . Because the standard deviation is falling faster than the mean,
the distribution concentrates about the mean as rn increases. However, there is no difference in the
qualitative behavior when rn is small versus when it is large.
The effect of fading
What happens if fading is included? To keep the narrative simple, this thesis will only
show fading with the Poisson model. The total interference from a Poisson model with exponential
fading (IP ois,f ade ) is:
Theorem 32. The Laplace Transform of the interference seen at a point from a set of interferers
distributed as a 2D Poisson process with rate λ outside of a ring rn from the point of observation
with Exp(µ) fading and per node power Pj = P/λ is


LIP ois,f ade (t) = exp −λ

Z

2π
0

Z

∞
rn

ztPj
dzdθ
Pj t + µz α



(6.65)

Proof. See Corollary 2.3.2 in [142] with the Laplace Transform of the power from each interferer as
LP (tPj /z α ) =

µ
Pj t/z α + µ

(6.66)

because the fading is exponential (Rayleigh).
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of the interference coming from nodes placed according to the Poisson
model with fading. Even with fading, the distribution is more Gaussian-like for higher λ, and more
heavy-tailed for smaller λ.
Fig. 6.8 shows the inverted transform (the PDF) of the distribution with fading. Again,
the distribution seems to converge to a Gaussian.
With fading, the mean and variance can be calculated as follows:
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Theorem 33. For a set of 2-D Poisson-distributed interferers of density λ with “no-talk” radius
rn , each with independent exponential fading Xi ∼ Exp(µ), the mean and variance of the total
interference IT is given by:
E[IT ] =
var[IT ] =

2πλPj
µ(α − 2)rnα−2
4πλPj2

(6.67)
(6.68)

µ2 (2α − 2)rn2α−2

where Pj = P/λ is the power of each interferer, and α is the path-loss exponent.
Proof. Divide the space into concentric annuli of width dr, starting from rn . Let rj be the distance
from the center to annulus j and Nj ∼ P oiss(λ2πrj dr) be the number of nodes in annulus j. Then


Nj
∞ X
X
X
P
i j
E[IT ] = E 
(6.69)
rjα
j=1 i=1

=

∞
X

E[Nj ]E[Xi ]

j=1

=

Pj
rjα

(6.70)

2πλPj
µ(α − 2)rnα−2

(6.71)

Using the same division into annuli:


var[IT ] = var 
=

rj2α
rj2α



var 


∞
X
Pj2
j=1

=

j=1 i=1

∞
X
Pj2
j=1

=
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∞ X
X
Xi Pj



(6.72)

Xi 

(6.73)

rjα

Nj
X
i=1




1
1
λA 2 + λA 2
µ
µ

4πλPj2

µ2 (2α − 2)rn2α−2



(6.74)
(6.75)

If µ = 1, the mean of the distribution does not change. However, the variance doubles
compared to the expression in Thm. 31. This is an effect of choosing the Exponential distribution
for the fading, and may not extend to other models.

6.2.2

Near vs far field

All of the random placement models have shown a convergence to Gaussian for small
enough d (or equivalently, large enough λ). This part examines that convergence more closely.
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Testing that the PDFs are indeed converging to a Gaussian requires a metric of measuring
distance. The metric should remain the same even when the distributions are scaled by the same
constant. At the same time, convergence in this metric should imply convergence in distribution.
The metric of variational distance (L1 norm of the difference between the PDFs) fits the bill5 .
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Figure 6.9: The variational distance between the interference distribution and the appropriate
Gaussian without fading, α = 2.5. Notice that there are lines of equal variational distance to a
Gaussian.
Over the two-dimensional space of (rn , λ), which regions correspond to near field, and
which correspond to far field? A thought experiment can help: choose an rn and λ, and fix a
realization of the location of Poisson distributed nodes. “Zoom-in” on this realization so that rn
grows and the interferers spread out, effectively decreasing the density of the interferers. While
this can scale the interference random variable, intuitively, it should not affect the shape of the
distribution.
To verify this intuition rigorously, zoom in such that rn is scaled up by a factor c, so
that the new no-talk radius rn′ = crn . The density of interferers scales down by 1/c2 , i.e. the new
P Pj
1
1 P P
′
density λ′ = cλ2 . The total interference, originally IT =
r α changes to IT = c2
(cr)α = c2+α IT .
j

Because IT and IT′ are related to each other by a constant, their variational distance from the
Gaussians of the same means is equal! Therefore, the sets of points (rn′ , λ′ ) = (crn , cλ2 ), for all c
5

Given X and Y with PDFs fX (x), fY (y), and some positive scaling factor c, the variational distance dvar (·, ·)
between cX and cY for some constant c is given by:
Z
1
1
fX (cx) − fY (cx) dx
dvar (cX, cY )
=
c
c
R
Z
(t=cx)
1
1
=
fX (t) − fY (t) cdt
c
c
ZR
=
|fX (t) − fY (t)|dt
R

=

dvar (X, Y ).

Further, convergence in variational distance is stronger than convergence in distribution [148].
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log(Variational distance from Gaussian)

have the same variational distance from their corresponding Gaussian distribution. The locus of
these points is the equation rn2 λ = b for some constant b, and thus these curves can be used to
define the contours of equal variational distance from Gaussian (see Fig. 6.9).
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Figure 6.10: Variational distance by rn2 λ with and without fading and with α = 2.5. Notice that
fading does not change the speed at which the distribution converges to Gaussian. This is because
fading does not change how many nodes are contributing significantly to the interference.
Fig. 6.10 shows how quickly the distribution converges to Gaussian as rn2 λ grows. By
1/slope
= b, where b
visual inspection, the variational distance (dvar ) follows the relationship (rn2 λ)dvar
is a constant (when plotted on a log-log scale, the sum of these two terms is a constant, so δ is the
slope of Fig. 6.10).
Notice the lines for the dithered grid and the Poisson model with fading. A second thought
experiment can help to understand the relationship between the different lines, based on the CLT.
Given a set of N iid random variables, the CLT says that N will determine how closely the sum
can be approximated by a Gaussian. For the dithered grid, consider just the first ring of nodes.
The number of interferers in that ring is the area divided by d2 or N = π((rn + d)2 − rn2 )/d2 =
π + 2π(rn /d). The number of nodes that contribute to the CLT in this ring is determined by
m = rn /d. If the first ring is close to Gaussian, all subsequent rings will be closer to Gaussian
(they have greater area, and therefore more nodes). Sums of Gaussians are Gaussian, so the total
variational distance will depend only on m, and will decrease as m increases.
p
Applying the same logic to the Poisson case reveals a similar dependence on rn (λ), or
rn2 λ as in the plot. When fading is added, the fading does not affect the number of nodes contributing
to the CLT. Fading only changes the randomness of the individual terms. So, the distribution with
fading converges to Gaussian at the same rate as without fading. The fading only changes the
scaling factor.
Finally, consider Fig. 6.11, which plots the convergence to Gaussian for different path-loss
exponents, α. α determines how similar in power the interference level from different nodes is, so
it will affect the scaling. But, it does not affect the convergence, because α does not change how
many more nodes are included in the CLT as rn2 λ changes.

log(Variational distance from Gaussian)
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Figure 6.11: Variational distance to Gaussian for different values of α. As with fading, the path loss
exponent does not change how many more nodes are contributing significantly to the interference
as rn2 λ gets large, so it does not change how quickly the distribution converges to Gaussian.
Conceptually, defining these “equivalence classes” in (rn , λ)-space could be very useful:
While designing policies, the policies for heavy-tailed distributions could be very different from
light-tailed ones: a slight decrease in transmit power (or increase in distance) for light-tailed
distributions can decrease the outage-probability significantly.
• To find the actual distribution of interference, one needs to work with just one value of (rn , λ)
for each fixed rn2 λ and then scale appropriately. This will reduce the amount of computational
overhead.
• In a far-field situation, when the Gaussian approximation is quite accurate, this approximation
can be appreciably simpler than the actual distribution. This is because expressions for actual
distributions are usually not even available in closed form, but only as Laplace-inverses of
expressions that are in turn not expressed in a closed form (see e.g. (6.44) or expressions
in [144, 149] etc.). For this reason, it would be nice to obtain rigorous bounds on the rate of
this convergence to the Gaussian.
In the next section, this understanding of the distributions is used to explore different
ways to share risk of bad placement realizations between primaries and secondaries.
•

6.3

Dealing with placement risk

This section uses the aggregate interference distributions from the last section to understand what should be done about clusters of secondaries close to the no-talk radius. The risk of
these clusters causing too much interference is called “placement risk.”
In spirit, this section will help quantify Section 1.2 of the Introduction Chapter, which
argues how performance and trust can improve as regulation decisions are moved closer to runtime.
In this Section, as the TV whitespace database is able to use more of the information it already
has about secondary device locations, it is able to better protect the primary and share the risk of
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bad placement amongst secondary devices.
The Section will explore three strategies: setting a fixed no-talk radius at certification time,
setting the per-node power at runtime, and setting the no-talk radius at runtime. These leverage
database information about secondary locations and secondary node density to various degrees.
They also put the burden of poor secondary placement on different primaries and secondaries in
different ways. The examples are chosen to give an idea of the possible gains, but there are certainly
many more approaches to using database location information. These will be left for future work.

6.3.1

rn fixed at certification time

As shown in Section 1.2, the current approach to rules in the TV whitespaces do not
allow the database to use any of the information it can gather from secondary requests. Without
any runtime information, the only rule available is to set a fixed no-talk radius and fixed per-node
power limit that should work for all realizations of secondary interference. This is obviously not
possible, even if the secondaries are placed according to a regular grid, or somehow look like the
interference is coming from a sea. Even fading and shadowing will force the fixed no-talk radius to
be set according to a probabilistic guarantee,6 like:
P (IT > Ilim |rn = R) < γ
FIT |rn =R (Ilim ) < 1 − γ

(6.76)
(6.77)

where IT is the total interference from the secondaries, Ilim is the allowed interference level at the
primary receiver, rn is the no-talk radius, FIT is the CDF of the total interference distribution, and
γ < 1. This same rule will be used in this part to find the no-talk radius needed given random
interference due to secondary placement.
This kind of rule distributes risk of something going wrong between both primaries and
secondaries. The primaries will suffer whenever the fading or placement produces very high interference. But the secondaries closer to the primaries will suffer all the time. They are being denied
transmission closer to the primary because of the fear of something going wrong.
Fig. 6.12 shows the effect of random placement on the needed no-talk radius to maintain
this probabilistic guarantee on interference. To focus on placement, all of the examples in this
Section will assume that there is no fading or shadowing.7 So, the distributions used for FIT in
this plot are the Poisson distribution in Thm. 29, and a Gaussian with mean and variance given
in Thm. 31. The problem is obvious: as the density of secondary devices increases, so does the
needed no-talk radius.8
If this is the only option, the only way forward is to guess the largest expected secondary
density, perhaps accounting for their self-interference, and setting the no-talk radius accordingly.
If, however, the database can use some of the information it can glean from the secondary
transmission requests, it can provide better performance. The database certainly knows how many
requests it is serving, and can figure out the secondary node density. Then, the power limit can
6

The needed margin, or extension of the no-talk radius to account for fading and shadowing was explored in [140].
Another approach to finding the margin, which assumed nothing was known about the distribution of interference
beyond the mean, was explored in [141].
7
The results in [140] can be used to add the appropriate extra margin for these effects.
8
The problem of high secondary node density is not unique to random placement. Using a deterministic model,
this same problem was shown in [31].
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Figure 6.12: The required rn to ensure that the probability of total interference being too high is
less than γ for different γ, and both the Poisson distribution and Gaussian approximation. This is
for fixed per node power, and no-talk radius fixed at certification time. As nodes get more dense,
the required no-talk radius must get larger. Therefore, with a fixed per-node power limit, and no
control on the node density, there is no way to guarantee protection for primary users.
be a power density limit instead of a per-node limit.9 This requires the database to be able to set
the secondary node power. This capability is already included in the OFCOM standards for TV
whitespaces [151].
With a power-density limit, the needed no-talk radius is shown vs node density in Fig. 6.13.
The effect of different γ’s is shown in Fig. 6.14. The no-talk radius with this rule seems like it must
be set now for very low node densities. But this is slightly misleading – as the nodes become more
sparse, a power-density rule will lead to extremely large per-node powers. The problem with low
node densities is that when a node is next to the no-talk radius, its transmit power is so high that
this node alone will overwhelm the primary.
Fig. 6.15 shows a more realistic example. The per-node power cannot reasonably go to
infinity as the node density goes to zero. There must be some maximum power. With this maximum
power, the no-talk radius can be set according to that required at the density where the maximum
per-node power is reached.
With a power density rule and added maximum per-node power, it is possible to set a notalk radius that will be sufficient to provide a probabilistic guarantee of protection to the primary
receivers for any density of randomly placed secondary devices.
On the surface, this looks like a reasonable, albeit inefficient solution. The no-talk radius
is being conservatively set for the rare events when clusters of secondaries are close to the no-talk
radius. But the primary is being protected up to γ of the time. But what does this actually mean?
Placement uncertainty is a qualitatively very different than fading and shadowing uncertainty. Presumably, fading and shadowing change quickly as individual secondaries move, so a
9

Making rules based on power density was suggested to the FCC, but ultimately was not accepted into the current
rules [150]. [31, 32] show the gains from a power density rule, especially for rural locations, using a deterministic
placement model.
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Figure 6.13: If the no-talk radius and the maximum power density is fixed at certification time, the
database can allow secondaries to have higher per node power at runtime. However, as the node
density gets smaller, the per node allowed power goes up, which means the required no-talk radius
must be larger for smaller node densities. Again, no guarantee can be offered for primary users.
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Figure 6.14: The required no-talk radius from Fig. 6.13 for different levels of protection γ. As γ
gets smaller, the margin over the no-talk radius required for the sea gets larger. The difference
from the Gaussian distribution also gets larger, for the same node density.
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Figure 6.15: The per-node power cannot be increased indefinitely. If there is a fixed maximum pernode power, as well as a maximum power density and no-talk radius fixed at certification time, this
is the required no-talk radius by node density. In this case, a protection guarantee can be offered
to the primary user: set the no-talk radius at the highest required point, where the maximum
per-node power and the per-node power determined by the power density are equivalent.
primary will be able to average its performance over time to account for bad realizations.
On the other hand, how fast will placement change? Secondary towers will never move.
Mobile devices will cluster around the towers, so if a tower is close to the no-talk radius, even the
movement of the mobile devices will not change the poor placement. It may be a rare event for the
tower to be poorly placed, but as soon as it is, the affected primary will always be harmed.
To account for placement risk appropriately, the database needs to use the information it
has more effectively. It will certainly be capable of logging the information received from secondary
nodes. It knows where these devices are placed. If it is able to change the node power, it can do
this based on the actual realization of the placement. This is explored in the next part.

6.3.2

rn set at certification time; power set at runtime

If the power can be set at runtime based on the actual location of secondary devices, a
different rule is possible:
• Set the no-talk radius at certification time. For the example here, the no-talk radius is set to
be sufficient for a sea with a desired average power density.
• Set the actual power density of nodes at runtime, depending on the realized placement, so
that IT = Ilim when fading is ignored.10
The risk of poor placement is now spread amongst the participants in a very different
way: the primary is never affected by poor placement. The secondaries share the burden of poor
10

Fading can be added to this rule – it would turn into a slightly larger no-talk radius, and a probabilistic guarantee
that the harm due to fading will not happen too often. Also, the rule here assumes the power will be the same for all
nodes. A rule like that in [31] could be applied that changes the power based on radius to maximize efficiency. This
is left to future work.
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placement among all secondaries at all radial distances from the primary. Poor placement will
result in a lower transmit rate for all secondary devices, instead of forcing outage at small radial
distances.
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Figure 6.16: If the per-node power can be set at runtime based on the realized node placement
(information that the database has from secondary access requests), the CDF of the achieved power
density is shown here. The sea would achieve a power density of 5. Sparse secondary nodes (low
λ) would see the most gain from favorable placements allowing much higher power densities.
Fig. 6.16 shows the CDF of the power density that results from such a rule for different
node densities. The plot is calculated using:
P (Pj < p|rn = R) = P (IT > Ilim |rn = R, Pj = p)
= 1 − FIT |rn =R,Pj =p (Ilim )

(6.78)
(6.79)

where the Poisson version of FIT |rn =R,P =p is given by Thm. 29, and the Gaussian has mean and
variance given in Thm. 31. Pj is the per-node power. To plot, the power density P = Pj λ.
When the node density is very low, the power density has a much higher variance, because
when a secondary node is located close to the fixed no-talk radius, the power must be much lower
than when that first secondary is randomly placed far from the fixed no-talk radius. But this means
that the secondaries can take advantage of much higher powers if they are all placed farther from
the primary. They only have to lower their powers when their placement is worse.
The database is the gateway between the secondary devices and the rules that govern their
behavior. If the database is trusted to make decisions, it can use this same location information to
change the no-talk radius instead of (or along with) the power. This is done in the next part.

6.3.3

rn set at runtime; power density set at certification time

If the database is allowed to set the no-talk radius at runtime, it can do so based on the
actual realization of secondary placement. To isolate the effect of changing the no-talk radius,
assume the rule is now the following:
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Power density is set at certification time
• No-talk radius is set at runtime according to the realization of secondary placement, such
that IT = Ilim when fading is ignored.11
Again, the risk of poor placement is divided among the secondaries – the primary will never
experience too much interference because of secondary placement. However, the only secondaries
that will be hurt by poor placement are the ones closest to the primary. So, instead of smooth
degradation for all primaries as in the last part, there will be a probability of outage for each
secondary.
•
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Figure 6.17: If the power density is set at certification time, but the no-talk radius can be set at
runtime based on the realization of the node placement, this is the CDF of the achieved no-talk
radius. The sea would have a no-talk radius of 10. Sparse nodes see a higher no-talk radius because
the power density rule allows these nodes to transmit at very high powers.
Fig. 6.17 shows the result of such a rule. It is the CDF of the probability that a secondary
node at radius r from the primary will be able to transmit. It is found using the following:
P (rn < r|node at r) = P (IT < Ilim |rn = r, node at r)


Pj
= P IT,no node at r + α < Ilim |rn = r
r


Pj
= P IT,no node at r < Ilim − α |rn = r
r

(6.80)
(6.81)
(6.82)
(6.83)

where Pj , the per-node power is Pj = P/λ.
As with the variable power density rule above, the more sparse the nodes are, the more
they can take advantage of the closest node being far from the primary. But, sparse nodes will also
have to give up more area when they happen to be clustered closer to the primary.
11

Again, in this rule, fading can be added, and will show up as an extra margin on the required no-talk radius set
at runtime. The power and no-talk radius could also be changed together to optimize secondary performance. This
exploration is left to future work.
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How do these different rules compare to each other? The next part gives a performance
metric for evaluating the goodness of different rules and evaluating the value of runtime decisions.

6.3.4

Performance evaluation

To compare the performance of the different rules on a more quantitative basis, this part
proposes and evaluates a performance metric. This concept is to understand the performance of
a node at a radial distance r, including both power and transmission probability. To capture the
power aspect, and to reduce the dependence on secondary transmission range, the metric will use
a modified Gaussian capacity formula that assumes the transmit power is the received power, and
the noise is 1. So, the “capacity” will be log(1 + Pj ).
To capture the value of being able to transmit, the metric follows the insights from [90,91]:
people tend to cluster around population centers, and the primary is assumed to be a TV tower.
So, the metric will assume that transmitting closer to the primary is better. So, if the secondary
node at r can transmit, it will get a value evaluation of r−w where w controls how much higher of
a value the secondary can get from being closer to the primary.
This will be integrated over the space of possible secondaries. So, the metric is:
Z 2π Z ∞
EPj ,P (T X) [capacity · value|node at r] rdrdθ
(6.84)
Performance =
θ=0 r=0
Z ∞
h
i
EPj ,P (T X) log(1 + Pj ) · r−w 1node transmitting|node at r rdr
= 2π
(6.85)
Z
Zr=0
∞
∞
log(1 + p)r1−w P (node transmitting)fPj (p)dpdr
(6.86)
= 2π
r=0

p=0

For the different versions of the rule, the metric can be simplified in different ways:
1. rn and Pj fixed at certification time: to evaluate the metric, notice that any node placed at
r > rn will have P (node transmitting) = 1. Also, fPj (p) is a delta function at p = Pj . So,
the metric can be evaluated as:
Z ∞
log(1 + Pj )r1−w dr
(6.87)
Performance1 = 2π
rn

= 2π log(1 + Pj )

rn2−w
w−2

(6.88)

The rn will be picked to be sufficient in Fig. 6.12 for λ = 1 and γ = 0.01.
2. rn , the power density P , and the maximum node power Pj,max fixed at certification time:
again, any node at r > rn will always be able to transmit. The power will be fixed at the
minimum of the power density rule or the maximum power rule. So, the evaluation here is
similar to the above:
Performance2 = 2π log(1 + min(P/λ, Pj,max ))

rn2−w
w−2

The rn will be picked to be sufficient in Fig. 6.15 for all λ with γ = 0.01.

(6.89)
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3. rn set at certification time, power density set at runtime: to evaluate the metric, any node
with r > rn will be able to transmit, but the power will follow the density given in Fig. 6.16:

Z ∞ Z ∞
log(1 + p)fPj (p)dp r1−w dr
(6.90)
Performance3 = 2π
= 2π

r=rn
rn2−w

w−2

Z

p=0
∞

p=0

log(1 + p)fPj (p)dp

(6.91)

4. rn set at runtime, power density set at certification time: for this case, fPj (p) will be a delta
function at p = Pj , and the density of the no-talk radius will be that given in Fig. 6.17:
Z ∞
P (node at r will transmit)r1−w dr
(6.92)
Performance4 = 2π log(1 + Pj )
r=0

The performance metric is evaluated in Fig. 6.18 for different node densities. Regardless
of node density, the rule with rn and Pj set at certification time will have the same performance.
When the node density gets large (λ > 1 in this case), the primary is no longer being protected up
to γ = 0.01. This results in better performance than for the adaptive rules because the adaptive
rules protect the primary despite the node density being high. The rule with rn , power density, and
maximum per node power set at certification time flattens for very small λ because the maximum
per node power limit is reached.
In general, moving decisions closer to runtime does significantly better than forcing those
decisions to be made conservatively at certification time. These are just introductory examples.
Optimizing these rules to take advantage of the available information is left for future work.

6.4

Concluding remarks

This section will first include the conclusions and future work for the chapter thus far. The
last part of this chapter will show an initial model for adapting spectrum jails to handle multiple
secondaries.

6.4.1

What we have learned so far

This chapter gives a framework and simple examples for understanding how to move
forward with the theory of spectrum jails with aggregate interference.
First, the nature of the interference must be understood. This chapter looked at the
distribution from randomly placed nodes to understand what effect changing the no-talk radius
will have on the interference. When the interferers are sparse from the perspective of the primary,
the interference behaves as though it is coming from a single interferer. When the interferers are
dense, the distribution behaves like a Gaussian. This suggests that urban and rural environments
may need different no-talk radii, especially if the FCC chooses to allow a power-density rule instead
of a per-node power rule.
Next, the desired rule must be chosen. This chapter showed examples of how the TV
whitespace database could use the information it gets from the secondary devices to make regulatory
decisions at runtime. Whether it is changing the no-talk radius or the power density based on the
actual realization of nodes, the primary is better protected and the secondaries are better able to
recover spectrum holes if the database can adapt decisions at runtime.
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Figure 6.18: The performance as a function of the node density. Different plots have a different
weighting, w, for the desire to transmit closer to the primary. The rules that allow modification
based on the realization perform significantly better than those that have most parameters fixed
at certification time. The rule with per-node power and no-talk radius fixed at certification time
does well at high λ only because it is no longer offering sufficient protection to the primary. If it
is important to have secondaries close to the primary, it is better to change the no-talk radius at
runtime. If distance is less of an issue, it is better to change the power density at runtime. The
optimal rule will be some combination of these two.
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6.4.2

Future work

Because this chapter is really just a framework for future study into aggregate interference,
there is a lot of work to be done in this space. Obviously finding better sharing rules and creating
better models need to be done. So, this future work section will address only those bigger issues
that have been ignored thus far in the chapter.
Bounds on the distribution for near field
The Gaussian distribution is a very nice approximation in far field, and qualitatively the
single interferer model is a good approximation in near field. However, these have not yet been
united to provide good and simple bounds for the actual distribution in all forms. Because the
actual distribution is computationally difficult to work with, simple bounds will be very helpful for
regulators trying to design good but simple rules.
Multiple database providers
When discussing the information the database has on secondary placement, it was implicitly assumed that there was only one database provider. Right now, in the U.S., there are several
approved providers for the TV whitespaces. What is the right way to handle these providers?
If the database providers share all their secondary information, the problem reduces to
the problem considered here. If however, the providers do not share information, there are several
choices.
The interference limit Ilim could be split between the different providers, so that each
only has to pay attention to their secondaries. Then, if one provider is already saturated with
requests, the secondaries could shop around until they found one that gave them better transmission
characteristics. There would be overhead on the part of the secondaries, but otherwise the problem
would again reduce.
Alternatively, the databases could query each other to estimate the what information the
others have. This is a much riskier proposition, as the primary protection would be dependent
on the databases correctly estimating the others. But it would be interesting to know if such an
approach could work.
Dealing with rp 6= 0
Finally, throughout the chapter, it was assumed that the protected radius, rp = 0. This
was done partly for simplicity, but also because we believe this to be the worst case. If rp 6= 0,
then it will have full interference from the secondaries on one side of the no-talk radius, but the
secondaries on the other side will be much farther away.
But how would one show that the no-talk radii found in this chapter are sufficient? How
do the run-time decision gains change if rp 6= 0? As a first note, the no-talk radius must be adapted
to be rn′ = rn + rp , or the needed no-talk radius is actually the one found here plus the protected
radius.
The new no-talk radius must be sufficient to protect the entire disk determined by rp .
One way to do this is to assign sentinels – points around the circumference of the protected disk
that will be used to test total interference. The sentinels should be placed densely enough so that
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the interference correlation between different sentinels is small but existent so that they capture
the local area, but do not miss large sections of the disk.
Work needs to be done to prove that protecting these sentinels implies protection for the
entire disk.
Now, how do the runtime decision results change? If rp is very large, performance gains
from runtime decisions may be lost. If rp is very large, the sentinels will have essentially independent realizations of the placement of local interferers. If the runtime decision must work for all
sentinels simultaneously, there may be enough independent realizations for the runtime decision to
be equivalent to the certification time decision. This tradeoff between size of rp and gains from
runtime decisions must be studied.
If, however, the database can make local decisions on a sentinel-by-sentinel basis, the
runtime gains are still possible. Work needs to be done to figure out how to effectively make such
local decisions.

6.4.3

A first toy model for enforcement

Once the sharing rule for aggregate interference has been set, the next step is figuring out
whether spectrum jails can enforce that rule. How should the spectrum jails model from chapters
2 to 5 be adapted to deal with multiple secondaries?
This part will present a very simple model for spectrum jails with multiple secondaries.
The intent is to show that there is a way forward through queuing theory and to illustrate some of
the problems that must be addressed. However, solving these issues will be left for future work.
The model
Queuing theory is the natural multiple-agent analog to the Markov chains used earlier.
However, adapting the problem to use traditional queuing theory tools requires significant simplifying assumptions.
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x x

x

Figure 6.19: Placement model for the queuing example to extend spectrum jails. The primary
receiver is in the center, and all secondaries are located a fixed distance away so that they all cause
the same amount of interference.
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First, assume that the secondaries are placed according to Fig. 6.19, so that all secondaries
are the same fixed distance from the primary transmitter. This removes the problem of tracking
individuals that cause different levels of interference.
Also assume that all secondaries are part of the same network, so that the decision to cheat
will be made collectively instead of individually. This assumption completes the homogenization
of the secondaries, so that they do not have different priorities and are not competing with each
other. It can also, therefore, be assumed that they can coordinate with each other to choose who
is allowed to turn on when.
With all secondaries in the same network, the sanction can also be a group sanction – it
does not matter which secondary caused the interference to tip over the allowed value. Sending
any of the participating secondaries to jail will hurt the network as a whole.

μ jail

Ptojail (n,N)
Inifinite bank of
jail servers

. . .

μ tx

λ
1 - Ptojail (n,N)

. . .

Infinite buffer queue

Infinite bank of servers,
actually use n.
n>N is too much interference
Figure 6.20: The toy model to extend spectrum jails using queues. Secondaries enter the first buffer
when they have something to transmit. As a group, they decide how many interference servers they
will use, where N is the tolerable amount of interference at the primary. When finished transmitting,
a secondary will either leave the system or go to jail depending on how much total interference is
being caused. The goal of the regulator is to choose the length of the jail sentence (or the speed of
the jail server µjail to make it in the secondaries’ best interest to not cause too much interference.
The model is shown in Fig. 6.20. The aggregate interference is modeled as a bank of servers
at the primary receiver. When a secondary is transmitting, it is taking up one server slot, or one
chunk of the allowed interference. The total allowed interference is equivalent to N simultaneously
transmitting secondaries. Cheating is defined as more than N secondaries transmitting at any given
time.
The secondaries as a group will choose how many of them are able to simultaneously
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transmit, Nopt . If all Nopt servers are being used, any secondary that wants to transmit will sit
in an infinite buffer queue. The secondaries have a Poisson arrival process governing when they
want to transmit, with rate λ. The service time is exponential with rate µtx , which depends on the
length of the secondary transmissions.
Let n be the number of servers that are actually being used at any given time. Depending
on Nopt , when a secondary is finished transmitting, it may be sent to jail with probability PtoJail ,
defined as
PtoJail = Pcatch P (n > N |Nopt ) + Pwrong P (n ≤ N |Nopt )
(6.93)
As in previous jail models, a secondary can be sent to jail rightfully if the secondaries as a group
are causing too much interference, and wrongfully if they are not. This probability depends on
whether the secondaries are willing to cheat (Nopt > N ). The probability of going to jail when
willing to cheat is:
PtoJail,cheat = Pcatch P (n > N |Nopt > N ) + Pwrong P (n ≤ N |Nopt > N )


!
Nopt
N
X
X
πk
πk  + Pwrong
= Pcatch 

(6.94)
(6.95)

k=0

k=N +1

where πk is the probability of having k users in the queue or being served at any given time. For
this queue, it is given by:


−1
X (Nopt ρ)k
(Nopt ρ)N
1
opt

π0 = 
+
k!
Nopt ! 1 − ρ
k=0

k
 π0 (Nopt ρ) , if 0 ≤ k < Nopt
k!
πk =
k Nopt
 π0 ρ Nopt , if k ≥ Nopt
Nopt !
Nopt −1

where

ρ=

λ
Nopt µtx

(6.96)

(6.97)

(6.98)

This is a standard result for an M/M/Nopt queue, found in [152]. The probability of going to jail
when honest is:
PtoJail,honest = Pcatch P (n > N |Nopt ≤ N ) + Pwrong P (n ≤ N |Nopt ≤ N )
= Pwrong

(6.99)
(6.100)

Jail is modeled as an infinite bank of servers, with exponential service rate µjail which
controls the length of sentence. It is an infinite bank of servers because any number of secondaries
may sit in jail at a time, and the sentences should not depend on how many secondaries are in jail.
The secondary network wants to choose Nopt to minimize the expected time through the
system, which is equivalent to the amount of time required for each transmission. So, the overall
cost function is
1
CS = Cqueue +
+ Cjail
(6.101)
µtx
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where
Cjail = E[time in jail]
1
µjail

(6.102)
(6.103)

is the average time spent in jail, and
Cqueue = E[time in queue]



(Nopt ρ)N
opt


=
 PNopt −1
k=0

Nopt !

(Nopt ρ)k
k!

+





1
1−ρ



(Nopt ρ)N
opt
Nopt !





1
1−ρ





(6.104)

(6.105)

is the average time spent waiting in the queue to transmit. The expression for the amount of time
spent in the queue is a standard result for an M/M/Nopt queue, found in [152].
The goal of the secondary is to choose Nopt such that:
Nopt = argminCS

(6.106)

Nopt

6.4.4

Observations and the way forward

With this toy model of spectrum jail, the necessary sanction to guarantee Nopt ≤ N can
easily be found. Define Nopt,cheat as the optimal number of servers if cheating (Nopt,cheat > N ), and
Nopt,honest as the optimal number of servers when honest (Nopt,honest ≤ N ). Then:
Lemma 12. For the secondaries to choose Nopt ≤ N , the sanction must be such that:
Cjail >

Cqueue (Nopt,honest )
PtoJail,cheat − Pwrong

(6.107)

Proof. The sanction must be such that the cost when honest (choosing n ≤ N ) is less than the
cost when cheating (choosing n > N ). Given an optimal n = Nopt,cheat > N when cheating and an
optimal n = Nopt,honest ≤ N when honest:
CS (Nopt,honest ) < CS (Nopt,cheat )
Cqueue (Nopt,honest ) +

(6.108)

1
1
+ PtoJail,honest Cjail ≤ Cqueue (Nopt,cheat ) +
+ PtoJail,cheat Cjail
µtx
µtx
(6.109)
Cqueue (Nopt,honest ) − Cqueue (Nopt,cheat )
Cjail >
(6.110)
PtoJail,cheat − Pwrong
Cqueue (Nopt,honest )
(6.111)
Cjail >
PtoJail,cheat − Pwrong
(6.112)

The last line is obviously true, but it also justified: the more secondaries that can turn on at a
given time (higher Nopt ), the smaller the queue wait time will be. So, if it is worthwhile to cheat,
it is worthwhile to clear the buffer and have the wait time be 0.
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With this Lemma, a number of observations can be made about issues that will need to
be addressed in future work on spectrum jails for multiple secondaries:
• Stability – If N is such that λ/(N µtx ) > 1, the queue is unstable, and the expected wait time
for secondaries goes to infinity. There is no way that jail can be used to keep secondaries
honest in this case. This is potentially a big problem. If secondary networks have high
market penetration, and the secondary demand is high, there will be incentive to overwhelm
the primaries. It is possible that this could be solved with appropriate homebands that
guarantee enough spectrum for all the secondaries that need it. But as in previous chapters,
jail is not an appropriate rationing mechanism.
• Adaptive jails – The time waiting in the queue is a function of the arrival rate λ, and the
service time µtx . Both of these are parameters of the secondary network. Even assuming that
the system was stable, the honest wait times could be extremely long. The only way to cover
all stable realizations of the secondary is to have an essentially infinite jail sentence. With
multiple secondaries, adaptive jails may be required to provide trust without unacceptable
overhead.
Extending this model to something more realistic will require innovative modeling in the
following directions:
• Different (potentially random) placement – Truly capturing aggregate interference requires
capturing different placements of secondaries. Within a spatial-queuing model for the aggregate interference, this means that secondaries will require different numbers of servers
depending on their respective distances from the primary. Alternatively, the formulation
could include continuous servers that represent a block of server resource. Each secondary
would consume as large a portion of the available servers as it needed, with the service time
being the same for any block of server resource. The author could not find any examples in
the queuing literature for how to do this.
• Individual decisions – What happens if the secondaries are not actually part of a single
network? If a secondary would be the only one using a server above the limit, would it have
a different incentive to cheat than if the interference were already over the limit? How would
one track the desires of individuals in different situations?
• Group vs individual punishment – The punishment assumed here was really for the group.
If the interference is too high, the next secondary to finish transmitting would be sent to
jail, regardless of whether it was the one to tip over the limit. Individual punishments would
certainly be required if the secondaries are not part of the same network with a common goal.
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Chapter 7

Jails vs fines
This thesis has been built on in-kind punishment. It is natural in the spectrum sharing
context to think of spectrum jails because they can be implemented through databases using the
identity system and kill-switch the TV whitespace databases will already need. It is also conceptually easier to develop sanctions in the same units as the behavior they are trying to prevent. For
radios, transmission and jail use the same time and energy resources, so they can be combined to
measure the total cost of sending a message.
But in-kind punishments are not the traditional sanction; fines are. This is because of a
widely held belief in the law and economics1 community that in-kind punishments and fines can
create the same amount of dis-utility, but fines move resources around while in-kind punishments
waste resources [153].2 So, on one hand, if the appropriate conversion were made, fines should
provide the same basic trust results that jails have been able to provide.
At the same time, the wasted resource argument does not quite apply. For humans, imprisonment wastes resources because the state now has to support the inmates with no productive
output. Fines require significantly less infrastructure. For radios, fines have a more difficult implementation because they require a billing system, while jails can be implemented in the radio itself.
While a radio is in jail, it does burn energy resources, but it also frees spectrum to be used by the
primary or by a more honest secondary.
Beyond the question of resources, are fines and jails actually equivalent from a deterrence
perspective? The law and economics literature can also be instructive here. Different kinds of
people respond to different kinds of sanctions [112], so the type of sanction should be tailored to
the individual to have the greatest effect. This is particularly true when fines can be treated by
the rich like prices [154]. For example, parents may gladly pay a fine to pick up their kids from
daycare late. They are effectively just paying for an extra hour of child care without caring about
the label of a “fine” [116]. Other work suggests that social stigma may actually be more effective
with companies who can easily pay the fine because it hurts something more important to the
company: their reputation [115].
In spectrum regulation, primary users have the priority right to use the band. It is not
an option in the current framework to use fines as a way of moving spectrum resources to higher
valued uses. So, if fines are used, they must follow the ideas in [155] for applying a sanction when
1

This literature grew from the seminal papers [106–108]. See [109–111] for a general introduction to this area.
There are many, like [114, 115] that counter this belief because in-kind punishments may have positive effects
beyond anything that can be monetarily measured.
2
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the action is definitely undesirable.
Another difference between fines and jails may appear when it is difficult to observe the
person’s level of wealth [112]. For spectrum regulation, this is a particularly important distinction.
Unlike with humans, radios have a quality of service that they must provide. The benefits of
cheating can be measured in terms of this quality of service. As argued in the rest of the thesis, it
should be easy to bound the in-kind punishment required. Fines, however, would require knowing
the monetary value of a transmission. How is this measured? By how much the user is willing to
pay for the service? By how the company’s market share changes with slight increases in reliability?
The uncertainty in estimating the correct fine may be excessive.
So far, these differences are all qualitative. The purpose of this chapter is to show how
this comparison can be made quantitative to really understand when in-kind punishments should
be preferred over fines.
As with the rest of the thesis, the goal is to choose the type of sanction that most effectively
addresses the problem of cheating. As mentioned in the Introductory Chapter, this idea is coming
into vogue in the practice of enforcement through compliance theory [99]. There are many options to
bring about compliance with rules within a population, and the goal is to put together a systematic
way of choosing amongst the options.
With radios, the problem lends itself to systematic study. Because quality of service can
be quantitatively measured as easily as monetary values, the two can be more directly compared.
Moreover, the process of identifying and catching cheating radios will be a technical process with
measurable performance specifications. So, the comparison can be done quantitatively in terms of
overhead. Overhead is defined here as the cost to an honest user of the sanction system. Therefore,
the overhead is directly tied to wrongful conviction.
Within the law and economics literature, wrongful conviction is almost taboo. It is obviously bad and obviously important [156, 157], but it is not be quantified or traded off the same
way it can be in an engineered system.
This chapter uses overhead to understand the salient differences between fines and jails,
including the effect of uncertainty and when a fine can be treated as a price. Through a general
model and two toy examples, this chapter will show that for spectrum, in-kind punishments are
the right choice.

7.1

The general problem

Fig. 7.1 gives an abstract idea of what must be considered when choosing how to apply a
sanction. There are essentially three levels at which the sanction can be applied. Perfect deterrence
refers to the actual valuation of the crime in the mind of the culprit. If it were possible to know all
motivations for the crime, applying sanctions at those points of motivation would provide perfect
deterrence with no overhead. However, this is not possible, so a sanction can only be applied
through some kind of abstraction.
The in-kind abstraction applies a sanction based on the perceived utility of the crime.
Spectrum jails to combat interference are a good example – the value of the crime is being able to
transmit with a higher quality of service. So, by reducing the quality achieved by cheating through
a jail sentence, it is possible to make the crime no longer worthwhile. But this involves estimating
the cheating QOS, which has some uncertainty.
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Uncertainty

Type of infraction -- interference
Device type/situation
QOS

???

Perfect
Deterrence

???

In Kind

Spectrum jails
Criminal justice
Time scale: ms

Business practices
Competition
Politics and real people
etc...

Fines

Fines
Criminal or civil
Time scale: weeks or longer

Layers of abstraction

Figure 7.1: An abstract idea of the considerations of choosing in-kind vs monetary sanctions.
There exists an actual valuation on the crime, but there is no way to estimate or attack that actual
valuation. So, sanctions could be applied at different layers of abstraction. For spectrum sharing,
the in-kind abstraction includes all technical inputs that determine the quality of service available,
and the sanction looks like spectrum jails. The monetary abstraction layer includes all business and
personal inputs that affect the monetary value of cheating. It also includes the available quality
of service. With more inputs, the uncertainty increases, so while it may be possible to understand
the range of in-kind valuations, it may not be possible to reliably quantify the range of monetary
valuations.
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Figure 7.2: A model of how the type of sanction should be chosen. The sanction must be chosen at
the regulation time scale with some noisy understanding of the monetary and in-kind inputs that
are determining the utility function. These sanctions are then applied at runtime to any rightfully
or wrongfully convicted agent. The agent decides whether to cheat based on the applied sanction,
and its base utility while cheating or being honest.
The fines abstraction requires taking the value of the crime and abstracting it to monetary
units. This includes all of the QOS valuation terms (and corresponding uncertainty) because these
are determining the underlying value of the crime. But, converting to monetary units also involves
understanding how the company translates the cheating QOS into a price for its customers or an
edge over its competition. So, the monetary abstraction includes all of the uncertainty from the
QOS and all the uncertainty related to business practices.
But this diagram comes from intuition, and does not allow a quantitative understanding
of overhead and when fines or jails would be preferable.
Fig. 7.2 casts the problem as something closer to a quantitative model. It also includes
elements of a flow-chart to understand when decisions need to be made. The decision of the type
of sanction must be made at a regulation time scale, because jails and fines require significantly
different infrastructure to implement. The diagram also assumes that the sanction must be set
at regulation time, consistent with the rest of the thesis, so that trust can be guaranteed for all
realizations of the actor at runtime. Setting the sanction is done with reference to monetary or
in-kind inputs that are obscured through some function g. This is done because the regulator does
not know the actual realization of the actor, so it cannot observe the actual inputs.
These decisions are made to allow the enforcement control systems to effectively deter
cheating at runtime. The control systems for fines and jails are highlighted in Fig. 7.2. The
sanction controller will apply the sanction if the actor is convicted, based on its observation of the
decision to cheat, which may be noisy. So, conviction can happen wrongfully. The actor decides
whether to cheat based on the sanction, and a utility function which takes in the actual monetary
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and in-kind inputs.
The goal for the regulator is to choose the correct path (fines or jail) and the correct
sanction so that the actor will choose not to cheat and the overhead is low. The overhead will be
defined as the cost of wrongful convictions.
This general problem is closer to a quantitative model, but it is still difficult to analyze.
So, the rest of this chapter includes two toy simplifications of this general model to show when jails
should be preferred over fines.

7.2

A data-processing toy

This very simple first model will assign values to the elements of Fig. 7.2. Assume that
the actor is choosing to cheat or do nothing. Also assume that the base valuation of cheating is v
to which the monetary and in-kind inputs will be added:
Ym,honest,orig = Yj,honest,orig = 0
Ym,cheat,orig = v + zm + zj
Yj,cheat,orig = v + zj

(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)

where zm and zj are the realizations of the inputs for this particular actor. The regulator knows
the distribution of the inputs, Zm , Zj , but not the realization. The regulator must choose the
sanctions, Ybm , Ybj such that the realized actor has only a γ chance of choosing to cheat. After
applying the sanction, the utility functions are:
Ym,honest = −Pwrong Ybm

Ym,cheat = Ym,cheat,orig − Pcatch Ybm
Yj,honest = −Pwrong Ybj

(7.4)
(7.5)
(7.6)

Yj,cheat = Yj,cheat,orig − Pcatch Ybj

(7.7)

Yi,cheat,orig > ρYbi

(7.8)

P (Yi,cheat,orig > ρYbi ) < γ

(7.9)

The actor will try to maximize its utility, so it will choose to cheat if:

where i ∈ {m, j} is determined by the regulator’s choice of whether to apply a fine or an in-kind
sanction. Also, ρ = Pcatch − Pwrong . So, the regulator must choose the sanction such that:

It is always possible to find a sanction that will deter cheating (1 − γ) of the time, so the choice
between fines and jails depends on overhead. The overhead is coming only from wrongful convictions
and is tied to the size of the sanction. Choosing the better option therefore requires comparing the
two sanctions.
But this cannot be done directly – money and in-kind sanctions are fundamentally different
units, even though this model obscures that fact. The fair comparison is in terms of monetary
utility. The fine sanction is already in these units. To convert the in-kind sanction to monetary
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units requires adding the realization of the monetary input. So, the in-kind sanction in monetary
units is:
Ybj,converted = Ybj + Zm
(7.10)

Both sanctions are guaranteed to work 1 − γ of the time. But they may not work the
same 1 − γ of the time. Realizations with high monetary inputs and low in-kind inputs may cheat
with a monetary sanction but not with an in-kind sanction. The regulator must decide which kind
of failure is worse or whether it matters. Both kinds of failures will be considered equivalent here.
So, the sanctions will be compared just based on average cost, E[Ybi ] for i ∈ {m, j}.
2 ), Z ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
For a concrete example, let V = 0, Zm ∼ N (0, σm
j
j
Theorem 34. Given the all-Gaussian example, the monetary abstraction always has a worse expected value of the sanction.
Proof. The valuations have the following distributions:
Yj ∼ N (0, σj2 )
Ym ∼

N (0, σj2

+

(7.11)
2
)
σm

(7.12)

And to satisfy the sanction requirement:

E[Ybj + Zm ] = σj Q−1 (γ)/ρ < E[Yb2 ].

Ybj = σj Q−1 (γ)/ρ
q
2 Q−1 (γ)/ρ
Ybm = σj2 + σm

(7.13)
(7.14)

For the all-Gaussian example, it is preferable choose an in-kind sanction.3

7.3

QOS vs prices toy

While the first toy does capture the dependence between in-kind and monetary utility
functions, it does not respect that the two can be fundamentally different. This second toy model
captures some of those differences. It also more closely represents an abstract model of the spectrum
sharing context.
Assume that there exists some service that is being provided on an ongoing basis. There
is a base level of service available at a fixed price (this is the home band in previous chapters), but
there exists an opportunity for better service if the service provider and user are willing to pay for
it. The service provider can invest in a better service, either honestly or dishonestly. For example,
this could be honestly or dishonestly investing in cognitive radio capability by choosing whether
or not to actually look for a primary. The user will then have to pay a higher price for the better
service.
There is some relationship between the quality of service (QOS) provided and the cost
either to provide it (for the service provider) or the cost a user is willing to pay. For example, the
relationship could be like that in Fig. 7.3. Assume that the provider will sell the service at the
3

This result may change if the inputs are dependent, particularly if they are inversely correlated. This is left to
future work.
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User
Honest provider
Cheating provider

QOS
Figure 7.3: A general model to understand operational differences between jails and fines. A
provider can offer a service of a particular quality for a particular price based on whether or not
it cheats. The user will buy the service as long as it is below the user’s QOS-price tradoff. The
sanction will either reduce the QOS available or raise the price at which that service is offered in
order to make cheating not worthwhile.

User

Price
Honest provider
Cheating provider

QOS
Figure 7.4: A simple version of the general model in Fig. 7.3 in which all relationships are assumed
to be linear.
user’s price.4 So, it has a profit margin of the difference between what the user is willing to pay,
and the cost to provide the service. The provider will provide a QOS at the lowest possible cost to
maximize its profit margin.
When the sanctions are applied, they only operate in one direction. Any monetary sanction will raise the price of the service provider’s lines for a given QOS. So, it operates in the vertical
direction. If an in-kind sanction is applied, it does not affect the price, but it does lower the QOS
available at that price. So, the in-kind sanction operates in the horizontal direction.
This general model is complicated, so the simplified linear model in Fig. 7.4 will be used
instead.

7.3.1

The model

There exists a base level of quality providable at a fixed price. The user is always willing
to pay this price. For simplicity, this point is normalized to (0, 0).

4

This assumption is only true in a monopoly situation, but it captures the desired effect: the provider will pay
the lowest cost it can to provide the service.
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The price the user is willing to pay is defined by a function of the QOS, q:
Puser (q) = puser q

(7.15)

The cost to provide a QOS while honest or cheating have the same form:
Phonest (q) = phonest q

(7.16)

Pcheat (q) = pcheat q

(7.17)

Assume that puser ≥ phonest ≥ pcheat . In other words, in the absence of a sanction, it is
cheaper to cheat than operate honestly, and the user is willing to pay either of these costs. The
provider will provide every possible QOS at the lowest possible price, assuming the user is still
willing purchase it.
The possible QOS is not unbounded. Let qh and qc be the maximum possible QOS
providable when honest and cheating respectively. So, the honest price is defined on q ∈ [0, qh ]
and the cheating price is defined on q ∈ [0, qc ]. The user’s price is defined on the entire range:
q ∈ [0, ∞).
What do the cheating and honest lines really mean? Think of the example of spectrum
sharing. The honest line can be interpreted as a range of possible technologies. For example, better
sensing technology will be better able to recover spectrum holes, so it will produce a higher QOS.
But, it will also be more expensive. Think of the cheating line as using more band-expansion to
provide higher QOS. The technology is more expensive to accommodate a larger bandwidth. But,
the cheating also causes causes harm to more primaries. Therefore, when a sanction is applied,
higher QOS implies that the secondary will get caught more often. For the same jail sentence or
fine, higher QOS will have a higher effective sanction. A linear relationship will be assumed.
Define the fine sanction as pf ine and the in-kind sanction as qjail . The cheating price
reflects the full force of the sanction, and the honest price reflects a fraction δ of the sanction to
model wrongful conviction. The user’s price does not change, because it is a limit on what the user
will pay, not a price at which the QOS is able to be provided. Because the in-kind sanction alone
affects the QOS, the in-kind sanction will affect the maximum possible QOS, while the monetary
sanction will not.
With the monetary sanction, the price functions become:
Puser,f ine (q) = puser q, q ∈ [0, ∞)

(7.18)

Phonest,f ine (q) = phonest q + δpf ine q, q ∈ [0, qh ]

(7.19)

Pcheat,f ine (q) = pcheat q + pf ine q, q ∈ [0, qc ]

(7.20)

With the in-kind sanction, the sanction produces a smaller QOS for the same price. For
a given price, p, aiming at a given QOS q, the resulting quality q ′ with sanction is:
q ′ = q − qjail q = q(1 − qjail ).

(7.21)

This gives the new maximum value of the quality. To normalize the slope of the line correctly, the
resulting line has a new effective price, p′ which is:
p′ q ′ = pq

(7.22)

p q(1 − qjail ) = pq

(7.23)

′

′

p = p/(1 − qjail )

(7.24)
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The new price functions are therefore:
Puser,jail (q) = puser q, q ∈ [0, ∞)


q
, q ∈ [0, qh (1 − δqjail )]
Phonest,jail (q) = phonest
1 − δqjail


q
, q ∈ [0, qc (1 − qjail )]
Pcheat,jail (q) = pcheat
1 − qjail

(7.25)
(7.26)
(7.27)

Note that the fine price can be anything, pf ine ∈ [0, ∞), but the in-kind sanction only
makes sense if limited, qjail ∈ [0, 1]. This is because there is no reason to make the sanction worse
than choosing to operate only at the base level.
Deciding whether jails or fines are the better sanction will depend on which is effective at
deterring cheating and which has a smaller overhead. Overhead is defined as the extra utility an
honest user loses because of the sanction. Formally, define the overhead as
Phonest,f ine − Phonest
Phonest
pf ine
=δ
phonest
Phonest,jail − Phonest
=
Phonest
δqjail
=
1 − δqjail

Of ine =

Ojail

7.3.2

(7.28)
(7.29)
(7.30)
(7.31)

Without uncertainty

This part will first find the required sanction to deter cheating and then examine the
overhead. The problem falls into three cases, depending on the relationship between the honest
and cheating lines and their endpoints:
Case 1:
qc ≤ qh This case is shown in Fig. 7.5, with red lines showing the required fine and
in-kind sanction. Both must move the cheating line to be greater than the honest line. So
the required sanction for the fine case is:
Phonest,f ine (q) < Pcheat,f ine
phonest q + δpf ine q < pcheat q + pf ine q
phonest − pcheat
pf ine >
1−δ

(7.32)
(7.33)
(7.34)

For the in-kind case, we have:
Phonest,jail (q) < Pcheat,jail




q
q
< pcheat
phonest
1 − δqjail
1 − qjail
phonest − pcheat
qjail >
phonest − δpcheat

(7.35)
(7.36)
(7.37)
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Figure 7.5: Case 1: This shows the options for sanctions given the depicted relationship between
lines. The in-kind sanction can push the cheating line back to be worse than the honest line in
QOS for the same price. Alternatively, the fine sanction can push the cheating line up so that any
given QOS costs more to provide through cheating than honestly.
Plugging into the overhead definition, they are found to be exactly the same:



δ
phonest − pcheat
Of ine = Ojail =
1−δ
phonest

(7.38)

This makes intuitive sense because both sanctions are moving the cheating (and honest)
QOS-price tradeoff to the same resulting line.
Case 2: qc ≥ qh and Phonest (qh ) ≤ Pcheat (qc )
This case is shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7. Again, the red lines show the required movement of
the sanction. Because it cannot do anything to change the QOS, the only option for the fine
is to move the cheating line up to the user line. The in-kind sanction, however, can change the
maximum cheating QOS, and therefore, it needs to move the cheating line to the minimum
of two places. Either the in-kind sanction can make the highest cheating QOS the same as
the honest case (which is sufficient because Phonest (qh ) < Pcheat (qc )), or it can move the line
to be slightly higher than the user line.
The required fine sanction is:
Puser,f ine (q) < Pcheat,f ine (q)

(7.39)

puser q < pcheat q + pf ine q

(7.40)

pf ine > puser − pcheat

(7.41)

which results in overhead

puser − pcheat
(7.42)
phonest
And the required in-kind sanction is either moving the maximum QOS to the honest case:
Of ine = δ

qc (1 − qjail ) < qh (1 − δqjail )
qc − qh
qjail >
qc − δqh

(7.43)
(7.44)
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Figure 7.6: Case 2, version 1: The options for the sanction given this configuration either uses
jails to push the cheating line so that it cannot provide a better QOS than the honest line. Or,
fines can make the price of that high level of service so large that the user is unwilling to pay it.
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Figure 7.7: Case 2, version 2: Given this configuration of lines, the only choice is to use either
sanction to push the cheating line to be so expensive for a given QOS that the user is unwilling to
pay it.
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Figure 7.8: Case 3: Given this configuration, the in-kind sanction can push the cheating line back
to the honest line, or the fine sanction can make cheating to expensive for the user to willing pay.
or, it can move the cheating line to the user line:
Puser,jail (q) < Pcheat,jail (q)


q
puser q < pcheat
1 − qjail
puser − pcheat
qjail >
puser
In general, the smaller of these two is needed:


qc − qh puser − pcheat
,
qjail > min
qc − δqh
puser
which results in overhead
Ojail



qc − qh
puser − pcheat
= min δ
,δ
qc − δqh puser − δ(puser − pcheat )

(7.45)
(7.46)
(7.47)

(7.48)

(7.49)

The particular parameters will determine which of these overheads is worse. The better
overhead will be discussed after all cases are complete.
Case 3: qc ≥ qh and Phonest (qh ) > Pcheat (qc )
This case is shown in Fig. 7.8. For this case, the sanction requirements are clear: the in-kind
sanction just needs to move the cheating line to the honest line, while the monetary sanction
must move the cheating line up to the user line.
The required sanctions and overheads are repeated here, but are the same as parts of the
previous cases. For the fines case:
Puser,f ine (q) < Pcheat,f ine (q)

(7.50)

puser q < pcheat q + pf ine q

(7.51)

pf ine > puser − pcheat

(7.52)

which results in overhead
Of ine = δ

puser − pcheat
phonest

(7.53)
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Figure 7.9: A guide to the parameter regions when jails or fines have better overhead. The line
represents the points where the overheads are equivalent. To the left of the line, jails have better
overhead. To the right of the line, fines have better overhead. δ is capturing the wrongful conviction,
with higher δ implying a higher wrongful conviction rate.
The in-kind case requires:
Phonest,jail (q) < Pcheat,jail




q
q
phonest
< pcheat
1 − δqjail
1 − qjail
phonest − pcheat
qjail >
phonest − δpcheat

(7.54)
(7.55)
(7.56)

which results in overhead
Ojail =



δ
1−δ



phonest − pcheat
phonest



(7.57)

When are fines or in-kind punishments better? Fig. 7.10 gives the answer, with Fig. 7.9
providing a guide. Each line represents the points for which the overhead is the same for jails and
fines, given a δ. To the left of the line, in-kind sanctions produce better overheads. To the right of
the line, fines have smaller overheads. Notice that as δ gets smaller, a larger range of parameters
have in-kind sanctions as the better option. Also note that this plot only shows the qc > qh case.
If this is not true, the sanctions have equivalent overheads.
It was assumed that these lines were known. But in reality, there will be some uncertainty.
This will be covered in the next part.

7.3.3

With uncertainty

Uncertainty is modeled by allowing the parameters to be completely unknown within
specified ranges. These ranges can be interpreted as mapping out 1 − γ of the support of the actual
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Figure 7.10: Regions where jails or fines have better overhead, for different δ. Higher δ implies
higher wrongful conviction. The regions are as in Fig. 7.9. As δ gets smaller, jails are the better
choice for a wider range of parameters.
distribution of the parameter. So the sanctions will fail in only γ of the possible realizations. The
parameters and ranges of interest are:
puser ∈ [puser,min , puser,max ]

(7.58)

phonest ∈ [phonest,min , phonest,max ]

(7.59)

pcheat ∈ [pcheat,min , pcheat,max ]

(7.60)

qh ∈ [qh,min , qh,max ]

(7.61)

qc ∈ [qc,min , qc,max ]

(7.62)

The effect of uncertainty will be explored in three stages: only the prices are unknown, only
the maximum QOS parameters are unknown, and then what happens when they are all unknown.
Only the QOS is known
Let the uncertainty be restricted to
puser ∈ [puser,min , puser,max ]

(7.63)

phonest ∈ [phonest,min , phonest,max ]

(7.64)

pcheat ∈ [pcheat,min , pcheat,max ]

(7.65)

with qh and qc fixed.
Because the cases without uncertainty were determined by qh and qc , the with uncertainty
problem has the same cases. Furthermore, the goal now is to guarantee that the whole range of
cheating prices is worse than anything in the range of honest or user prices depending on the case.
So, in general, the required sanctions are the same as they were without uncertainty with the
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following substitution:
puser → puser,max

(7.66)

phonest → phonest,max
pcheat → pcheat,min
The overheads are assessed on the actual realization of the prices with the required sanctions. The
solutions and overhead are therefore:
Case 1:
qc ≤ qh
phonest,max − pcheat,min
1−δ
phonest,max − pcheat,min
>
phonest,max − δpcheat,min

pf ine >
qjail
with overhead
Of ine
Ojail





phonest,max − pcheat,min
δ
=
1−δ
phonest



phonest,max − pcheat,min
δ
=
1−δ
phonest,max

(7.67)
(7.68)

(7.69)
(7.70)

The in-kind sanction has the better overhead.
Case 2: qc ≥ qh and phonest,max qh < pcheat,min qc
pf ine > puser,max − pcheat,min


qc − qh puser,max − pcheat,min
,
qjail > min
qc − δqh
puser,max

(7.71)
(7.72)

with overhead

Case 3:

puser,max − pcheat,min
phonest


puser,max − pcheat,min
qc − qh
,δ
= min δ
qc − δqh puser,max − δ(puser,max − pcheat,min )

Of ine = δ

(7.73)

Ojail

(7.74)

qc ≥ qh and phonest,max qh > pcheat,min qc
pf ine > puser,max − pcheat,min
phonest,max − pcheat,min
qjail >
phonest,max − δpcheat,min

(7.75)
(7.76)

with overhead
puser,max − pcheat,min
Of ine = δ
phonest



phonest,max − pcheat,min
δ
Ojail =
1−δ
phonest,max

(7.77)
(7.78)
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The range of parameter values that produce better overheads for jails or fines are also
shown in Fig. 7.10, with the appropriate parameter substitution.
More interesting is what happens in the limit of increasing uncertainty.
Let {puser,min , phonest,min , pcheat,min } → 0 and {puser,max , phonest,max , pcheat,max } → ∞.
Theorem 35. For the fine sanction, regardless of qc , qh , pf ine → ∞ and therefore Of ine → ∞
Proof. Making the required substitutions in Eq. (7.67) for the fines cases without uncertainty, and
letting {puser,max , phonest,max , pcheat,max } → ∞ gives the result.
On the other hand, the in-kind sanction can still handle the situation:
Theorem 36. With the in-kind sanction, {puser,min , phonest,min , pcheat,min } → 0, and
{puser,max , phonest,max , pcheat,max } → ∞, the required sanction to deter cheating is
qjail = 1
which produces overhead
Ojail =

δ
1−δ

(7.79)

(7.80)

Proof. In order to deter cheating, the sanction must make cheating a worse option than operating
at the base level, which is at (0,0). This is done by making the maximum achievable QOS with
cheating equal to zero:
qc (1 − qjail ) = 0

(7.81)

qjail = 1

(7.82)

Plugging this into the definition of overhead gives the second part of the result.
If we have no information about the prices, and fines can only affect prices, then fines
cannot deter cheating. However, because we know the maximum QOS and in-kind sanctions operate
by changing QOS, the in-kind sanction is still effective.
This is similar to the situation in Chapters 2 to 5 of this thesis: bounds on the technical,
QOS cost function of the secondaries is known. However, little is known about how this QOS
translates into a price. So, operating in fines is not possible, but the sanction can always make the
QOS worse with cheating than it is in the home band.
Only the prices are known
Let the uncertainty be restricted to
qh ∈ [qh,min , qh,max ]

(7.83)

qc ∈ [qc,min , qc,max ]

(7.84)

with all of the price parameters known. With no uncertainty, the maximum QOS parameters
determined which case the solution came from, and a combination of maximum QOS and price
parameters determined the solution. With uncertainty in the maximum QOS, the solutions can
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still be split into similar cases, with similar solutions. But like the last uncertainty set, one must
substitute the worst case of the QOS uncertainty set.
So, with uncertainty on the maximum QOS, the solution is to make the following substitutions:
qh → qh,min

(7.85)

qc → qc,max

(7.86)

and then use the deterministic solutions, with overhead assessed on the actual realizations:
Case 1:
qc,max ≤ qh,min
phonest − pcheat
1−δ
phonest − pcheat
>
phonest − δpcheat

pf ine >
qjail
with overhead
Of ine = Ojail =
Case 2:



δ
1−δ



phonest − pcheat
phonest

(7.87)
(7.88)


(7.89)

qc,max ≥ qh,min and phonest qh,min < pcheat qc,max
pf ine > puser − pcheat


qc,max − qh,min puser − pcheat
qjail > min
,
qc,max − δqh,min
puser

(7.90)
(7.91)

with overhead

Case 3:

puser − pcheat
p
honest

qc,max − qh,min
puser − pcheat
,δ
= min δ
qc,max − δqh,min puser − δ(puser − pcheat )

Of ine = δ

(7.92)

Ojail

(7.93)

qc,max ≥ qh,min and phonest qh,min > pcheat qc,max
pf ine > puser − pcheat
phonest − pcheat
qjail >
phonest − δpcheat

(7.94)
(7.95)

with overhead
puser − pcheat
Of ine = δ
phonest



phonest − pcheat
δ
Ojail =
1−δ
phonest

(7.96)
(7.97)
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Again, it is of interest to see what happens when there is no information about the
maximum QOS. Let qh,min , qc,min → 0 and qh,max , qc,max → ∞. With the substitutions and taking
the limit on uncertainty, the problem falls into only Case 2. So, the solution is to use fines and
in-kind sanctions to move the cheating line to worse than the user line:
pf ine > puser − pcheat
puser − pcheat
qjail >
puser

(7.98)
(7.99)

which results in overhead
puser − pcheat
phonest
puser − pcheat
=δ
puser − δ(puser − pcheat )

Of ine = δ

(7.100)

Ojail

(7.101)

where the worse overhead depends on the values of the parameters. The regions where fines are
the better option are again in Fig. 7.10 where the parameters are their maximum (or minimum)
values according to the substitution in Eq. (7.83).
Uncertainty on all parameters
Let the uncertainty set be:
puser ∈ [puser,min , puser,max ]

(7.102)

phonest ∈ [phonest,min , phonest,max ]

(7.103)

pcheat ∈ [pcheat,min , pcheat,max ]

(7.104)

qh ∈ [qh,min , qh,max ]

(7.105)

qc ∈ [qc,min , qc,max ]

(7.106)

As a combination of the above two situations, the solution is obviously again substitution of all
parameters with their worst case possibility:
puser → puser,max

(7.107)

phonest → phonest,max
pcheat → pcheat,min
qh → qh,min
qc → qc,max
and then using the solution to the deterministic problem, with overheads assessed on the actual
realizations:
Case 1:
qc,max ≤ qh,min
phonest,max − pcheat,min
1−δ
phonest,max − pcheat,min
>
phonest,max − δpcheat,min

pf ine >
qjail

(7.108)
(7.109)
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with overhead
Of ine
Ojail
Case 2:



phonest,max − pcheat,min
δ
=
1−δ
phonest



phonest,max − pcheat,min
δ
=
1−δ
phonest,max


(7.110)
(7.111)

qc,max ≥ qh,min and phonest,max qh,min < pcheat,min qc,max
pf ine > puser,max − pcheat,min


qc,max − qh,min puser,max − pcheat,min
,
qjail > min
qc,max − δqh,min
puser,max

(7.112)
(7.113)

with overhead

Case 3:

puser,max − pcheat,min
phonest


puser,max − pcheat,min
qc,max − qh,min
,δ
= min δ
qc,max − δqh,min puser,max − δ(puser,max − pcheat,min )

Of ine = δ

(7.114)

Ojail

(7.115)

qc,max ≥ qh,min and phonest,max qh,min > pcheat,min qc,max
pf ine > puser,max − pcheat,min
phonest,max − pcheat,min
qjail >
phonest,max − δpcheat,min

(7.116)
(7.117)

with overhead
puser,max − pcheat,min
Of ine = δ
phonest



phonest,max − pcheat,min
δ
Ojail =
1−δ
phonest,max

(7.118)
(7.119)

When there is no information about the parameters (all minima go to 0, and all maxima
go to ∞), the fine penalty must again go to infinity. However, because the sanction scales linearly
with the QOS, the in-kind sanction can again force the cheating line to zero for any maximum
cheating QOS. Therefore, it still has a solution
qjail = 1
which produces overhead

(7.120)

δ
.
(7.121)
1−δ
This indicates that the in-kind sanction for this model is very strong, and so this model must be
used with care to make sure the application of the sanction scales as assumed here. Presumably,
in the real world, only a sanction with infinite overhead (like an infinite fine, a death sentence,
or complete loss of service) should be effective for all possibilities if nothing is known about the
parameters of the problem. However, note that as the sanctions get higher, it is impossible to
implement an approximately infinite fine. It is possible to implement an approximately infinite jail
sentence.
Ojail =
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7.4
7.4.1

Concluding remarks
What we have learned so far

This chapter introduced overhead through wrongful convictions as the right way to quantitatively address the differences between fines and jail. It introduced two toy models to illustrate
the problem in the context of spectrum sharing.
The first model emphasized the problem of uncertainty. For spectrum, and likely in other
situations as well, the utility gained from a crime can be converted into in-kind and monetary
terms. While the in-kind utility is easily measurable for radios in terms of quality of service, the
monetary conversion can be very difficult. This added uncertainty makes a monetary sanction
much less desirable.
The second toy showed that fines and in-kind punishments can operate on the choice
to cheat in fundamentally different ways. For example, if one can provide a quality of service
while cheating that is not attainable while honest, it may be worthwhile to cheat regardless of the
fine. This is particularly important for the spectrum sharing context. Regulators must guarantee
protection for primary systems. If the secondary can circumvent the rules simply by being willing
to pay, the enforcement system has failed.
Only a small range of parameters in the second model indicated fines as preferable to jails
from an overhead perspective.
From ease of implementation, the guarantee of deterrence, and the uncertainty and resulting overhead of estimating fines, this chapter has shown that for cognitive radio, in-kind sanctions
are the better option.

7.4.2

Future work

This analysis is only in the beginning stages. More work is required to flesh out and truly
analyze the general model to get a comprehensive concept of when fines or jails would be most
appropriate.
This approach of evaluating enforcement strategies from an overhead perspective is different from the traditional law and economics approach. This seems to be because wrongful conviction
is not treated as a parameter that can be controlled or measured in any way. Indeed, the control
allowed by a technical identity system is one of the most useful features of the spectrum sharing
problem. However, we believe this perspective has use beyond this particular context. This should
be explored.
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Chapter 8

Concluding remarks
This thesis concludes with one last comparison. Consider the Internet. It has many of
the same elements as the problem of spectrum regulation: there is a multitude of different services
and end users trying to accomplish different things. There is a limited resource to be shared – the
wired backbone. There is a desire to allow freedom in connecting a new device or adding a new
service.
The Internet was able to become a hot-bed of innovation because the protocols guarding
entry only controlled the base problem: connectivity. IP provided a common language of connectivity on which everything else could be built.
In spectrum regulation, the desire for innovation amongst diverse services is the same,
but the base regulatory problem is different. Different companies do not necessarily want their
networks to directly communicate and different companies certainly do not want to have to jointly
design their networks. The natural mode of interaction is not a common connectivity protocol, it
is interference. The problem of regulation is therefore about controlling interference. The current
approach to regulation does this by forcing companies to prove that their device is not capable of
causing too much interference.
The philosophical shift proposed in this thesis is to directly regulate the interference itself
instead of the technology that produces it. This thesis shows that spectrum jails can accomplish this
goal. They are effective at incentivizing radios to follow sharing rules, they allow the introduction
of new and complex sharing technologies, and they can be implemented through technical solutions
already required to make TV whitespace databases secure.
New and complex spectrum sharing technologies can be introduced because spectrum
jails enable light-handed regulations. The regulations require only that secondaries are certified to
follow the operation tokens issued by a database. The database, then, gives tokens that permit the
secondary to find and recover spectrum holes. The secondary can do this by implementing its own
sensing protocol, or by getting information from other sensing or database services.
If the secondary causes harmful interference, the database will issue it a jail token instead
of an operation token at the next request. The secondary will then have to turn off its radios and
burn energy for the length of the token. This added functionality only really requires the database
to identify secondaries causing interference. But this will already be required – even in the TV
whitespaces, the database is in the right position to detect and turn off malfunctioning secondaries.
Notice that this certification requirement of following the database tokens can be applied to
any secondary device, regardless of its sharing technology. This means that new technologies can be
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easily certified. However, it also means that devices may be certified that cannot appropriately find
spectrum holes. For this reason, spectrum sharing must be thought of as a band-expander. Devices
that cannot appropriately find primaries should not be trying to share spectrum. If certification
lets them through, they must have somewhere to operate where they will not be a burden on the
enforcement system. They must have at least an unlicensed band to operate in.
Within this context, the following section reviews what this thesis has accomplished.

8.1

What has been accomplished

Prescription for trust through spectrum jails
Chapters 2 through 4 flesh out a secondary. It has three dimensions to its quality of service,
average delay, average energy usage, and time-dependent packet constraints. By addressing the first
two, this thesis has shown how to develop in-kind sanctions along the dimension of the utility so
that the sanction is actually painful for the radio.
The secondary also has some cost to respect the priority of the primary, which it is
rationally weighing against the cost of going to jail for interference. So, if the primary is very rarely
transmitting, the secondary will rationally choose to ignore the primary.
Whether it goes to jail is determined primarily by what level of harm the secondary causes,
whether it is does so intentionally or not. It can also be sent to jail wrongfully.
In order to guarantee that this secondary will not cheat, regardless of its cost of sensing,
the regulator must make decisions on when the primary will be protected. The regulator must
set a minimum protected activity level for the primary. It must also decide how much harm is
too much harm. The primary must actually use its band and must accept some small amount of
harm. Then, the regulator must guarantee a particular size and quality of home band (or unlicensed
band), either by having plentiful opportunities, or monitoring the quality and changing the sanction
appropriately. With this information, a sanction can be set at – either certification time or at the
time scale of the database – which will work for all secondaries at runtime.
Performance improvement with better technology
The performance is measured at runtime. Performance includes how well secondaries can
recover spectrum holes and how well the primary is protected. The primary has a guaranteed
amount of protection, but the secondary may cheat if the primary is not transmitting enough.
The performance depends both on the size of the sanction and the current quality of
technology. If the secondary has a high sensing cost, it might cheat for some low value of primary
utilization. If the regulator’s identity system has a high wrongful conviction rate, the secondary
will spend a lot of time in jail, perhaps choosing to just operate in the home band. If the secondary
cannot help but cause lots of interference, it will again spend a lot of time in jail and may choose
to leave the band entirely.
Even if the sanction stays the same, improving these technologies will improve performance. In fact, as sensing cost, wrongful conviction, and honest harm all go to zero (perfect
technology), there will be no performance cost of implementing jail.
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Requirements for identity
Making spectrum jails a reality is obviously dependent on being able to identify secondaries
causing interference. Although this thesis does not address the question of how to implement
identity, the results here do flesh out the problem. Before this thesis, the only understanding of
identity was that it is required [75].
With the results in this thesis, it is known that for trust to be achieved, the identity
system must be able to catch secondaries causing interference. It does not need to have low
wrongful conviction. That needs to come only to improve performance. So, the first deployment
of spectrum jails may include turning off all secondary devices in the area when any interference
is observed. Later iterations will narrow those in jail to a smaller and smaller set. But the initial
roll-out does not have to be perfect.
Trusting the primary
Although the current generation of primaries cannot do anything to protect themselves
from secondary interference, future generations of primaries could be designed to participate in
the enforcement system. Intuitively, the primary is in the perfect position to report interference
because it has the best information about when harmful interference has occurred. But can the
primary be trusted to report interference responsibly?
Chapter 5 has shown that the primary has incentive to report interference. The bigger
question is what the primary will do in response to a secondary that it cannot easily coexist with.
By setting the cost of reporting correctly, the regulator can incentivize the primary in the same way
it did the secondary. For the primary, the regulator’s action can determine whether the primary
will wrongfully report interference or actively hire a “band-sitter” to help it defend its band.
Databases and evolvability
The results for the role of the primary and the specification of the identity problem indicate
changes to the jail system as technology evolves. Because spectrum jails can be implemented
through databases, this evolution is actually quite natural.
In the current style of FCC regulations, every new band required a new set of rules. So,
the evolution of rules was naturally generational, with each band representing a different generation. Databases, or active spectrum managers, do not have to conform to this pattern. Multiple
generations of devices and rules can coexist in the same band at the same time. Then, versions of
the rules can be phased out as the generation of devices they apply to fall out of use.
A framework for multiple secondaries
With multiple secondaries and aggregate interference, it is not yet even clear what the
desired secondary behavior is, so it is not yet possible to fully answer whether spectrum jails can
incentivize this behavior. So, Chapter 6 gives a framework of basic results to begin the process of
addressing multiple secondaries.
Stochastic geometry tools are used to understand how the distribution of aggregate interference from randomly placed secondaries changes with the no-talk radius. A phase shift occurs
between “near” and “far” field when the distribution is dominated by the placement of one interferer
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vs having contributions from the placement of many interferers. Far field can be well approximated
by a Gaussian, allowing regulators to make rules in these situations based on simpler calculations.
Given this information, how should secondary transmission be controlled? This thesis
investigates three possibilities, using information that the database already has about secondary
placement. If the database cannot use any local information, the only option is a fixed no-talk
radius that must be conservative enough to deal with placement uncertainty. This can only protect
a primary to a certain probabilistic fidelity. At the same time, secondaries close to the primary
receiver are not able to recover spectrum holes because of the very conservative rule.
Much better average performance can be obtained by changing the secondary transmit
power or the no-talk radius in response to the actual realization of secondary placement. The
primary will then always be protected against poor secondary placement, and the secondary service
will only be degraded when it must be.
Finally, a simple spatial queuing model was introduced to show how the Markov jail model
can be extended to include multiple secondaries. This shows promise of being able to extend trust
even when aggregate interference is considered.
A note on fines
This thesis is built with an in-kind punishment mechanism. But this is not the traditional
sanction. Fines are traditionally used because they do not destroy any resources; they simply move
wealth around. Although jails are attractive from an implementation standpoint, are there other
reasons to use in-kind vs monetary sanctions?
The law and economics literature addresses this problem of choosing imprisonment or
fines for their deterrence ability with people. Chapter 7 adds to this discussion by introducing
an engineering perspective. If the destruction-of-resource aspect is ignored, jails and fines can be
compared on two levels: whether the sanction works, and how much overhead does it produce?
The first is similar to the law and economics literature, but the second is a unique perspective.
The overhead comes from wrongful conviction. Traditional law and economics acknowledges wrongful conviction as bad, but does not use it as a quantitative tool. In the context of
spectrum, without the emotional ramifications of addressing humans, wrongful conviction and
overhead are performance parameters that can be optimized over the type of sanction.
With this perspective, it is easier to see the fundamental differences between jails and fines,
particularly for radios. The first comparison is in uncertainty – while it is possible to understand
the quality of service available while cheating, it is much harder to estimate the monetary value
of a cheating transmission. So, a monetary sanction will need to be higher relative to an in-kind
sanction to get the same deterrent effect. This leads directly to higher overhead.
This thesis also shows an example of how a fine can be thought of as a price for a higher
quality of service. If cheating allows a quality of service not attainable with honest use, and the
user is willing to pay a premium rate for that higher service, there is no way to deter cheating. If
regulators need to prioritize protection of primaries, in-kind sanctions are the only viable option.
Comments on policy
The introductory chapter introduced many policy perspectives on the future of spectrum
regulation. This thesis can contribute to this discussion in many ways.
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Policy experts are concerned with what the future will look like – whether spectrum use
should be governed by open access, managed commons, real-time markets, etc. Regardless of the
chosen future, radios must be trusted to follow those rules. Spectrum jails can be applied in any
of these systems to make sure that system will work as intended.
Policy literature also debates who should be responsible for dealing with spectrum disputes, traditional courts or spectrum tribunals. This thesis shows that they are missing a third
option: tribunals implemented in technology. Spectrum jails have the benefits of traditional courts
in that they use technologies that are already going to be required. But, they also have the benefit
of being designed specifically for spectrum and therefore better able to address spectrum regulation
needs.
Defining enforceable usage rights
Finally, much thought has been devoted to understanding what usage rights should look
like for spectrum. This thesis gives direction to this discussion because usage rights must be
defensible. The lack of quantitative study in the current literature makes it difficult to understand
what defensible even means.
With spectrum jails, the question of enforceable usage rights can be answered. The usage
right must actually be exercised: the primary must actually use its allocation or its transmissions
cannot be protected. Also, the usage right includes a certain amount of harm the primary will
have to accept from secondary users. Even with the current regulatory system, the purpose of
building usage boxes in time/space/frequency with appropriate guard bands was the determine
exactly how much a transmission can spill into another user’s allocation. With spectrum jails, this
same philosophy can be extended to a shared paradigm by directly regulating the amount of harm
any secondary network can cause to any primary network.
Finally, usage rights for future generations of primaries may include some responsibility.
PCAST suggests this concept through receiver standards that make a primary less vulnerable to
interference. Spectrum jails introduces a required reporting cost primaries must pay in order to
defend themselves by reporting interference.

8.2

Where to go from here: moving spectrum jails closer to reality

This thesis begins the research field of trust and enforcement for cognitive radio. It can
therefore only address the beginning of the problem, and there is much work now to be done. Each
chapter includes a future work section specific to the topic of that chapter. As there is so much
future work to do, this conclusion chapter will not include those specifics. It will instead focus on
the broader issues that need to be addressed to move spectrum jails closer to reality.
Requirements for trust
For the cases considered in this thesis, trust could be guaranteed regardless of secondary
technology. But, there are cases not included in this thesis. So, to truly guarantee trust, work needs
to be done to extend spectrum jails to include all kinds of secondaries. This includes utility functions
that have time dependencies. It also includes completing the treatment of multiple secondaries to
appropriately manage aggregate interference.
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There is also significant work to be done to secure tokens and decisions. For example,
the secondary must follow orders to turn off and burn energy. This operation must be built into
the device in a way that either can be verified or cannot be tampered with at runtime. Also, this
thesis assumes that the secondary will be able to decide to operate just in the home band where it
will not be subject to jail. How can this decision be trusted if the choices result in just a different
waveform produced in software? Especially if the home band changes with the database token,
how can this be secured?
Finally, an identity system must be built. For trust, this includes just a catching ability,
but what is the right method of discovering interference and connecting it to a particular radio?
Perhaps the right approach includes a system whereby radios can develop alibis to prove that they
did not cause the interference in question.
Improving performance
Improving performance really includes all kinds of technical improvements to better find
spectrum holes. But particularly for enforcement, performance gains will come with improved
wrongful conviction rate. New ideas about how to build adaptive jails will also allow performance
improvement in the future.
Other kinds of enforcement
This thesis addresses only spectrum jails, which represents one possibility combining a
priori certification and a posteriori policing. While we believe this is a good enforcement mechanism
for radios, it is certainly not the only option. What other methods are there?
Perhaps the enforcement mechanism could go beyond just rationality, tapping into the
long term relationships between different companies. Perhaps human traits like altruism could be
built into devices, or some kind of network effect could be created within cognitive radio.
This thesis has provided a baseline and metrics for comparison. Now, new ideas are needed
to test whether this is actually the best option.
Policy and law
Spectrum sharing with databases in TV whitespaces represents the first time the FCC has
allowed spectrum regulatory decisions to be made by technology. This first step includes only the
modest (and well specified) decision of band assignment based on location. This thesis has argued
that to really exploit the potential of cognitive radio, the scope of regulatory decisions made by
technology must expand dramatically.
The first expansion should be allowing databases to use secondary location information
to improve primary protection and secondary performance in the TV bands. This decision can be
well specified so that the database is actually just propagating a context-dependent rule instead of
subjectively making decisions. Philosophically, this expanded capability is very similar to what is
currently allowed.
Turning the database into a spectrum manager with enforcement capability is a philosophically much larger change. The FCC would have to either manage the databases itself or deputize
private companies to act as spectrum police.
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Although all of the decisions can again be well specified by the FCC (by certifying an identity system, etc.), legally moving enforcement activity into technology seems like a difficult problem.
Much work will need to be done in policy and law to really embrace automated enforcement.1
However, the benefits of a posteriori enforcement are potentially huge. Certification can
be stream-lined. Any new technology can be trusted, regardless of its solution to finding spectrum
holes. Regulatory overhead can be significantly reduced, especially as technology improves. Harmful
interference can be directly regulated, instead of implicitly controlled through specific technology
requirements. The only way to get these benefits is to automate the policing and enforcement
activities. Addressing the corresponding legal and policy hurdles is essential.

1

Perhaps the right place to start is through the work investigating rights for robots [158, 159].
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